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Ci) 
P R E F A C E 
In accordance with resolution 2997 (XXVII) of the General Assembly, UNEP 
was established "as a focal point for environmental action and co-ordination 
within the United Nations system". The Governing Council of UNEP defined 
this environmental action as encompassing a comprehensive, transectoral 
approach to environmental problems which should deal not only with the 
consequences but also with the causes of environmental degradation. 
The UNEP Governing Council has designated "Oceans" as a priority area in 
which it will focus effort to fulfil its catalytic role. In order to deal 
with the complexity of the environmental problems of the oceans in an 
integrated way, it has adopted a regional approach as exemplified by its 
Regional Seas Programme. 
Although the environmental problems of the ocean are global in scope, a 
regional approach to solving them seemed more realistic. By adopting a 
regional approach, UNEP felt it could focus on specific problems of high 
priority to the States of a given region thereby more readily responding 
to the needs of the Governments and helping to mobilize more fully their 
own national resources. It was thought that undertaking activities of 
common interest to coastal States on a regional basis should, in due time, 
provide the basis for dealing effectively with the environmental problems 
of the oceans as a whole. 
Two elements are fundamental to the Regional Seas Programme: 
(a) Co-operation with the Governments of the regions. Since any 
specific regional programme is aimed at benefiting the States of 
that region, Governments are encouraged to participate from the 
very beginning in the formulation and acceptance of the programme. 
After acceptance, the implementation of the adopted programme is 
carried out by national institutions which have been nominated 
by their Governments. 
(b) Co-ordination of the technical work through the United Nations 
system. Although the regional programmes are implemented 
predominantly by Government-nominated institutions, a large 
number of the United Nations specialized organizations are called 
upon to provide assistance to these national institutions. UNEP 
acts as an overall co-ordinator although in some cases this role 
is limited to the initial phase of the activities. Thus the 
support and experience of the whole United Nations system 
contributes to the programme. 
The components of a regional programme are outlined in an "action plan" 
which is formally adopted by the Governments before the programme enters 
an operational phase. 
(ii) 
Each action plan consists of three standard components as adopted by the 
United Nations Conference on Human Environment (Stockholm, 5 - 1 8 June 
1972) and endorsed by subsequent meetings of UNEP's Governing Council. 
They are: 
(i) Environmental assessment. The assessment and evaluation of the 
causes, magnitude and consequences of environmental problems is 
an essential activity providing the basis for assistance to 
national policy-makers to manage their natural resources in an 
effective and sustainable manner. 
Cii) Environmental management. A wider range of activities requiring 
regional co-operation falls under this component: rational 
exploitation of living resources, utilization of renewable 
sources of energy, management of freshwater resources, disaster 
preparedness and co-operation in cases of emergency, etc. 
Regional conventions, elaborated by specific technical protocols, 
provide usually the legal framework for the action plan and 
proved to be in many regions an excellent tool in the hands of 
environmental managers. 
(iii) Supporting measures. The national institutions are the 
institutional basis for the implementation of the action plan. 
Large-scale technical assistance and training are provided to 
them where necessary to allow their full participation in the 
programme. Existing global or regional co-ordinating mechanisms 
are used when appropriate. However, specific regional mechanisms 
may be created if Governments feel they are necessary. Public 
awareness for environmental problems is stimulated as essential 
supporting measure for the action plan. Financial support is 
initially provided by UNEP and other international and regional 
organizations, but, as the programme develops, it is expected 
that the Governments of the region, assume increasing financial 
responsibility. 
At present there are eight regional seas areas where action plans are 
operative or are under development: The Mediterranean Cadopted in 1975), 
the Red Sea Cadopted in 1976), the Kuwait Action Plan Region Cadopted in 
1978), the West African Region Cunder development, adoption expected in 
1980), the East Asian Seas (under development, adoption expected in 1980), 
the South-East Pacific (under development, adoption expected in 1980), 
the South-West Pacific (under development, adoption expected in 1981) and 
the Wider Caribbean Region (under development, adoption expected in 1980). 
The following document has been prepared as one of the contributions to 
the development of the action plan for the Wider Caribbean Region,. It is 
an effort to identify the status of oil pollution and oil pollution control 
problems of the region and thereby to assist the States of the region in 
their decisions concerning the national or regional activities designed 
to mitigate the effects caused by pollutants entering the marine environment 
of their region. 
> 
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The objective of this report is to provide a knowledge base regarding 
oil production, oil transportation, oil pollution and oil pollution con-
trol in the wider Caribbean area. The document is intended to serve 
as a source document for future programs in the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of 
Mexico areas which will lead to more effective prevention of oil pollution 
and control of such pollution when it occurs. 
The report is divided into seven sections and five Appendices. 
Section 2 provides information on the geography, oceanography, 
meteorology, biology and geology of the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico 
system. 
Section 3 provides information regarding coastal and offshore oil 
production in the region. Information is also provided on the capacity and 
location of major coastal refinery systems. High risk areas for pro-
duction or refinery related spills are designated. 
Section 4 describes crude oil and by product transportation through 
the region. Ports, transhipping terminals, lightering locations, and 
routes generally taken by tankers are shown. The known or expected 
oil pollution resulting from tanker washings, bilge pumping and other 
chronic causes are discussed as are past or potential accidental oil 
spills from transportation related activities. The impact of oil pollution 
resulting from ocean transportation and its relation to this region is 
discussed. 
Section 5 discusses the potential impact of an oil spill on the 
environment and economy in areas throughout the region. Specific regional 
2 
environmental systems and other waste loads imposed on these systems are 
discussed. 
Section 6 discusses the administrative and legal tools used for control 
of oil pollution on international, national, and local levels. Exist-
ing pollution response capability of industry and government is discussed 
and presented. 
Section 7 concludes the report. It contains suggestions with regard 
to intergovernmental and governmental prevention and control of oil 
pollution in the wider Caribbean. 
Included with this report are Appendices 1 through 6. Appendix 1 
is a compilation of facts related to oil pollution control with regard 
to each major country, island and island system in the wider Caribbean 
area. Included are maps of the most significant systems. Information 
is provided about oil pollution control capability and such items as 
contractors, manpower, communications, lodging, road conditions, legi-
slation, monetary system and banks which would be needed for an oil 
pollution response. 
Appendix 2 contains a directory of those people involved in oil-
related industries in each major country. 
Appendix 3 contains information on the Clean Caribbean Cooperative 
and the Clean Gulf Cooperative. These are two major oil spill cooperatives 
operating in the area. 
Appendix 4 provides details on specific pollution incidents in the 
wider Caribbean region. 
Appendix 5 includes the U.S. Water Quality Act relating to oil pollution, 
the National Plan for Oil Spill Prevention and the U.S. National Contingency 
Plan as example documents. 
3 
Appendix 6 provides conversion figures to interrelate variouB weight 
units for oil shipment with both English and metric units. 
4 
SECTION 2 
BACKGROUND ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS 
OF THE CARIBBEAN AND GULF OF MEXICO SYSTEM 
The general geography, oceanography, meteorology, geology and 
biology of the region of the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico are described, 
in this section. 
Geography of the Wider Caribbean Region 
The Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico are both semi-enclosed 
bodies of water surrounded on three sides by the North and South American 
continents. Figure 2-1 shows the wider Caribbean region which includes 
the Gulf of Mexico. 
The Caribbean part of the system is bordered to the east by the West 
Indies which includes the archipelago of the Leeward and Windward Islands 
which stretch northward to the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico. The 
boundary extends northwest around the Bahama Islands then to the southern 
tip of Florida, U.S.A., straight to the northern tip of the Yucatan 
Peninsula. The remaining portion of the Caribbean Sea is bounded by the 
northern coasts of Central and South America. Bordering countries of 
Central America include Belize, Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, 
and Panama. Countries of South America include Colombia and Venezuela. 
Major large islands of the Caribbean region include Cuba, Hispaniola, 
Jamaica, and Puerto Rico. Smaller islands include Abacos, Andos, Antigua, 
Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados, Bonnaire, Caicos, Curacao, Grand Cayman, 
Martinique, St. Lucia, Tobago, Trinidad, Turks, and the Virgin Islands. 
The Gulf of Mexico is bordered to the north entirely by the United 
States. Coastal states along the Gulf are Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
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Alabama, and the west coast of Florida. The state of Texas partially 
borders the Gulf to the west. The remaining part of the Gulf is 
contained by the entire east coast of Mexico and the northern coast of 
Cuba. 
The total area of the wider Caribbean region is 4.31 x 10̂  km^ 
(1.68 x 10̂  square miles). The mean water depth is 2.174 kilometers 
(1.35 miles) giving a water mass volume of approximately 9.37 x 10̂  km^. 
The Cayman trench to the west of Jamaica is the deepest location in the 
region, or about 6.895 km (4.28 miles). 
As with all ocean areas, the wider Caribbean region is divided into 
physiographic regions called basins. These basins are bordered by 
submarine sills. Between Jamaica and Honduras, a 200 meter deep sill 
separates the Yucatan Basin in the northern Caribbean from the main 
portion of the sea. The main body of the Caribbean is divided into three 
major basins: (1) Colombian Basin in the west; (2) Venezuelan Basin 
in the mid-portion of the region; and (3) Grenada Basin to the west 
of the Leeward and Windward Islands. The latter represents the smaller 
basin. The Cayman Trough and Mexico Basin are to the north of the sill 
between Jamaica and Honduras. 
Coastline Length of Countries and Islands 
Countries and major islands of the Caribbean/Gulf of Mexico system 
constitute over 21,500 km of coastline in contact with waters of the 
Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. Table 2-1 lists the length of coastline 
of the United States (by state), Mexico, Central America (by country), the 
northern coast of South America (by country) and the major islands of the 




COASTLINE AND SHORELINE LENGTHS BY COUNTRIES AND 
MAJOR ISLANDS IN THE WIDER CARIBBEAN REGION 
U.S. GULF COAST 
United States Coastline* Shoreline 
Alabama 53 mi./ 85.33 km. 607 mi./ 977 .27 km. 
Florida (west coast only) 770 mi. /I ,239.70 km. 5,095 mi./ 8 ,202 .95 km. 
Louisiana 397 mi./ 639.17 km. 7,721 mi./ 12 ,430 .81 km. 
Mississippi 44 mi./ 70.84 km. 359 mi./ 577 .99 km. 
Texas 367 mi./ 590.87 km. 3,359 mi./ 5 ,407 .99 km. 
Total 1,631 mi./2 ,625.91 km. 17,141 mi./ 27 ,597 .01 km. 
Central America 
Mexico 1,708 mi./2 ,749.88 km. 
Honduras 382 mi./ 615.02 km. 
Belize (Br. Honduras) 175 mi./ 281.75 km. 
Guatemala 53 mi. / 85.33 km. 
Costa Rica 133 mi./ 214.13 km. 
Nicaragua 297 mi. / 478.17 km. 
Panama 426 mi./ 685.86 km. 
Total 3,174 mi. /5 ,110.14 km. 
South America 
Colombia 710 mi./l ,143.1 km. 
Venezuela 1,750 mi./2 ,817.5 km. 
Total 2,460 mi./3 ,960.6 km. 
Island Countries 
Cuba 2,100 mi. / 3,381.0 km. 
Jamaica 342 mi. / 550.6 km. 
Haiti 672 mi./ 1,081.9 km. (includes Gonaue and others) 
Dominican Republic 604 mi./ 972.4 km. 
Bahamas 1,580 mi. / 2,543.8 km. 
Puerto Rico 311 mi. / 500.7 km. 
Barbados 56 mi./ 90.2 km. 
Grenada 75 mi./ 120.8 km. 
Trinidad & Tobago 292 mi./ 470.1 km. 
Total 6,032 mi./ 9,711.5 km. 
Grand Total 13,297 mi. / 21,408.2 km. 
* straight line length 
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Geography of the Wider Caribbean Region 
The following eight pages contain geographical information on ten 
regions within the wider Caribbean region including the southern United 
States, Colombia, Cuba, Jamaica, Belize, Bahamas, Nicaragua, Guatemala, 
Panama and Venezuela. Maps are included to show cities and main rivers 




The contributing river basins from the south of Florida to the Mexican 
border are listed in Table 2-2. The Gulf of Mexico has been divided into 
nine parts where the drainage areas and the total discharge are listed. 
Major rivers are also listed under Table 2-2. 
Mexico 
Mexico has an area of 1,969, 269 km and a coastline along the Gulf 
of Mexico of 2,611 km. The population is approximately 58 million (1974). 
Main Rivers : 
(i) Grande-Bravo del Norte - total length of 2,890 km, catchment 
area 442,900 km2. The frontier between Mexico and the United 
States runs along the river for 1,600 km. 
(ii) Panuco - total length is 450 km. 
(iii) Papaloapan - total length is approximately 540 km. 
(iv) Grijalva 
Colombia 
Colombia has an area 
of 1,138,300 km2 with a coastline in the 
Caribbean of 1,560 km. The population is 22.9 million (1972). 
Main Rivers : 2 
(i) Magdalena - total length 1,550 km, catchment area 200,000 km . 
Examples of chemical data from the lower part of the 
river (Ducharme, 1975): pH 7.65-8.1; Turbidity JTU: 215-500; 
Conductivity S: 225; N03 ppm: 4.0-22.0; P0^ ppm: 0.18-3.7; 
Cu ppm: 0.02 
(ii) Sinu - total length 400 km. Examples of chemical data 
(Ducharme, 1975): pH 7.1-9.1; Turbidity JTU: 100-500; N03 ppm: 0.15-3.0; PO^ p p m : 0.2-1.5; Cu ppm: 0.3-3.6. 
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Table 2-2 











km2 3 -1 m sec 3 -1 m sec 
1. Cape Sable to Alligator Creek 71 
2. Peace River to New River 
River basin: Suvanee River 
67,600 770 
302 
3- Apalachicola River 51,800 756 
h. Wetappo Creek to Perdido River 






5- Mobile Bay 
River basin: Mobile River 
114,700 1,818 
1,788 
6. Pascagoula River to Pearl River 





7- Mississippi River 3,220,900 18,1*00 
8. Vermilion, Mermentau and 
Calcasieu Rivers 22,500 306 
9. Sabine River to Rio Grande 
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(ili) Atrato - total length 600 km. 
Cuba 
2 
Cuba has an area of 114,524 km with a coastline of about 4,000 km. 
The population is 8.9 million (1973) with approximately 1.8 million 
in the city of La Habana. 
Most rivers are short and run swiftly from the mountains to the 
sea; the main river, Cauto, is 370 km long. 
Jamaica 2 
Jamaica has an area of 11,430 km with a coastline of about 519 km. 
The population is approximately 2.0 million (1970). 
Belize 
9 
Belize has an area of 22,965 km with 280 km of coastline. The 
population is 128,000 (1972) with approximately 40, 000 living in Belize 
City. The Belize River is the main river. 
Bahamas 
The Bahamas consist of about 300 islands with a total area of 
2 
13,722 km . Thirty islands are inhabited, the total popultaion being 
about 180,000 (1972). 
Nicaragua 
2 
Nicaragua has an area of 139,699 km with a coastline in the 
Caribbean of 450 km. The population is about 1.9 million with the main 
part in the capital, Managua, and on the Pacific side of the country. 
Main Rivers : 
(i) Grande de Matagalpa - total length 418 km. 
(ii) Coco - total length 433 km. 
Guatemala Guatemala has an area of 108,889 km^ with a coastline along the 

15 
Caribbean of 110 km. The population is 5^3 million of which about 
1 million live in Guatemala City. 
The main river entering the Caribbean is the Motagua with a total 
length of about 400 km. 
Panama 
2 




Venezuela has an area of 901,500 km and a population of 11,990 
million (1978). The capital is Caracas. 




Oceanography of the Wider Caribbean Area 
The tides and currents typically associated with the region are 
discussed. 
Tides in the Region 
Although the tide is principally diurnal throughout the wider 
Caribbean, there does exist a mixed tide period. The diurnal tide range 
is generally less than .75 meter (2.5 feet) except on the east coast 
of Florida, on the north shore of Cuba, the Bahama Islands and in the 
Atlantic. Figure 2-2 shows the tide ranges for many locations scattered 
throughout the area. Included are the names of tide stations, their 
locations, mean heights and maximum tide or spring tides. Figure 2-3 
shows the locations of tide curves that are typical of the indicated 
areas of interest. These tide curves are included as Figure 2-4. The num-
bers that appear in Figure 2-3 are matched with the same numbers on Figure 
2-4. 
Surface Currents in the Region 
There is a continuous east to west circulation pattern in the 
Caribbean Sea, with water entering the system from the Atlantic near 
Tobago & Trinidad and exiting at the Yucatan Straits. The current 
picture of the Gulf of Mexico is more complex. Water enters the system at 
the Yucatan Strait and exits at the Florida Strait. The flow within the 
gulf is complex and varies with the time of year. Major components 
are counter current geyers in the western Gulf and several smaller 
geyers in the Campeche Bay area and to the west of Florida. 
The reader is referred to the detailed diagrams for the Caribbean 
and North Atlantic shown in Figure or to the Pilot Charts for the 
Caribbean and Gulf areas for more detailed information. 
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NAMES OF TIDE STATIONS FOR RANGE CHART 
(EROM ose & C S TID£ TABLES, |»6<) 
RiOlOrJ A 
POINT PTORERA. AMAZON RIVER 
I. HHA OO MIGUE. AMAZON RIVER 
: II HA DC MARACA ANCHORAGE 
• C A r t CACHIPOU9 
•• CAYENNE 
1 RES DU SALUT 
T SUil-NAME RIVER EUTRANCf 
I NICIERIE RIVER 
» GEORGETOWN 
11 PARIKA. ESSEOUBO RIVER 
I ' RIO ORINOCO ENTRANCE. ISLA TERCERA 
I i RIO P£Dt«NAlES ENTRANCE 
l i PUN!A GORDA. RIO SAN JUAN 
U MATURIN tAR, CXANNCl ENTRANCE 
I i PUFETO DE HIE MO 
I t GUA»AGUAYA«£ »AT 
i : CAKE NAGE «AT 
I I TOBAGO 
1* GRENADA 
K . BARBADOS 
J' ST. VWCENT, KiNGSIOWN 
lesiON B 
• SANCHEZ, SAMANA BAY 
1. SAMANA. SAMANA BAY 
I PUEK-O (TATA 
a. PUNTA MAtSl 
I BARACOA 
1. ANT..IA. NtPE BAY 
r. NUEVITAS, NUCHAS BAY 
I ISAEHA DE SAGUA 
• HAWKS NEST ANCHORAGE. TURKS ISLANDS 
U CLARENCE HARBOR. LONG ISLAND 
1 . SAN SALVADOR 
THE SIGHT. CAT ISLAND 
ELflTHERA ISLAND. EAST COAST 
ELELTHERA ISLAND, WEST COAST 
MEMORY ROCK 
fORT PIERCE .INLET (BREAKWATER) 
SEWAl l POINT. ST. LUCIE RIVER 
POR" OF PALM (EACH. LAKE WORT« 
PALM BEACH (OCEAN) 
ANDREWS AVENUE «RIDGE, NEW RIVER 
MIAMI BEACH 
FO*TY ROCKS UGHT 
ADAMS KEY. BI5CAYNE BAY 
MOSQUITO BANK 
BOOT KEY HARBOR. VACA KEY 
PALOMA KEY, NORTH SIDE 
NOfHWEST CHANNEL (NORTH END) 
MARQUESAS KEYS 
SHA-K RIVER ENTRANCE 
EVEiGLADES. BARRON RIVER 
COCN KET. GUUIVAN BAY 
MARCO. BIG MARCO OVER 
NAP-.ES (OUTER COAST) 
PORT BOCA GRANDE. CHARLOTTE HASBO» 
SARASOTA. SARASOTA BAY 
SAFETY HARBOR. OLD TAMPA BAY 
Wm-LACOOCHEE RIVER ENTRANCE 
BALD rOINT, OCHLOCKONLE BAY 
DOC ISLAND, WEST END 
REGION A 
UXAIO. M M N 
REGION B 
FIGURE 2-2: Tide Stations and locations 
in the wider Caribbean Region. 
Source: Oceanographic Atlas of the North 
Atlantic Coast: Section I (1965) 
CHARLESTON 
LEGEND 
• IOCATION FOR n o t CURVE 
TIDE CURVE ron IOCAJION SPECIFIED w i n HAVE SAME SHAPE FOR TIDES 
THROUGHOUT « 0 I O N INOICATEO. ALTHOUGH RANGE MAT VARY 
CONSIDF«A«R. 
REGIONS WITH SAME NUMBERS HAVE SIMKAR TIDES. 
MSI (MEAN SEA IEVEI)- THE AVERAGE HEIGHT ASOVE DATUM 
FOR A l l STAGES OF THE TIDE. 
MIW |MEAN l o w W A T E « ) - THE A V E R A G E HEIGHT OF THE I O W 
WATERS. 
MHW (MEAN HIGH WATER)— THE AVERAGE HEIGHT Of THE HIGH 
WATERS. 
MTl (MEAN TIDE IEVEI)- THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THE HIGH 
WATERS AND IOW WATERS. 
MUW (MEAN IOWER IOW WATER)— THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THE LOWER 
IOW WATERS. 
M IWN (MEAN I O W WATER NEAPS)— THE AVERAGE HEIGHT Of IOW WATERS 
OCCURRING NEAR THE TIME OF FIRSI 
OR IAST QUARTER (NEAP TIDES). 
MHWN (MEAN HIGH WATER NEAPS)- THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF HIGH WATERS 
OCCURRING NEAR THE TIME OF FUST 
OR IAST OtMRTER (NEAP TIOESI. 
MIHW (MEAN IOWER HIGH WATER)— THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THE LOWER 
HIGH WATERS. 
MHLW (MEAN HIGHER IOW WATER)- THE AVERAGE HEIOHT OP THE HIGHER 
IOW WATERS. 
MHHW (MEAN HIGHER HtCH WATER)- THE AVERAGE HEIGHT O f THE HIGHER 
HIGH WATERS. 
MLWS (MEAN l o w WATER SPRINGS)- THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF IOW WATERS 
OCCURRING NEAR THE TIME OF NEW 
OR FUll MOON (SPRING TIDES). 
MHWS (MIAN HKSH WATER SPR1NGS|- THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF HIGH WATERS 
OCCURRING NEAR THE TIME OF NEW 
OR FUll MOON (SPRING TIDES). 
CHART DATUM-THE REFERENCE IEVEI FROM WHICH THE 
PREDICTED TIOE HEIGHTS ARE MEASURED. 
NEW MOON 
FUl l MOON 
IAST OUARTER 
FIRST QUARTER 
MOCN IN APOGEE 
MOON ON EQUATOR 
MOON FARTHEST 
NORTH Of EQUATOR 
S MOON FARTHESt SOUTH 
OF EOUATO» 
P MOON IN PERIGEE 
©, SUN AT VERNAL EQUINOX 
FIGURE 2-3: Typical Locations of Predominant ride Curves for the Wider Caribbean Region 
Source: Oceanographic Atlas of the North Atlantic Coast: Section I (1965) 
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FIGURE 2-4: Typical Tide Curves for Wider Caribbean Region. 
Source: Oceanographic Atlas of the North Atlantic Coast: Section I (1965) 
H O A t a S *P 
• A ( O 5 T O 
Schematic representation of surface currents in and adjacent to 
the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, as well as the northwest 
coast of South America. 
FIGURE 2-6 General water movements 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average surface currents in January. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average surface currents in February. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average s u r f a c e currents i n March. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average surface currents in September. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average surface currents in September. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
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Average s u r f a c e currents i n June. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average surface currents in September. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
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Average surface currents in September. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average surface currents in September. 
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Average surface currents in September. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
110" 100- SO" eo- 70" 60* 50* 40* 3 
no- 100" 90* 80- TO" to- W 40* » 
Average surface currents in September. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
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SURFACE CURRENTS 
Average surface currents in September. 
FIGURE 2 - 7 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
Source; Océanographie Atlas of the North Atlantic 
Section I (1965) Public il700 
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Meteorology in the Region 
Typical surface winds and temperatures are presented for the region. 
Wind speed, direction and duration or intensity, are important parameters 
associated with movement of the oil and many of the spreading and decaying 
functions are temperature dependent. 
Sea Surface Winds 
Surface winds influence the wave height and surface currents for a 
given area. Table 2-3 gives the sea description as described by Bascum. 
The wave height is listed as a function of wind velocity, assuming 
the wind direction and intensity are relatively constant. Typical wind 
roses for the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico areas are shown in Figure 2-10 
for January, March, July and December. Although all twelve months of 
data was available, inspection of each did not indicate any large variance 
of the rose patterns presented here. Figure 2-9 is a legend for the 
interpretation of these particular wind roses. 
Generally speaking, the wind is from the eastern quadrant near the 
north coast of South America. About 40% of the time the wind is blow-
ing from the northeast. In the northeastern part of the region the 
wind is often 15-20 knots or more. From the Virgin Islands, east to 
Cayman, the trade winds that blow from the north and east strongly effect 
currents as mentioned earlier. As a general rule, gales also blow from the 
same direction during the winter months. In this area, the sea adjacent 
to the south and west shores of these islands is usually rather calm. 
Trade winds blowing from the east to the west are very common throughout 
the entire region. 
In terms of movement of oil, the expected contribution of wind speed 
to the currents at the water surface is about 3.5% of the wind speed. 
The surface current will tend to act in the same direction into which the 




Veloc i ty 
Knots 
meters/ 






1 1 -3 0 .6 Light a i r ; r ipp les - no foam c r e s t s . 0 0 0 
2 5 1.5 Light breeze ; small wavelets , c r e s t s 
have glassy appearance and do not break. 
0 - 1 0 - 0 . 3 1 
3 10 3 .1 Gentle breeze ; large wavelets , c r e s t s 
begin to break. Scattered whitecaps. 
1 - 2 0 . 3 - 0 . 6 2 
4 15 4 .6 Moderate breeze; small waves becoming 
longer. Frequent whitecaps. 
2-4 0 . 6 - 1 . 2 3 
5 20 6 .1 Fresh breeze ; moderate v/aves taking a 
more pronounced long form; mainly 
whitecaps, some spray. 
4-8 1 . 2 - 2 . 4 4 
6 25 7. 7 Strong breeze; large waves begin to form 
extensive whitecnp3 everywhere, some 
spray. 
8-13 2 . 4 - 4 . 0 5 
7 30 9 Moderate gale ; sea heaps up and white 
foam from breaking waves begins to be 
blown in streaks along the d i r e c t i o n 
of tlie wind. 
13-16 4 - 5 5 1/2 
8 40 12 Fresh ga le ; edges of c res t s break into 
s p i n d r i f t . The foam i s blown in w e l l -
marked streaks along the d i r e c t i o n of 
the wind. 
16-20 5 - 6 6 
10 50 15 Whole g3le . The surface of the sea 
takes on a white appearance. The 
r o l l i n g of the sea becomes heavy. 
20-30 6 - 9 7 




Percentage frequency of Wind Speed Beoolort Force % or less (< JO Knots). 
Direction Frequency: Bors represent percent096 frequency 
of wind observed from eoch direction. Each circle ©quols 10%. 
of at! winds wort front H, > 
Speed Freouency: Printed figures represent percentage frequency 
of wind observed from eoch direction within eoch speed intervot: 
„-( 9% of of! winds "Br0 from S with spoof Booufort 
force 4-5 [/1-21 Knots].) 
Table below wind rose provides percentage frequency of wind 
speed of eoch Beaufort Force from 2 through 9 : t ' t » » 1 t i t I 1 S S 4 8 « ? « » 
• i*9% 
of off winds won B*oufort Fore» 
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FIGUKE 2-10 : Surface Wind Roses for Wider Caribbean Area 


























FIGURE 2 - 1 0 ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
FIGURE 2-10 (continued) 
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wind is blowing at about 3.5% of the wind speed. 
Surface Temperatures of Sea and Air 
The surface water temperature in the wider Caribbean region averages 
about 27°C annually. The fluctuations of temperature in the southern 
part of the Gulf of Mexico is generally less than ±3°C. The northern 
part of the Gulf of Mexico experiences seasonal temperature changes from 
about 16°C to 28°C in the winter or summer. This results in a strong 
surface gradient in latitudinal temperature during the winter. Figure. 
2-11 shows the water surface and air temperature variation for four se-
lected months including January, March, July and September. Figure 2-11A 
is the legend that is to be used with Figure 2-11. 
The winter cooling of the surface waters may affect the vertical 
velocity distribution in the northern and central part of the wider 
Caribbean region. Thermoclines are sometimes formed during the winter 
as far below the surface as 100 meters. These waters are typically 10 
to 15°C cooler than at the surface. 
Although temperature gradients do not play the most important role in 
determining the movement of oil, they do account for the peak upwelliag 
near June along Yucatan's northern coast. Upwelling peaks-along the 
Venezuelan coast between December and April. 
In terms of evaporation, spreading and solubility, the difference in 
surface water and surface air temperature becomes important. Each phenomena 
will increase with an increase in temperature. In the wider Caribbean, 
the gradient temperature of air/water at the waters surface varies seasonal-
ly averaging about 3°C. The southern part of the region has a net dif-





Meon Air Temporoturo. 
Cumulotive Frequency Distribution of Observed Temperotures: 
Percentoge frequency of temperatures equal to or less thon the 
temperolure intersected by the curve. 
tr,"K90% of at! temporoturos &ere 82°F or Jus p.) 
Distribution of Temperatures Observed with Eoch Wind Directior 
io) Meon 
(b) 9 5 % , 7 5 % , 2 5 % , and 5 % of oil temperatures were 
equol to or less thon the temperotures indicoted by: 
5% of the NW winds, the mean temperature wo* 78° i 
temperotures were 7t°F or /ass, 25% were 75F ond tese, etc.) 
LI LiY \ M when 
\ \ (wos J 
the mean, 2 5 % , ond 7 5 % temperotures are given 
the number of observations for a wind direction 
I - 3 0 . 
V / 
\ «The mean temperature ond the percentage frequencies 
M o r e omitted when the number of observations for o wind 
¿direction wos 10 or less. 
\ 
- — M e o n Woter Temperature (moy be in any corner). 
FIGURE 2-11: Typical Sea-Surface and Air Temperature frequency for 
Wider Caribbean Area 











Figure 2-11 (continued) 
TEMPERATURE 




FIGURE 2-11 (continued) 
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Geology In the Wider Caribbean Region 
The type of geology discussed in this part of the report includes 
coastal geology with emphasis on coastal morphology. The morphology of 
coastlines is important in providing a basis on which other relevant 
facotrs such as biological habitats and physical processes are tied. A 
coastline of a young mountain range coast backed by cliffs in bedrock with 
beaches of coarse gravel presents a different set of environmental 
conditions than does a low lying coastal plain shoreline with mud flats 
and marsh areas (Hayes, 28 )• 
The coastlines found in the wider Caribbean region are classified as 
collision coasts and Amero-trailing edge coasts in terms of plate tectonics. 
As a general rule, collision coasts are characterized by steep, rocky shores 
and coarse grained sediments experiencing high wave energy. Amero-trail-
ing edge coasts are usually dominated by coastal plain shorelines composed 
of river deltas and barrier islands. 
In terms of hydrographic regime there exists two types of coasts in 
the wider Caribbean area. Wave dominated coasts are seen along the Gulf 
coast of the United States. They are common where the tidal range is less 
than 2 meters. Normally, grain size ranges from coarse to fine away from 
shore. Mixed energy coasts occur where tide ranges are less than four 
meters, but greater than two meters. This type of coast is common to the 
wider Caribbean area. Open mouth estuaries and large tidal deltas and 
marshes are typical of the mixed energy type of coast. 
The soils of the wider Caribbean region are diverse. The predominant 
soil types found in the region are presented in Table 2-4. Each area dis-
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TABLE 2-4 
DOMINANT SOIL ORDERS AND SUBORDERS FOR THE 
WIDER CARIBBEAN REGION*"4" 
ORDER SUBORDER SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
Alfisols Podzolic soils of middle latitudes; 
soils with gray to brown surface 
horizons; subsurface horizons of 
clay accumulation; medium to high 
base supply. 
Udalfs A2 Temperature to hot; usually moist 
(Gray-brown Podzolic*) 
Ustalfs A3 Warm subhumid to semi-arid; dry 
>90 days(some Reddish Chestnut and 
Red and Yellow Podzolic soils*) 
Aridisols Aridisols D1 Pedogenic horizons lower in organic 
matter and dry for >6 mo. of the 
year. (Desert and Reddish Desert*) 
Salts may accumulate on or near 
surface. (not differentiated) 
Entisols Soils without pedogenic horizons on 
recent alluvium, dune sands, etc.; 
varied in appearance. 
Aquents El Seasonally or perennially wet; 
bluish or gray and mottled. 
Inceptisols Immature, weakly developed soils; 
pedogenic horizons show alteration 
but little illuviation; usually 
moist. 
Aquepts 12 Seasonally saturated with water 
(includes some Humic Gley, alluvial 
tundra soils*). 
Mollisols Soils of the steppe (incl. Cherno-
zem and Chestnut soils*). Thick, 
black organic rich surface horizons 
and high base supply. 
Rendolls M3 Formed on highly calcareous parent 
materials (Rendzina*). 
Ustolls M5 Temperature to hot; dry for >90 days 
(incl. some Chestnut and Brown 
soils*). 
Spodosols Soils with a subsurface accumulation 
of amorphous materials overlaid by 
a light colored, leached sandy 
horizon. 
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TABLE 2- h 
(Continued) 
ORDER SUBORDER SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
Aquads S2 Seasonally saturated with water; 
sandy parent materials. 
Ultisols Soils with some subsurface clay 
accumulation; low base supply; 
usually moist and low inorganic 
matter; usually moist and low in 
organic matter; can be productive 
with fertilization. 
Udults U3 Low in organic matter; moist; 
temperature to hot (Red-Yellow 
Podzolic; some Reddish-Brown 
Lateritic soils*). 
Vertisols Soils with high content of swelling 
clays; deep wide cracks in dry 
periods dark colored. 





Soils with various moisture and 
temperature regimes; steep slopes 
and variable relief and elevation; 
soils vary greatly within short 
distance. 
Udic great groups of Alfisols, 
Entisols and Ultisols; Inceptisols. 
Ustic great groups of Alfisols, 
Entisols, Inceptisols, Mollisols 
and Ultisols. 
+Source: Goodes World Atlas, Rand McNally. 
Legend: Arid (id) L. aridus, dry 
Spod (od) Gr. spodus, wood ash 
Ult (ult) L. ultimus, last 
Vert (ert) L. verto, turn 
Names of suborders have two parts. The first suggest diagnostic 
properties of the soil (see below), and second is the formative 
element from the order name, eg. Id (Arid). 
Aqu L. aqua, water soils which are wet for long periods 
Arg L. argilla, clay soils with a horizon of clay accumulation 
Rend from Rendzina high carbonate content 
Ud L. udus, humid soils of humid climate 
Ust L. ustus, burnt soils of dry climates with summer rains 
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cussed is shown on a map of the wider Caribbean region in Figure 2-12, No 
attempt has been made to estimate on a small scale the type and location 
of soil types in the region. However, a qualitative summary of soil features 
typical of the region is provided by Table 2-4 and Figure 2-13. 
Coastal physical features are discussed to a greater extent in Section 5 
of this report. Features are discussed as related to shoreline type. 
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Geologic column of Reforma 















Geologic column of the Sound of Campeche 
S £ ; v . { W e l l I C h a c ) -
FIGURE 2-13: Typical Geological Formation 
* Source: 1978 IPE 
Cross-Section Depth Profile. 
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Biology of the Wider Caribbean Region 
The biology of this region includes a large number of species of the 
many biological communities known to exist, therefore no attempt has been 
made in this report to present in depth or complete knowledge of biology 
in the region. Several biological habitats and the communities found in 
and around them will be discussed. 
Biological habitats common to the wider Caribbean region are beaches, 
rocky shores, salt grass, marshes, mangrove marshes, and the ocean water. 
Each of these habitats is populated by many different kinds of organisms 
common to only a particular habitat. Biological communities including 
birds, mammals, vegetation and reptiles are common to beach and marsh, 
habitats and also to the rocky shore habitat. Higher marine organisms 
such' as shrimp, crab, fish and clams are usually found in the ocean water 
habitat. Table 2-5 lists biological communities for the Gulf of Mexico 
habitat type. 
Habitats and biological communities are discussed in greater detail 
in Section 5. Their vulnerability to oil damage will also be presented in 
Section 5. 
Table 2-5 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES FOR THE GULF OF MEXICO 
BY HABITAT TYPE 
Biological 




















Beach Evening Primrose 

















Hispid Cotton Rat 
































Table 2-5 (continued) 
Biological 
Community 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES FOR THE GULF OF MEXICO 
BY HABITAT TYPE 
Gulf of Mexico Beach and Dunes Marsh and Spoil Bank Marsh 
HIGHER MARINE 

























OIL PRODUCTION AND REFINING IN THE WIDER CARIBBEAN REGION 
Oil Production in the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean 
Offshore oil production can be found in Texas, Louisiana, and Mexico 
for the Gulf of Mexico. Venezuela and Trinidad and Tobago have major off-
shore production in the Caribbean Sea. Inland production takes place in 
Barbados, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, the states of Texas, Louisiana and 
Alabama, Venezuela, and Trinidad and Tobago. 
The wider Caribbean oil production by country for calendar years 1975 
through 1978 is shown in Table 3-1. Detailed information about the individual 
fields in each country is shown in Table 3-2. Included are data such as 
discovery date, number and type of wells, flow rate and cumulative flow and 
type of oil. 
Major oil production countries in the region produce about 8 billion 
barrels of crude oil per day. Figure 3-1 shows the 1978 estimated total 
oil production for major countries and states bordering the Gulf of Mexico. 
These numbers include both offshore and inland oil production. Offshore oil 
production for 1978 is represented in Figure 3-2. Percentages shown indicate 
the relative amounts of production for locations within the Gulf of Mexico and 
the Caribbean area. The numbers are the volume of offshore oil produced in 
1000 barrels per day. 
The estimated offshore production for the entire region is over 3.1 
million barrels per day. The Gulf of Mexico offshore areas produced in excess 
of 2 million berrels per day while the Caribbean offshore production was 
estimated near 1.1 million barrels per day. Nearly one-third of the total 
oil production was offshore for the entire region. 
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Table 3-1 
WIDER CARIBBEAN OIL PRODUCTION* 
BY CALENDAR YEAR 
1975 - 1978 
top figure = 1000 BBL/day 
bottom figure = Million tons/year 






































































































* Source: 1978 and 1979 International Petroleum Encyclopedia 
Table 3-2 
WIDER CARIBBEAN PRODUCTION* 
•Offshore (e) Estimated (c) Condensate (NA) Not available 
Name of field depth gas shut B/D aver. Cumulative bbl API 




Woodbourne,'66 6,000 7 11 • • • 3 725 600,574 32.0 
Other • • • • • • » • 1 • • • 1 7 41,188 32.0 
Total 7 12 4 732 641,762 
COLOMBIA 
Castilla,'76 7,400 • • • 1 • • • • 0 0 664 286,994 13.2 
Bonanza, '64 4,000 1 10 3 2 1,338 9,438,733 30.0 
Boquete, '61 8,000 10 0 • • 3 « a a 1,813 14,051,201 43/3 
Burdine, '74 11,000 1 * » « 1 * » 1,258 1,138,840 26.3 
Casabe, '41 3,880 • • • 249 « « » 8 4,085 205,496,114 20.7 
Cantagallo,'41 6,800 13 • o • • • • 670 15,658,623 19.7 
Cocorna, '63 2,000 i » « 13 « » » 5 614 4,551,428 12.6 
Dina, '62 2,900 3 21 7 7,752 14,708,782 22.5 
Galan, '45 3,200 • • 0 55 • • • 20 1,285 16,556,429 19.0 
Infantas, '18 3,200 1 297 o « e 16 4,064 214,576,448 25.8 
La Cira, '25 3,250 • • • 604 • • » 68 12,179 427,569,100 24.0 
Usama, '57 9,500 15 22 • • • 6 4,562 10,407,764 31.0 
Llanito, '60 7,300 • • » 25 • e • 6 1,560 11,131,233 21.0 
Loro, '64 9,600 2 1 1 4 867 8,942,269 30.5 
Orito, '63 6,600 2 1 12 5 23,086 141,038,616 39.7 
Ortega, '53 4,300 .. • 6 • • • 7 632 10,547,693 27.0 
Palagua, '54 4,500 . . 0 108 « # • 55 5,041 64,375,171 15.2 
Payoa, '62 8,000 8 4 7 3 4,662 61,281,869 36.7 
Provincia, '62 8,000 8 ft » 6 2 7 12,313 117,577,511 33.0 
Pto. Colon,'65 9,600 « « « « • « 3 1 1,212 7,082,614 30.5 
Rio Zulla, '61 6,500 2 13 « • • 11 7,013 117,992,868 41.4 
* Sources 1979 Petroleum Directory of Latin America 
T a b l e 3 - 2 
( c o n t . ) 
Production Name of field depth gas shut B/D aver. Cumulative bbl API 
Discovery date (ft.) flow pump lift in first 6 mos 7-1-78 gravity 
1978 
COLOMBIA 
(cont.) Salina, '71 2,500 8 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 1,379 799,398 24.0 
Tello, '72 4,200 2 6 9 9 9 8 5,428 4,631,686 20.2 
Tibu, '40 4,200 12 110 30 35 6,426 208,514,402 37.2 
Velasquez, '45 5,300 « • 9 101 30 65 7,121 146,684,490 22.4 
Yarigui, '54 6,800 • 99 34 9 9 9 9 9 9 5,414 82,333,866 19.5 
Other 9 0 9 13 93 11 50 4,775 135,514,693 — . . . 
Total 88 1,790 102 390 127,213 2,052,889,835 
GUATEMALA Rubel santo,'74 5,300- 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 700 265,000 26.0-
7,000 32.0 
Tortugas, '72 2,400 9 9» • • • • • 2 9 9« 9 * 9 35.0 
W. Chinaja,'77 3,400- 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 30.0-
4,800 33.0 
Total 1 9 9 « 0 0 9 3 700 265,000 
MEXICO P « m « x Monterrey, 50 6,950 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9* 677 11,119,185 47.0 
N o r t h ione,NE Other • 9 9 7 1 9 9 9 9 368 11,151,893 
N o r t h xon»,N» Arenque, '70 11,362 23 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 24.141 44,555,441 26.0 
Barcodon,'59 4,370 6 1 • 9 9 9 0 327 8,907,986 17.0 
Constit., '56 6,300 65 » 9 9 41 9 * 9 8,332 52,053,883 17.0 
Ebano-Pan.,'01 1,450 68 9 9 9 121 0 9 9 5,996 929,383,007 12.0 
Tamaulipas,'56 4,200 65 9 9 9 41 9 9 9 8,042 50,125,186 18.0 
Other 89 9 9 9 13 9 9 9 307 12,967,426 
North ton«,5. (Jabo Nuevo ,'67 e - j o •J y i -» J i .X « «. 447 11,050,473 16.0 
•Is. de Lobos'63 6,875 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 938 19,495,949 40.0 
•Marsopa 10,198 6 9 9 9 9 9 9 » 9 9 4,162 7,685,587 36 X) 
T a b l e 3 - 2 
( c o n t . ) 
Name of field depth gas shut B/D aver. Cumulative bbl API 
Production Discovery date (ft.) flow pump lift in first 6 mos. 7-1-78 gravity 
1978 
MEXICO 
(cont.) Naranjos, '09 1,800 201 a a a a a. o o a a 7,878 1,188,935,058 20.0 
•Tiburón, '65 7,314 5 a • a a a a a a • 488 6,101,017 20.0 
Tres Hrm., '59 6,960 33 • a a • a a a a a 5,599 95,773,326 21.0 
Other a a a 40 1 a a a a a a 2,461 4,335,433 
•Atun, '66 9,040 7 a a a a a a 1,539 30,507,173 37.0 
Cantra! sona, RR. Bagre, '73 10,919 9 o e • a o a a a • 13,230 21,888,697 • a a a 
M.A. Cam. '52 5,340 1 a o a 9 a e 0 400 3,049,813 35.0 
Cerro Del Carb. 9,396 • • * a a e 19 9 • 6 435 3,707,307 a a a a 
1960 
Hallazgo,'55 10,170 « a « e o o 66 0 0 « 4,241 63,532,661 25.0 
Jiliapa, '58 7,390 .. . a e a 30 a a 1,243 25,288,857 34.0 
Miquetla,'59 6,480 18 29 a a a 2,361 19,836,974 35.0 
•Morsa, '71 10,434 1 9 0 « o e « o a a 378 10,145,122 37.0 
Nvo. Prog.'55 7,185 « e a o a o 9 o o 299 7,066,111 31.0 
Papantla, '62 9,086 a a o a o a 12 o a o 287 3,422,578 » • a a 
Poza Rica, '30 7,090 100 63 249 49,843 1,139,451,326 35.0 
Remolino,'62 10,745 • e a o a a 48 a a o 1,368 18,186,095 a a a a 
Riachuelo,'72 10,798 3 o a a a a a o a a 277 1,585,596 a a a a 
San Andres,'56 10,410 9 a o a 144 a a a a 29,257 285,534,122 29.0 
Other 69 A a a e a a a 5,482 39,545,041 
Centra l sona,MHO. Acuatempa, '55 4,085 14 o • a a a a a a e 1,811 24,680,438 21.0 
Alamo, Jardin, 21 a a a o a a 460 22,586,252 a a a a 
Paso R.,'57 
Copal, '57 4,610 7 3 « » « 253 1,802,104 15.0 
El Muro, '66 3,966 4 a « a a a a 3,252 15,906,750 17.0 
E. Ordonez,'52 5,220 10 a a a a • a a o a 1,376 54,411,242 21.0 
Mesa Cerrada»'56 4,085 6 # e a ... a o a 470 11,021,810 22.0 
T a b l e 3 - 2 
( c o n t . ) 
Production 
Ñame of field 
Discovery date 
depth 












MEXICO Ocotepec, 53 3,737 12 • e • 0 0 0 692 18,448,016 20.0 (cont.) Sta. Agueda,53 4,789 17 e • • • 0 0 2,941 97.979,078 16.0 
Other 92 000 0 0 0 851 18,232,024 0 0 0 
Central zone,V. Angostura,'53 4,405 7 000 0 0 0 330 22,076,246 15.0 Matapion.,'74 11,129 19 • • e 0 0 0 7,810 3,824,194 37.0 Other 2 • • • 0 0 0 261 407,611 
Southern i o n e , AJO, Blasillo,'67 7,216 18 • • • 21 6,071 8,387,916 40.0 Cinco,Pt,'60 6,862 20 88 17,556 215,547,142 35.0 El Burro,'31 2,200 1 7 1,339 19,163,391 26.0 
La Venta,'54 4,730 7 • » • 0 29 3,811 53,277,332 41.0 Ogarrio,'57 5,790 39 • o • 54 13,564 109,717,149 38.0 
Otates,'65 7,469 5 • t • 7 2,322 20,778,342 39.0 
Rodador,'71 11,398 9 • » • 6 2,319 1,966,072 26.0 
Puente, '68 e e • • • • • • 0 2 76 535,845 O O 0 
S. Magai.,'57 4,240 5 0 0 0 103 7,587 113,196,457 27.0 
Sta. Ana,'59 9,517 1 0 0 « 4 477 30,200,806 29.0 
San Ramon,'67 9,883 3 • • • 34 8,015 40,795,468 30.0 
Tonala,'28 1,770 2 22 11 1,192 74,051,994 28.0 
Other • 0 • e • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 8,231,264 
Southern soné, C. Agave,'77 13,450 4 0 0 0 9,711 2,118,088 41.7 
Artesa,'77 11,800 1 0 0 0 13,296 3,491,667 26.4 
Ayapa, '72 8,200 4 0 0 0 1,476 3,609,064 7.2 
Cach. Lop.,'77 14,750 1 0 0 0 1,086 262,381 39.0 
Cactus, '72 14,100 35 0 0 • 115,700 128,399,814 31.5 
Caracol.,'67 11,480 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 ... e 472 3,138,389 0 0 0 * 
Carrizo,'62 3,500 1 0 0 • 6 1,038 8,521,308 23.3 
Castarri.,'67 10,080 6 0 0 0 19 3,608 30,801,992 29 ; 3 
Cund.,'74 13,775 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 185,317 130,650,791 28.9 
El Golpe, '63 3,500 16 0 0 0 58 10,159 60,703,953 25.7 




Name of field 
Discovery date 
depth 













(cont.) Mecoacan,'57 2,200 6 17 3,464 33,619,333 8.6 
Mundo Nvo.,'77 11,800 2 4,226 793,760 46.0 
Nispero,'74 14,100 12 33,197 20,343,426 34.4 
0jicaque,177 11,150 3 17,930 3,654,691 29.1 
Paredón,'78 15,690 1 2,391 432,747 39.8 
Platanal,'78 15,900 1 1,985 359,310 30.2 
Rio Nuevo,'75 14,950 2 4,041 3,542,780 34.8 
Samaria, '73 14,209 36 303,338 313,914,099 31.0 
Santuario,'66 9,617 11 7,303 20,726,324 37.0 
Sitio Gr.'72 13,766 17 65,587 108,805,886 35.0 
Sunuapa,'78 • e e • 2 4,491 812,894 .... 
Tintai, '68 5,904 5 445 3,002,008 22.0 
Tupilco, '59 9,685 10 21 5,850 37,175,623 27.0 
Other .... 2 • • « 283 5,425,345 
Southern i o n e , E.L, Agata, '56 3,830 4 13 . . . 655 10,431,456 34.0 
Bacal, '76 3,500 8 e e o e o e 16,018 4,030,053 35.0 
Concep.,'74 1,600 12 e o e • • 0 1,600 1,259,679 31.0 
Cuichapa, '35 2,200 15 3 85 11,670 98,367,517 30.0 
El Plan, '31 1,700 1 22 47 e o e 2,774 145,318,210 30.0 
Lacamango,'73 1,700 24 0 0* 0 0 « e o « 4,388 3,478,968 26.8 
Los Sold. '53 4,492 6 11 e o » e e e 1,180 20,804,779 32.0 
Other 1 6 « e • . . . 173 33,973,447 
Southern zone, NAN. Sta. Rosa, '26 400 10 o e o e o o 137 4,898,558 23.1 
Moloacan,'62 500 3 143 63 • » e 4,613 12,584,931 22.3 
Ixhuatlan, '65 1,960 9 4 8 e o e 1,369 6,190,215 22.6 
Other .... . . . e e » 0 e e 12,433,657 .... 
Total e • • « 1,438 298 1,771 1,134,092 6,429,747,352 e o e e 
Offshore Total 31»646 
Table 3-2 
(cont.) 
Name of field depth gas shut B/D aver. Cumulative bbl API 
Production Discovery date (ft.) flow pump lift in first 6 mos. 7-1-78 gravity 
1978 
TRINIDAD- -
TOBAGO •Soldado, '55 




111 40 98 137 43,777 331,470,000 24.8 
16.9-
'13-'22 10,626 19 44 • • 112 1,713 33,948,000 25.5 
Parrylands 1,000- 15 45 • « « 208 995 35,105,000 10.7-
'13-'18 10,626 30.2 
P. Fortin, C$W, 1,000 23 83 • • 136 2,621 32,366,000 20.4-
'07-'16 10,626 45.1 
•Brighton,'08 700-
7,500 
41 30 68 292 1,730 69,117,000 32.8 
Palo Seco & 240- 36 313 102 447 6,439 86,779,000 21.2 
Erin,'26-'29 12,718 
Forest Res. '13 500-
11,000 
96 316 248 994 9,641 331,040,000 23.0 
Fyzabad, '18- 500- 7 301 7 287 4,243 156,886,000 20.8-
'20 11,000 32.7 
P. Fortin E. , 500- 3 41 6 62 1,108 23,277,000 34.1 
1929 11,000 
Coora/Quarry 288- 4 139 34 350 3,192 83,161,000 20.4-
1936 14,000 24.1 
Oropouche,'44 2,707-
9,077 
3 27 13 47 739 5,398,000 10.8-
38.6 
Barrackpore 1,300- 12 26 19 145 1,552 25,568,000 29.9-
1911 11,067 41.2 
Penal, '36 1,300-
11,067 








1 27 42 r ri. JÜ4 13,909,000 32-2 




Name of field depth gas shut B/D aver. Cumulative bbl API 
Production Discovery date (ft.) flow pump lift in first 6 mos. 7-1-78 gravity 
1978 
TRINIDAD-
TOBAGO •Galeota, '72 1,100- ... 13 • • • 6 1,364 3,027,000 31.6 
(cont.) 6,304 
•Teak, '72 6,960- 19 • • • 18 16 44,536 93,897,000 29.3 
15,991 
•Samaan, '73 8,719- 29 • • • 8 3 52,194 85,565,000 36.8 
11,780 
•Poul, '74 5,921- 20 • • 1 1 46,624 43,817,000 34.0 
11,650 
Other • • • • 30 441 12 1,184 6,612 144,224,000 • » • • 
Total • • • • 496 2,131 657 5,017 235,300 1 ,757,064,000 0 • • • 
Offshore Total 190,229 
VENEZUELA 
Boca, '51 9,500 14 1 6 55 2,346 71,711,205 31.9 
Calco Seco, 6,500- 21 • 9 • 6 72 4,610 53,681,267 35.4 
A m o d l * g u i 1946 7,300 
Chimire 7,000- 23 • I t 29 151 6,573 351,580,824 35.9 
'48-'52 7,200 
Dación, '57 6,700 8 6 72 51 11,177 188,871,938 21.4 
Elias, '54 5000- 30 4 28 88 11,416 91,721,562 38.3 
6,470 
El Roble, '39 3,500- 7 ... 1 40 956 37,998,179 52.1 
11,500 
Guico, '44 4,500- 1 3 19 46 1,145 85,020,830 24.3 
7,000 
Guara, '46 5,000- 13 92 44 225 14,882 519,654,231 24,8 
10,000 




Name of field depth gas shut B/D aver. Cumulative bbl API 
Production Discovery date (ft.) flow pump lift in first 6 mos. 7-1-78 gravity 
1978 
VENEZUELA 
(cont.) Inca, '48 7,250 13 • • • 10 22 5,636 23,346,819 35.8 
Leona, '38 2,200- 20 43 37 150 12,485 154,540,562 24.3 
12,800 
La Ceiba, '46 9,480 14 « « t 6 16 4,768 69,888,654 44.0 
Mata, '54 8,970- 40 2 25 334 17,838 473,152,225 34.0 
10,516 
Merey, '37 5,400- 5 250 » • • 143 17,467 201,130,117 11.8 
5,700 
Ñipa, '45 6,000- 44 18 70 322 17,781 457,799,162 29.5 
8,500 
Oscurote, N. 9,513 3 20 11 48 2,805 115,142,702 20.4 
1945 
Oficina,'37 5,900 60 138 37 344 31,506 694,265,463 23.5 
Soto, '50 9,500 16 • • • 21 181 4,024 168,329,225 37.6 
Sta. Ana, '36 8,500 30 • « e 2 65 6,491 48,346,145 39.8 
San Joaquín,'39 6,550 23 • • « o « • 57 2,730 40,208,666 52.8 
Sta. Rosa, '41 8,500 116 s e e 17 48 25,460 249,737,830 48.0 
Yopales,'37 4,600 23 45 44 99 15,221 110,549,770 23.8 
Zanj as,158 13,270 8 • • • • • • 4 4,000 26,723,549 34.1 
Zapatos, '55 11,500 22 • • • 2 36 8,962 124,748,346 37.6 
Zorro, '53 11,100 8 ... • • • 18 3,170 63,380,132 25.1 
Zulus, '57 12,710 3 0 « • 2 16 1,352 18,527,770 39.0 
Zumo, '54 9,200 3 7 4 33 1,365 62,342,007 19.0 
La Ceibita,'63 9,878 9 ... » • • 24 4,767 69,888,654 44.0 
Other • « • • 84 129 56 573 22,661 500,028,766 29.5 
M o n a g o s Acema, '60 12,530- 38 • • • 15 49 25,933 21,122,796 24.9 13,750 
Aguasay,55 8,100- 9 • • • 4 46 3,963 98,709,530 o n /. J ? • H 
13,400 





Name of field 
Discovery date 
depth 













(cont.) Morichal, '58 3,312 ... 92 » e « 98 15,322 139,412,291 9.8 Orocual, '53 2,954 12 8 0 O ft 18 1,654 19,365,099 21.1 Oritupano,'50 7,657 29 56 9 93 18,656 124,930,599 21.5 Plrital, '58 450- • • o 40 • « ft 29 2,113 21,744,254 17.3 1,100 
Quiri.,'28 7,000- « « « 227 O ft ft 237 8,315 741,053,046 16.3 7,200 Sta. Barb.,'41 5,020- 8 14 52 260 2,289 161,552,353 28.4 6,500 
Tacat, '53 1,820- « o 0 51 0 ft ft 81 2,151 39,803,748 17.3 3,668 
Temblador,'36 3,500- 2 1 25 20 2,032 103,723,576 19.4 4,500 
Other .... 16 72 8 307 25,575 484,493,193 15.5 
Zul ia Barua, '28 3,000 1 • « « o • o 8 767 15,797,933 20.0 Boscan, '46 6,500- e e « 113 e • e 291 30,285 544,468,762 10.2 7,500 
«Bachaqu.,'30 3,440 60 1,266 880 1,112 362,821 5,315,984,080 21.1 Cruces, Manu. 3,000- 1 44 ft • • 54 3,340 168,204,241 30.6 1916 8,000 
»Cabimas, '17 2,200 67 339 173 491 60,200 1,374,915,604 23.7 Centro, '59 12,568 43 ... 66 53 100,329 511,387,277 35.9 Ceuta, '59 9,600- 16 ... 24 110 38,009 271,885,870 28.7 11,000 
La Concep., '53 3,148- 3 55 ... 107 4,522 122,350,158 35.1 8,000 
La Paz, '25 4,268- 16 27 27 77 14,963 804,926,720 31.5 8,000 
Lago, '58 11,450 10 . .. 14 23 30,462 165,464,316 32.0 ®Laguni., '26 3,000 601 1,637 826 1,158 461,879 9,238,658,205 23.6 Lama, '37 8,320 128 67 145 145,710 2,082,249,102 32.6 
Table 3-2 
(cont.) 
Name of field depth gas shut B/D aver. Cumulative bbl API 
Production Discovery date (ft.) flow pump lift in first 6 mos 7-1-78 gravity 
1978 
VENEZUELA 
(cont.) Lamar, '58 13,003 44 • • • 51 61 103,373 848,170,850 34.4 Mara, '45 5,248 9 1 19 73 5,416 389,018,287 29.7 Miene Gr., .'14 4,132 2 287 ... 297 12,498 598,594,850 18.0 Sibucara,'48 13,451 • • • • • • 1 2 1,082 41,015,427 35.2 Tia Juana,'28 3,000 89 1,360 276 551 198,626 3,177,761,324 18.8 West-Tarra 4,250- 7 8 • • • 25 1,459 66,128,957 39.4 5,500 
Other • • » • 37 17 1 118 27,108 101,449,903 27.6 
B a r i n a « Hato, 1961 9,543 1 8 1 2,239 33,313,171 28.0 Maporal,'57 10,944 • • • 4 • • • 1 893 8,804,946 29.2 Silvan,'49 10,862 1 7 « • « • « • 1,598 39,112,964 29.9 Silvestre,'48 8,862 1 24 • » • 14 7,611 118,521,136 25.3 Sinco, '53 8,500- 1 50 • • • 30 14,372 221,521,957 23.9 9,100 
Other « « • • 4 30 • • • 9 8,718 30,903,322 21.1 
Falcon 
G u a r i c o Budare, '58 4,523 17 1 3 15 8,781 50,271,365 32.1 Las Merced. '42 4,500 5 4 34 143 1,541 130,185,796 29.6 Ruiz, '49 4,500 1 1 17 23 698 31,850,931 32.4 Unknown • • • t • • 58 • • • 87 698 106,956,692 Other • • « • 3 6 18 51 2,824 72,694,980 32.3 
A m a c v r o Unknown • • • • • • • • • • • 67 57 119,209,686 16.6 
Total « • e • J. ,959 6,776 3,174 9,835 2,051,893 33,975,216,612 • t • • 




Oil Refining in the Wider Caribbean Region 
Since 1940 the refining capacity of the Caribbean area has increased 
from .72 to nearly 6.5 million barrels of crude oil per day estimated for 1978. 
The Gulf Coast crude refineries now have a combined capacity of 5.7 million 
barrels per day. The refinery capacity of the wider Caribbean region in 1978 
is estimated to be over 12 million barrels per day. Table 3-3 lists the 
refinery capacities of the Caribbean area. 
The oil refineries in the region range in size from 1000 barrels per day 
to 728,000 barrels per day. Table 3-4 is a country by country listing of 
companies and locations of major refineries including 1977 crude oil runs in 
barrels per day. 
Figure 3-3 shows refinery locations in the region excluding the U.S.A. 
and Venezuela. The locations of refineries for the Southern United States 
is included as Figure 3-4. Venezuelan refinery locations are d-epicted 
in Figure 3-5. 
Table 3-5 summarizes the refineries reported to be under construction 
in the Caribbean area. 
Oil Pollution from Production and Refining 
Oil pollution from production includes dramatic spillages, such as, 
blowouts, platform fires, collection pipeline accidents and spillages 
associated with natural phenomena such as hurricanes, and chronic pollution 
in the form of drilling muds, deck drainage from platforms and oil contained 
in produced formation water which is discharged into the sea. 
Gulf of Mexico 
The Gulf of Mexico as of 1972 had 13,500 drilled offshore wells. As of that 
78 
Table 3-3 
CARIBBEAN AND U.S. REFINING CAPACITY* 
1950-1979 
CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES 
top figure = 1000 b/d 
btm. figure = mill./yr. 1950 1960 1965 1970 1975 1977 1979 
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* Source: 1979 International Petroleum Encyclopedia 
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Table 3-3 
CARIBBEAN AND U.S. REFINING CAPACITY 
1950-1979 
(cont.) 
GULF OF MEXICO COUNTRIES 
top figure = 1000 b/d 
btm. figure = mill./yr. 1950 1960 1965 1970 1975 1977 1979 
United States 6,696 10,400 10,800 12,079 14,845 15,930 17,150 
330.2 512.9 532.7 595.7 731.9 828.4 857.5 
Mexico 160 357 461 515 760 935 1,244 
7.9 17.6 22.7 25.4 37.5 48.6 62.2 
Total 6,856 10,757 11,261 12,594 15,605 16,865 18,394 338.1 530.5 555.4 621.1 769.4 877.0 919.7 
80 
Table 3-4 
COUNTRY BY "COUNTRY REFINING SURVEY 
FOR 1977 
All figures are bbl/calendar day 
Catalytic Catalytic 
Compaty »nil refinery location Crude cracking relormin; 
BAHAMAS 
Bahamas Oil Refining Co., Freeport . . 500,000 
BARBADOS 
Mobil Oil Barbados Ltd., Bridgetown . . 3,000 
COLOMBIA 
Empresa Colombiana de Petróleos: 
Barrancabermeja Santander 110,000 35,500 F 
Cartagena 50,000 16,500F • ' • 
Tíbú ' 5,000 
International Petroleum Colombia 
Ltd., La Dorada 5,000 
Texas Petroleum Co., £1 Guamo 2,500 
Orito 1,000 
Total 173,500 52,000 
COSTA RICA 
Refinadora Costarricense de 
Petróleo, Limón 12,000 1,500 
CUBA 
Total 160,000 
Government-owned refineries at Cabaiguan, Havana, Santiago de Cuba. 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Falconbridge Dominicana C por A, 
Bonao 16,461 . . . . "50 
Refinería Dominicana de Petróleo SA, 
Nigua 30,000 . . . . 9,500 
Total 46,46t . . . . S,550 
To produce hydrogen. 
EL SALVADOR 
Refinería Petrolera Acajutla SA, 
Acajutla 17,000 . . . . 3,000 
GUATEMALA 
Texas Petroleum Co., 
Escuintla 14,000 . . . . 3,000 
HONDURAS 
Refinería Texas de Honduras SA, 
Puerto Cortes 14,000 .... 1,800 
JAMAICA 
Esso West Indies Ltd, 
Kingston 32,600 . . . . 3,000 
MARTINIQUE 
Ste. Anonyme de la Raffinerie 
des Antilles, Fort-de-France 14,000 3,100 
* Source: 1979 International Petroleum 
Encyclopedia 
Al 1 fipures are bbl/calendar day 
Company and refinery location Crude 
MEXICO 




Poza Rica 38,000 
Reynosa 20,500 
Salamanca 200,000 
Salina Cruz 170,000 
Tula, Hidalgo 150,000 
Total 1,243,500 
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 
Lago Oil & Transport Co. Ltd., 
Aruba 480,000 













Texaco Trinidad Inc., Pointe-a-Pierre 
Trinidad and Tobago Oil Co. Ltd. 
Point Fortin 100,000 
Total 461,000 
361,000 26,500 F 
VENEZUELA 
Bariven: 
El Chaure 40,000 
El Toreño 4,500 
Boscanven, Bajo Grande 45,000 
Corporación Venezotana del 
Petróleo, Morón 20,000 
Deltaven, Tucupita 10,000 
Lagoven: Amuay Bay 630,900 
Caripito 64,100 
Llanoven. El Palito 105,000 
Maraven-, Cardon 328,800 
San Lorenzo 26,900 
Meneven, Puerto la Cruz 165,000 






Hess Oil Virgin Islands Corp., 











Esso Standard Oil SA Ltd, Managua . . 14,900 2,800 
PANAMA 
Refinería Panami SA, l a s Minas 100,000 7,500 
PUERTO RICO 
Caribbean Gull Refining Co., Bayamon 38,000 7,000 F 
Commonwealth Oil Refining Co. Inc. 
Tallaboa 161,000 40,000 HD 
Yabucoa Sun Oil Co., Yabucos 85,000 
Total 284,000 47,000 76,000 
6,000 
70,000 










Table 3-4 (cont.) 
UNITED STATES 
Survey of opera t ing re f iner ies In the U . S . (state 




C h a r g e capacity, b / s i K 
Crude Cat 
capacity Cat hydro-

























New Jersey . . . 
New Mexico . . 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota . 
Ohio 
Oklahoma . . . 
Oregon 










6 130,475 8,500 





39 2,453,620 527,039 328,922 
3 40,100 11,500 
1 140,000 42,000 20,000 
1 9,800 
2 22,750 
2 106,500 11,ÓÒÓ 
17 1,202,000 315,178 66,500 
8 604,200 109,200 
11 436,385 110,700 3,000 
4 166,470 30,500 
?5 2,149,950 402,733 78,500 
2 28,500 e 143,300 29,600 3 217,800 30,600 




9 115,074 17,400 
3 135,000 23,000 
1 11,900 
3 61,658 10,200 
7 589,950 160,700 81,000 
12 555,075 124,347 4,500 
1 14,000 
10 801,620 221,010 55,0!» 
1 42,500 9,300 
54 4,706,577 1,120,612 136,667 
8 162,425 23,500 1,100 
1 53,000 9,500 
8 381,400 107,222 39,000 
3 19,450 6,160 
1 40,000 10,000 
13 194,540 31,894 
283 17,169,909 3,794,489 887,089 










Hunt Oil Co.—Tuscaloosa 
Louisiana Land & Exploration Co.— 
Saraiand 
Marion Corp.—Theodore 
Mobil Bay Refining Co.—Chickasaw 
Vulcan Refining Co.—Cordova 












Company and location 
<—capacity, b/sd—» 
Crude Cat Cat 
capacity reform- fcydrv 
b/cd ing cracking 
FLORIDA 
Seminole Asphalt Refining Inc.— 
St. Marks 9,800 
LOUISIANA 
Atlas Processing Co., Division of 
Pennzoil—Shreveport 45,000 »10,000 
Bayou State Oil Corp.—:Hosston 5,000 
Calumet Refining Co.—Princeton . . . 2,400 
Calcasieu Refining Ltd.— 
Lake Charles NR 
Canal Refining Co.—Church Point . . 6,400 '2,100 
Cities Service Co.—Lake Charles 291,000 '46,000 
Claiborne Gasoline Co.—Lisbon . . . 6,500 '2,200 
Continental Oil Co.—Lake Charles . . 87,000 '18,500 
Cotton Valley Solvents (Kerr-McGee 
Refining Corp.)—Cotton Valley . . . 11,000 
Evangeline Refining Co. Inc.— 
Jennings NR 3600 
Exxon Co.—Baton Rouge 500,000 383,000 •25,000 
Good Hope Refineries Inc.— 
Good Hope 86,000 d4,500 . . . . 
Gulf Oil Corp.—Belle Chasse 195,900 =37,500 
28,700 '18,000 '11,500 
Hill Petroleum Co.—Kroti Springs . . 10,100 
LaJet Inc.—St. James 20,000 
Marathon Oil Co.—Garyvllle 200,000 s37,500 
Mt. Airy Refinery Co.—Mt. Airy 13,600 
Murphy Oil Corp.—Meraux 92,500 623,000 
Placid Refining Co.—Port Allen 34,200 »5,500 
Shell Oil Co.—Norco 230,000 '18,000 
'28,000 
'24,000 
Shepherd Oil Inc.—Mermentau 10,000 
T i S Refining Inc.—Jennings 10,200 .... 
Tenneco Oil Co.—Chalmette NR '35,000 '18,000 
Texaco Inc."—Convent 140,000 »30,000 
Total . 2,149,950 402,733 78,500 
"All figures are calendar day. Stream-day figures not reported. 
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T a b l e 3 - 4 ( c o n t . ) 
Company and location 
Charge 
,—capacity, b/sd—* 
Crude Cat Cat 
capacity reform- hydro-
h/cd ing cracking 
MISSISSIPPI 
Amerada-Hess Corp.—Purvis . . 
Chevron USA Inc.—Pascagoula 
Ergon Refining Inc.—Vicksburg 











Total 340,448 95,400 68,ODD 
TEXAS 
Adobe Refining Co.—La Blanca . 
American Petrofina Inc.— 
Big Spring 
Port Arthur 
Amoco Oil Co.—Texas City 
Atlantic Richfield Co.—Houston 
Carbonit Refinery Inc.—Hearne . 





415,000 '134,000 '42,000 
363,000 ' 95,000 
10,000 
Charter International Oil Co.— 
Houston 
Chevron U.S.A. Inc.—El Paso . . . 
Coastal States Petrochemical Co.-
Corpus Christi 
Crown Central Petroleum Corp.— 
Houston 
Diamond Shamrock Corp.—Sunray . 
Dorchester Refining Co.— 
Mt. Pleasant 
White Deer 
Eddy Refining Co.—Houston 
Erickson Refining Co.—Port Neches 

























Flint Chemical Co.—San Antonio 1,200 
Gulf Oil Co.—Port Arthur 334,500 '65,000 •15,000 
Gulf States Oil & Refining Co.— 
Corpus Christi 12,500 
Howell Corp.—Corpus Christi 15,000 '9,500 •5,000 
San Antonio 3,000 »1,300 
Independent Refining Corp.—Winnie . . 16,000 •5,000 •3,000 
'2,700 
LaGloria Oil & Gas Co.—Tyler 29,300 '9,500 
Longview Refining Co., Division of 
Crystal Oil Co.—Longview 8,827 '5 ,500 . . . . 
Marathon Oil Co.—Texas City 66,000 '8,000 
Company and location 
Charge 
/—capacity, b/sd—» 
Crude Cat Cat 
capacity reform- hydro-
bid ing cracking 
Mobil Oil Corp.—Beaumont 
Phillips Petroleum Co.—Borger 
Sweeny 
Pioneer Refining Ltd.—Nixon 
Pride Refining Inc.—Abilene 
Quintans Refinery Co.— 
Corpus Christi 
Quitman Refining Co.—Quitman 
Rancho Refining Co. of Texas—Donna 
Saber Refining Co.—Corpus Christi . 
Sector Refining Co.—Tucker 
Sentry Refining Inc.—Corpus Christi . 
Shell Oil Co.—Deer Park 
Odessa 
Sigmor Refining Co.—Three Rivers . . 
South Hampton Refining Co.—Silsbee 
Southwestern Refining Co. Inc.— 
Corpus Christi 
Sun Co. Inc.—Corpus Christi 






Texas Asphalt & Refining Co.— 
Euless 




Uni Refining Inc.—Ingleside 
Union Oil Co. of California-
Beaumont 


































Nil . . . " 
120,000 »36,000 
20,000 '1,700 


































LEGEND TO FIGURE 3-3 
Location 1977 Crude Run 
Reynosa, Mexico 20,500 b/d 
Madero, Mexico 185,000 b/d 
Poza Rica, Mexico 38,000 b/d 
Minatitlan, Mexico 270,000 b/d 
Puerto Cortes, Honduras 14,000 b/d 
Petroleo, S.A. 10,000 b/d 
Limon, Costa Rica 
Refineria Panama, S.A. 100,000 b/d 
Las Minas, Panama 
Havana, Cuba 75,000 b/d 
Cabaiguan, Cuba 4,000 b/d 
Santiago de Cuba 73,000 b/d 
Bahamas Oil Refining Co., 500,000 b/d 
Freeport, Bahamas 
Mobil Oil Barbados, Ltd. 3,000 b/d 
Bridgetown, Barbados 
Fort de France, Martinique 11,900 b/d 
Cartagena, Colombia 48,000 b/d 
Tibu, Colombia 2,500 b/d 
Barrancabermeja, Colombia 106,000 b/d 
La Dorada, Colombia 5,000 b/d 
El Guamo, Colombia 2,500 b/d 
Orito, Colombia 1,000 b/d 
Bonao, Dominican Republic 16,461 b/d 
Nigua, Dominican Republic 30,000 b/d 
Kingston, Jamaica 32,600 b/d 
Aruba, Netherlands Antilles 480,000 b/d 
Curacao, Netherlands Antilles 362,000 b/d 
Bayamon, Puerto Rico 38,000 b/d 
Yabucoa, Puerto Rico 85,000 b/d 
Penuelas, Puerto Rico 
St. Croix, Virgin Islands 728,000 b/d 
Point Fortin, Trinidad 100,000 b/d 
Point a Pierre, Trinidad 261,000 b/d 
UNITED STATES 






1. Corpus Christl - 344,686 
2. Sweeny - 85,000 
3. Baytown - 500,000 
4. Houston - 288,410 
5. Alvin - 8,500 
6. Texas City - 470,200 
7. Pasadena - 100,000 
8. Winnie - 9,400 
9. Deer Park - 294,000 
10. Silsbee - 29,600 
11. Nederland - 116,000 
12. Port Arthur - 1,188,000 
13. Port Neches - 47,000 
14. Beaumont - 335,000 
15. Lake Charles - 268,000 
16. Jennings - 4,000 
17. Egan - 15,000 
Barrels per Calendar Day 
18. Church Point - 3,500 
19. St. James - 11,000 
20. Norco - 240,000 
21. Baton Rouge - 458,000 
22. Chalmette - 97,500 
23. Convent - 140,000 
24. Meraux - 92,500 
25. Venice - 28,700 
26. Belle Chasse - 180,400 
27. Purvis - 28,500 
28. Lumberton - 5,500 
29. Sandersville - 11,000 
30. Yazoo City - 4,500 
31. Pascagoula - 240,000 
32. Theodore - 17,500 
33. St. Marks - 5,000 
r z s 
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10 n 
"TT Oranjestad (480,000 b/d) 9. El Palito (105,000 b/d) 
2. Emmastad (362,000 b/d) 10. San Roque (5,000 b/d) 
3. Amuay Las Piedras (630,000 b/d) 11. El Chaure (40,000 b/d) 
4. El Cardon (328,000 b/d) 12. Puerto La Cruz (160,000 b/d) 
5. Bajo Grande (45,000 b/d) 13. Caripe (64,000 b/d) 
6. San Lorenzo (26,00 b/d) 14. Point Fortin (100.000 b/d) 
7. El Toreno Barinas (4,000 b/d) 15. Point a Pierre (361,000 b/d) 
8. Moron (20,000 b/d) 16. Tucupita (10,000 b/d) 
I ÛO 
! ON 
•• -, ••• ,•• • - ^ •-""- 65 -- -
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Table 3-5 
REFINERIES UNDER CONSTRUCTION* 



























* Source: 1978 International Petroleum Encyclopedia 
\ 
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time there were reported 10 major mishaps of spilled oil including sub-
marine pipeline incidents. 
In 1972 there were 2,408 platforms located in U.S. waters in the Gulf 
of Mexico, and an additional 4,105 production platforms in the bays of 
Texas and Louisiana. This number has increased since that time and are 
joined by an increasingly large offshore production in Mexico. In 1978, 
44 wells were reported offshore in northern Mexico and an additional 12 
platforms and rigs were observed in 1979 in the Gulf of Campeche area. 
A summary of U.S. offshore Continental Shelf Gulf of Mexico spills 
of 50 barrels or more for 1966-1975 are included as Table 3-6 Pipeline 
incidents, blowouts, platform fires, and natural phenomena oil spills 
are listed. Spill volume and year the spill took place is listed for 
each spill. There are 48 spills listed that occurred over the nine year 
period. The average spill volume of the six largest spills of over 500 
barrels caused by blowouts, platform fires, overflows, malfunctions is 29,700 
barrels. Therefore, this size spill would be expected to occur twice 
every three years. 
A condensed summary of 1978 oil spills related to refining, production 
and pipelines in the wider Caribbean region is listed in Table 3- 7. In-
cluded for each incident is the source, location, spill volume, type of 
oil and cause, if known. 
As of the time of the writing of this report, the world's largest 
reported blowout is occurring from Mexico's IXTOC I well, 90 miles HNW 
of Ciudad del Carmen in the Bay of Campeche. If reported discharge rates 
of 30,000 BBL/day are correct, this spill has now exceeded the size of 
the Amoco Cadiz spill of 223,000 tons and hope of stopping the blowout 




H w l l B t Accidents 
Gulf of Mexico 
Summary of U.S. OCS oil spills oT at least 50 barrets, 1966-1975 
Volume Spilled (Bbl) 
USGS Spill 




tulf Of KtlllD 
T o t a l 
Platform Fires 
Gull of Mexico 
Total 
Natural Phenomena (Hurricanes. 
Earthquakes, etc.) 
Gulf of Hexico 
Total 
Platform Overflows fc 
Malfunctions 




































































































¿00.861 (15 spills) 
2.500 




64,050 (4 spills) 
75 
2.213 




















200 166 100 
I9.83B (25 spills) 
Source: USGS, 1975, Accidents Connected with Federal 
on the Outer Continental Shelf, Dept. of the 
Washington, D.C. 





SUMMARY OF 1978 OIL SPILLS 
Due to ?-efining, Production and Pipelines 
D A T E S O U R C E L O C A T I O N G A L L O N S 
S P I L L E D 
T Y P E O F 
O I L 
C A U S E 
1 Feb re f inery 
T e x a c o , I n c . 
( 3 0 ° 0 D ' N , S 0 o 0 3 ' W ) 
(New Or leans , Lou i s i ana ) 
unde t e rmined explos ion & fire 
6 J a n re f ine ry 
M a r a l h o n Oil Co. 
2 9 " Z 3 ' N . 9 4 * 5 5 * W 
T e x a s City, T e x a s 
u n d e t e r m i n e d fire 
2 8 F ; b s t o r a g e depol 3 0 ° 2 0 ' N , B 1 ° 4 0 ' W 
J a c k s o n v i l l e , Florida 
u n d e t e r m i n e d l i re 
3 0 May re l inery 23"Z3' N, 9 4 ° 5 5 ' W 
Texas City Relinery Co. T e x a s City, T e x a s 
up lo 1 1 0 , 0 0 0 pe t ro l eum 
p r o d u c t s 
explos ion & fire 
2 9 J M s t o r a g e tank 3 0 ° 2 4 ' N. 8 S ° 1 5 ' W 
S t a n d a r d Oil Co. ( I n i i a n a ) Bayou La Bat re , Alabama 
u p to 3 4 , 0 0 0 lubricat ion l i re 
l ightning 
2 5 J u l ref inery 
Crown C entrai Ps ì ra leuro 
Corp . 
2 S ° 4 2 ' N , S 5 ° 1 4 ' W 
P a s a d e n a , T e x a s 
solvent * explos ion & fire 
• l ightning 
10 S e p p la t form drilling rig oil Louis iana in 
Read ing & Bates Oil & Gulf of Mexico 
Gas Co. 
u n d e t e r m i n e d b low-out & [ir» 
2 1 S e p U . S . St.-alegic Pe t ro leum { 2 9 ° 5 9 ' N , 9 3 * 2 0 ' W ) 2 , 8 3 5 , 0 0 0 light Arabian 
R e s e r v e W e s t H a c k b e r r y , Louis iana c r u d e 
blow-oul & fire 
plug failure 
1 2 Oct o i l f i e ld 
Gull Oil Corp. 
2 9 * 1 6 ' N , 8 9 * 2 3 ' W 
V e n i c e . Louis iana 
2 5 , 0 0 0 c r u d e pipel ine p u n c t u r e 
11 Dec pipeline 
Arrccco Transpor t Co. 
2 9 * 2 3 ' N, 9 4 - 5 5 ' VV 
T e x a s City, T e x a s 
2 1 , 0 0 0 med ium c r u d e pipel ine rup lu r e 
14 Dec s t o r a g e t ank 
Commonwea l th Oil 
Refining Co. 
( 1 B ° C 0 ' N , 6 6 * 3 5 ' W ) 
B e n u e l a n , Puer to Rico 
1 0 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 No. 6 fue l tank ruplure 
2 4 Dec t ank 
Cisrco Pipe line Co. 
3 0 * 3 1 ' N . 9 1 * 1 2 ' W 
Scc t landvi i le , Louis iana 
3 ,400,ODO e r o d e Tire 
OIL S P I L L I N T E L L I G E N C E R E P O R T / 2 3 M A R C H / 1979 
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Predicting future production related spillages is not an easy task 
but at least the location is better defined than for shipping spills. 
A recent analysis made by the U.S. Coast Guard predicted that major 
spills of 1,200 barrels (50,000 gallons) or more per year could be cal-
culated by the formula .027 V per million tons where V is the total pro-
duction in million tons/year. 
Using this formula based on U.S. production, experience would yield 
the following rates for the wider Caribbean countries : 
million tons/year accidents/year 
United States 
Texas 33.6 .91 
Louisiana 71.7 1.93 
Mexico 1.6 .04 
Trinidad and Tobago 9.9 .26 
Venezuela 46.1 1.25 
Total Wider Caribbean 4.39 
This would indicate between 4 and 5 major spills over 1,200 barrels in the 
wider Caribbean each year. 
Data is not available to predict whether a higher (or lower) rate should 
be applied for Mexico, Trinidad and Tobago or Venezuela, based on local 
production practices. 
An Analysis of Spill Size Versus Probability for a Major Spill of Unknown 
Size Based on U.S. Offshore Continental Shelf Production Experience 
Table 3-8 shows past experience in total spill volume from offshore 
platforms. Based on these figures, the expected offshore losses from 








PERCENT PROBABILITY THAT A SPILL WILL BE SMALLER T H A N THE SIZE INDICATED; F(S) 
(GIVEN THAT A SPILL OF UNKNOWN SIZE HAS OCCURRED! 
Cumulative size distribution for major drilling and platform-
related spills from O C S operations, 1966-1975 
Table 3-8 
Historical Parameters for predicting OCS petroleum development spills 
Prediction Parameters for Exposure Variables of: 
Spilt Category 
Volume of Oil and 
Condensate Produced* Number of Wells Drilled 
Pipeline Accidents 13 B P M B ^ ' -
Blowouts 2A BPMB { b* 12 Bbl/Wei 1 ) 
Natural Phenomena 0.7 BPMB ( b* -
Platform Fires 26 BPMB* b' -
Platform Overflows and Malfunctions 6.1 B P H B ( b ) -
Minor Spills (50 bbl each) 2.5 B P H B ^ -
(a) Based on reported spillage (Table 5) and on U.S. OCS oil and condensate 
production (1.916 R bbl). 1971 through 1975. 
(b) Based on reported ¿pillage (Table 5 ) and on U.S. OCS oil and condensate 
production (3,269 H bbl), 1966 through 1975. 
(c) Based on reported spillage (Table 5) and on 6,319 wells drilled on the 
U.S. OCS. 1966 through 197S. 
(d) Based on 4,824 bbl released In 5,830 spills on the U.S. OCS, 1971 through 
1975. Oil and condensate production dur.ing that period was 1,9)6 H bbl. 
T1IB - barrels per million barróle 
Table 3-9 

















bill. BBL 13 24 .7 26 6.1 7.5 77.3 
U.S. 
Texas 34 235 3,058 5,645 165 6,115 1,435 1,764 18,451 
Louisiana 72 502 6,525 12,046 351 13,049 3,062 3,764 39,371 
MEXICO 2 11 146 269 8 291 68 84 879 
TRINIDAD 
& TOBAGO 10 69 901 1,662 49 1,802 423 520 5,436 
VENEZUELA 46 323 4,195 7,745 226 8,390 1,968 2,420 89,450 
TOTAL 164 1,140 14,825 27,367 799 29,647 6,956 8,552 
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Chronic Discharge 
Discharge of a chronic nature from platforms and refineries may 
be significant in local areas where adequate control is not maintained. 
Figure 3-6 shows the distributed pollution for volatile liquid hydrocarbons 
(VLH) in the Gulf of Mexico system. The diagram includes oil fraction 
discharge from river runoff, chronic platform discharges, chronic spill 
discharges, and atmospheric discharges as well as other factors. Table 3-10 
quantifies these total releases into the environment for the Gulf of Mexico• 
Extrapolation to other areas of the Caribbean should include an estimate 
of the relative level of release based on local experience. 
ri^ure 3-6 
VOLATILE LIQUID HYDROCARBONS 
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Summary of the non-atmospheric VLH inputs into the 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico. 
Dissolved in 
water column 








VLH (coastal and 
shelf) 
Gaseous HC 




(8.4 x lO^l/yr) 
VLH (0.5-1.0 
Pg/L) 
Methane (2000 nl/ 
L)* 






































*Adapted from Brooks (1975) 
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SECTION 4 
OIL TRANSPORTATION IN THE WIDER CARIBBEAN REGION 
Crude Oil Movement 
Prior to 1973 major oil shipping in the wider Caribbean region was the 
export of the United States, Venezuela and Trinidad and Tobago oil through 
the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico to the east coast of the United States, to 
European and other foreign markets. Figure 4-1 shows an estimate of oil 
movement in the region circa 1960ls. 
Increased United States demand for foreign oil to offset declining 
production and continued economic growth, the growth of the supertanker, 
and the world energy situation have drastically altered this shipping 
pattern. 
The wider Caribbean now serves three major oil transportation activities: 
1. The pathway for the transport of Persian Gulf, West African, and 
North African crude oil to the United States usually by supertanker 
with a stop for refining, transhipping or lightering and subsequent 
transport by smaller vessels to the U.S. coast. 
2. The pathway for shipping either crude or refined products from 
Venezuela and/or Aruba, Curacao to various world markets. 
3. The shipping of Alaskan crude oil through the Panama Canal to the 
U.S. Gulf Coast, the Virgin Islands or U.S. east coast refineries. 
In the future the transport of crude oil or refined products from Mexico 
may become another major pathway. 
In addition to the major pathways, the Caribbean serves for the trans-
port of both crude oil and refined products to the many user countries 
in the wider Caribbean area. 
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In order to gain as good a view as possible of the oil and oil product 
transportation paths in the wider Caribbean, this section will first address 
the reported import and export figures for each country. 
Special attention will then be focused on the crude oil transported 
through the Panama Canal and the exports from Venezeula and Trinidad and 
Tobago because relatively good figures exist for the components of the 
oil picture and the pathways of shipment are relatively clear. Determining 
the total flow of crude oil through the Caribbean and Gulf has been 
difficult because statistics are not generally available for the route 
of the U.S. imports to individual U.S. port areas. However, data furnished 
by some of the companies operating in the area are used in the report to 
provide the best guess possible of the Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico throughput. 
Attention is then directed to the various ports, transhipping terminals 
and lightering points used in the Gulf and the Caribbean. 
The last part of the section addresses the oil pollution arising from 
oil transported, including collisions, groundings, strandings and explosions, 
loading and unloading accidents, tankwashing, ballast water discharge, and 
bilge water. 
Information on past accidental spills in the region are presented and 
a rough analysis of potential spill rates is presented. 
Import/Export Analysis 
Annual crude oil imports and exports by origin and destination in 
the wider Caribbean area, as presented in the Yearbook of International 
Trade Statistics are presented in Table 4-1. The exports and imports for 
1976 and 1977 are included as reported by the exporting and importing 
country. All units are in terms of metric tons. Discrepancies in reported 
T a b l e 4 - 1 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN* 
I = exports to the Importer reported by exporter 
E = imports from the exporter reported by the Importer 
(all values in metric tons) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION : 1976 1977 




No Data I 
Bahamas United Kingdom 
45,232 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
it U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
1,455,961 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
Brunei U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
368,168 E 
No Data I 
210,521 E 
No Data I 





Ecuador Netherlands Antil les 
589,000 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
H Trinidad 
205,109 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
M U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
2,930,739 E 
No Data I 
2,754,809 E 
No Data I 
* Source: Yearbook of International Trade Statistics 1977, Volume II 
T a b l e 4-j. 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION : 1976 1977 
Gabon Bahamas 
No Data E 
1,312,820 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 




No Data I 
a U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
1,769,959 E 
1,802,259 I 
No Data E 




No Data E 
No Data I 




No Data I 
Iran Netherlands Antilles 
511,noo E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
t t Trinidad 
2,276,951 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
i t U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
15,487,132 E 
No Data I 
28,338,601 E 
No Data I 
Iraq Trinidad 
34,173 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4-j. 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN DESTINATION: 1976 1977 
Iraq U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
1,224,658 E 
No Data I 
3,957,698 E 
No Data I 
Kuwait Trinidad 
94,359 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
it U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
89,339 E 
No Data j 
2,044,048 E 
No Data I 




No Data I 
Malaysia U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
864,215 E 
1,363,570 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
Mexico Brazil 
No Data E 
48,094 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
ii Canada 
36,377 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
n Netherland Antil les 
494,000 E 
544,008 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 




No Data I 
T a b l e 4-j. 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN DESTINATION 1976 1977 
Nigeria Netherlands Antil les 
1,055,000 E 
9,735,108 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
ti Trinidad 
127,122 E 
No Data j 
No Data E 
No Data j 




No Data I 
Norway U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
2,699,692 E 
No Data I 
3,295,736 E 
No Data I 
Oman Netherlands Antil les 
136,000 E 
1,381,000 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 




No Data I 
Qatar Netherlands Antil les 
129,000 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 




No Data I 
Saudi Arabia Netherland Antil les 
1,286,660 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4-j. 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN DESTINATION 1976 1977 
Saudi Arabia Trinidad 
5,559,035 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
II U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
59,410,768 E 
No Data I 
68,688,260 E 
No Data I 
Syria U.S.A/Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
No Data I 
118,158 E 




No Data E 
132,534 I 
II France 
No Data E 
17,925 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
H Italy 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
26,410 I 
II Netherlands 
No Data E 
87,550 I 
No Data E 
93,987 I 
H Netherlands Antil les 
59,000 E 
14,945 I 
No Data E 
21,262 I 
II United Kingdom 
No Data E 
110,637 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4 - j . 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN DESTINATION 1976 1977 





it Virgin Islands 
No Data E 
33,644 I 
No Data E 
26,410 I 
United Arab Emirates Netherlands Antilles 
No Data E 
2,706,000 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
it Trinidad 
No Data E 
203,000 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 




No Data I 
United Kingdom Bahamas 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
214,607 I 
ii Netherlands Antilles 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
826,788 I 
ii U.S.A./Puerto Rico 




Venezuela Belgium Luxembourg 
No Data E 
No Data I 
225,014 E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4-j. 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN DESTINATION 1976 1977 
Venezuela Brazil 
No Data E 
No Data I 
877,708 E 
No Data I 
i> France 
No Data E 
No Data I 
833,176 E 
No Data I 
I I Germany 
No Data E 
No Data I 
953,314 E 
No Data I 
H Italy 
No Data E 
No Data I 
661,729 E 
No Data I 
i i Japan 
No Data E 
No Data I 
62,519 E 
No Data I 
H Netherlands 
No Data E 
No Data I 
179,683 E 
No Data I 
t i Spain 
No Data E 
No Data I 
952,832 E 
No Data I 
H Sweden 
No Data E 
No Data I 
610,806 E 
No Data I 
i t United Kingdom 
No Data E 
No Data I 
1,072,139 E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4-j. 
ANNUAL CRUDE OIL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN DESTINATION 1 9 7 6 1 9 7 7 
Venezuela Trinidad 
1 6 4 , 6 0 0 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
H U.S.A./Puerto Rico 
1 8 , 4 0 1 , 4 5 7 E 
No Data I 
1 8 , 2 4 0 , 7 6 5 E 
No Data I 
i t Netherlands Antilles 
1 8 , 6 1 8 , 0 0 0 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
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values are due to differences in handling shipments, transhipping 
and lightering operations. Figure 4-2 displays the import and exports 
from the Caribbean Sea area for 1977 and Figure 4-3 displays crude oil 
imports into the United States and Puerto Rico and exports from Mexico 
for the year 1977. 
This data does not appear to be entirely complete but was the best 
computation which was available. 
Annual petroleum product movements for 1976 and 1977 are included as 
Table 4-2 by origin and destination for countries in the wider Caribbean 
region. Values are reported by the exporting and importing countries 
and are in terms of metric tons. Discrepancies are for the same reasons 
as mentioned for Table 4-1. 
The 1976 import and export of petroleum products for the Caribbean 
area is summarized in Figure 4-4.. US/Puerto Rico petroleum product trade is 
depicted in Figure 4-5. 
Panama Canal 
A major shift has occurred in the shipping of oil through the Panama 
Canal with the drop in Ecuadorian and Colombian crude shipments, and the 
transhipping of Alaskan crude oil through the canal to U.S. ports. Table 4-3 
shows the source and destination by region of crude oil and petroleum 
products shipped through the Panama Canal for the years 1977 and 1978. Table 
4-4 shows the amount of Alaskan crude oil included in the figures in 
Table 4-2 for the years 1977-1978 and 1979. Figure 4-6 shows the normal 
shipping routes taken by the tankers delivering Alaskan crude oil and 
other U.S. imports through the Panama Canal. 
U.S. Coastal Shipment of Crude Oil and Petroleum Products 
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Figure 4-3. U.S. Puerto Rico Imports 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN* 
I = exports to the importer reported by exporter 
E = imports from the exporter reported by the importer 
(all values in metric tons) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1 9 7 6 1 9 7 7 
Bahamas Belgium-Luxembourg 
1 1 9 , 9 3 9 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
t i Denmark 
1 7 5 , 2 4 7 E 
No Data j 
1 9 6 , 8 6 2 E 
No Data I 
h France 
No Data e 
No Data x 
2 4 , 4 5 8 E 
No Data I 
h Germany 
3 8 5 , 0 0 0 E 
No Data I 
1 , 1 5 5 , 3 5 7 E 
No Data I 
i t Ireland 
No Data E 
No Data I 
1 3 6 , 5 4 3 E 
No Data I 
i t Netherlands 
2 2 1 , 4 5 5 E 
No Data I 
2 0 8 , 9 0 1 E 
No Data I 
i i Norway 
2 8 , 3 3 3 E 
No Data I 
3 2 , 8 4 6 E 
No Data I 
H Sweden 
1 2 1 , 9 1 4 E 
No Data j 
1 4 4 , 7 8 5 E 
No Data I 
* Source: Yearbook of International Trade Statistics 1977, Volume II 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION : 1976 1977 
Germany Netherland Antilles 
No Data E 
No Data j 
No Data E 
40,112 I 
ti Panama, Canal Zone 
No Data e 
No Data i 
No Data e 
140 I 
H Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
49,576 I 
Italy Bahamas 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
24,284 I 
H Netherland Antilles 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
9,281 I 
H Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
22,204,100 I 
No Data E 
2,467,097 I 
Netherlands Netherlands Antilles 
3,161 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
31,876 I 
h Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
443,912 I 
No Data E 
1,053,322 I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1976 1977 
Bahamas United Kingdom 
131,111 E 
No Data I 
113,596 E 
No Data I 
Belgi um-Luxemb ourg Bahamas 
20 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
H Netherlands Antilles 
32 E 
133 I 
No Data E 
77 I 
H Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
149,469 I 
No Data E 
198,966 I 
Denmark Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
39,112 I 
France Netherlands Antilles 
No Data E 
119 I 
No Data E 
4,174 I 
H Panama, Canal Zone 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
54 I 
m Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
246,399 I 
No Data E 
900,897 I 
Germany Bahamas 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
1,785 I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN : DESTINATION: 1 9 7 6 1 9 7 7 
Netherlands Antilles Australia 
No Data E 
6 0 , 0 0 0 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
i t Bahamas 
No Data E 
3 8 7 , 0 0 0 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
H Belgium-Luxembourg 
6 4 , 3 4 7 E 
5 4 , 0 0 0 I 
2 0 , 2 2 0 E 
No Data I 
t i Denmark 
1 6 7 , 6 1 6 E 
1 6 3 , 0 0 0 I 
2 2 , 2 0 4 E 
No Data I 
t i France 
2 5 9 , 2 5 8 E 
1 2 4 , 0 0 0 I 
5 5 , 5 9 1 E 
No Data I 
i l Germany 
4 9 8 , 1 6 2 E 
2 3 3 , 0 0 0 I 
2 9 6 , 9 5 3 E 
No Data I 
it Hong Kong 
2 , 2 1 5 E 
1 , 0 0 0 I 
7 2 6 E 
No Data I 
M Ireland 
No Data E 
No Data I 
6 , 0 6 4 E 
No Data I 
h Italy 
3 3 3 , 4 9 9 E 
1 2 9 , 2 0 7 I 
4 2 , 6 7 3 E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1 9 7 6 1 9 7 7 
Netherlands Antilles Japan 
No Data E 
5 3 , 0 0 0 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
i t Netherlands 
5 0 7 , 0 1 1 E 
6 4 1 , 0 0 0 I 
8 3 , 2 7 6 E 
No Data I 
H Norway 
7 3 , 6 6 4 E 
2 9 , 0 0 0 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
H Panama, Canal Zone 
No Data E 
3 6 9 , 0 0 0 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
H Singapore 
1 7 , 6 2 0 E 
2 6 , 0 0 7 I 
3 2 , 3 5 2 E 
No Data I 
H Sweden 
7 6 , 4 4 3 E 
2 6 , 0 0 0 I 
1 5 , 8 9 6 E 
No Data I 
H United Kingdom 
4 5 0 , 9 6 1 E 
9 3 2 , 0 0 0 I 
1 5 6 , 3 7 9 E 
No Data I 
i t USA/Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
1 4 , 9 2 8 , 0 0 7 I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
Singapore Netherlands Antilles 
No Data E 
4 5 8 I 
No Data E 
3 3 , 1 5 6 I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1976 1977 
Singapore Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
856,003 I 
No Data E 
1,469,541 I 
Spain Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
859,322 I 
Sweden Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
8 I 
Trinidad Bahamas 
No Data E 
38,540 I 










No Data E 




No Data E 











T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1976 1977 
Trinidad Japan 
No Data E 
419 I 







H Netherlands Antilles 
82,000 E 
128,195 I 




No Data I 
6,295 E 
No Data I 
h Panama, Canal Zone 
No Data E 
106,561 I 
No Data E 
907 I 







No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 





h USA/Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
8,943,518 I 
No Data E 
7,450,027 I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1976 1977 
United Kingdom Bahamas 
No Data E 
46 I 
No Data E 
116 I 
i t Netherlands Antilles 
2,295 E 
3,538 I 
No Data E 
4,498 I 
H Puerto Rico 
No Data E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
1,577,575 I 
USA/Puerto Rico Belgium-Luxembourg 
138,753 E 
No Data I 
122,089 E 
No Data' I 
H Denmark 
9,064 E 
No Data I 
17,158 E 
No Data I 
H Finland 
No Data E 
No Data i 
2,396 E 
No Data I 
i t France 
533,990 E 
No Data I 
947,571 E 
No Data I 
H Germany 
1,362,436 E 
HU UCXL.O. J 
1,255,655 E 
No Data T 
H Hong Kong 
10,405 E 
No Data x 
13,741 E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION 1976 1977 
USA/Puerto Rico Indonesia 
25,246 E 
No Datai 
No Data E 
No Data I 
it Ireland 
894 E 
No Data i 
824 E 
No Data I 
fi Italy 
566,253 E 
No Data i 
673,062 E 
No Data I 
H Netherlands 
302,102 E 
No Data i 
386,038 E 
No Data I 
H Netherlands Antilles 
3,722 E 
No Data j 
No Data E 
No Data I 
M Norway 
306,799 E 
No Data j 
288,679 E 
No Data j 
11 Singapore 
8,905 E 
No Data I 
41,697 E 
No Data j 
II Sweden 
63,774 E 
No Data I 
111,775 E 
No Data I 
II Switzerland 
4,438 E 
No Data I 
30,915 E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
(ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1976 1977 
USA/Puerto Rico United Kingdom 
391,377 E 
No Data I 
502,306 E 
No Data I 
Venezuela Belgium-Luxembourg 
78,549 E 
No Data I 
23,347 E 
No Data I 
i l Denmark 
150,639 E 
No Data I 
19,482 E 
No Data I 
H France 
176,833 E 
No Data I 
47,558 E 
No Data I 
i t Germany 
459,304 E 
No Data I 
3,660 E 
No Data I 
H Italy 
1,640,501 E 
No Data I 
888,245 E 
No Data I 
H Netherlands 
259,398 E 
No Data I 
18,966 E 
No Data I 
i i W n r u a v j 
134,933 E 
No Data I 
117,068 E 
No Data I 
I I Panama, Canal Zone 
4,348,100 E 
No Data I 
No Data E 
No Data I 
T a b l e 4 - 2 
'ANNUAL PETROLEUM PRODUCT IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
BY ORIGIN ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
ORIGIN: DESTINATION: 1976 1977 
Venezuela Singapore 
No Data E 
No Data j 
36,057 E 
No Data I 
ti Sweden 
873,515 E 
No Data i 
793,774 E 
No Data I 
it United Kingdom 
671,963 E 
No Data I 
50,598 E 
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FIGURE 4-4. 1977 Petroleum Product Trade for the Caribbean Region* 
*excludes USA/Puerto Rico ;r represents 1000 metric tons 
LEGEND 
Out of Area 
Into Area 
EUROPE 
Each number represents 1000 metric tons 
Figuffe 4-5. U.S. Puerto Rico Product Trade 
T a b l e 4 - 3 (cont'd) 
CRUDE OIL AND BYPRODUCT SHIPPING THROUGH THE PANAMA CANAL 
FOR 1977 AND 1978 BY TRADE ROUTE* 
Fiscal year: October 1 - September 30 (all values in thousands of long tons) 
TRADE ROUTES CRUDE OIL MOVEMENT BY PRODUCT MOVEMENT*" 
FROM: TO: 1 9 7 7 1 9 7 8 1 9 7 7 1 9 7 8 
Atlantic Pacific 
East Coast Central Am. West Coast U.S. 2 6 4 3 
i i West Coast Central Am. 3 8 4 1 8 4 4 5 2 2 
i i West Coast South Am. 2 9 
i i Balboa, Canal Zone 2 1 2 2 0 3 
i i Hawaii 1 4 
East Coast South Am. West Coast U.S. 6 0 1 1 5 3 2 9 1 9 2 
i i West Coast Canada 2 3 2 0 1 1 
i i West Coast Central Am. 1 9 7 9 1 9 0 1 2 4 8 5 4 6 
East Coast U.S. West Coast U.S. 4 3 3 2 9 1 0 2 1 1 6 3 1 
i i West Coast Central Am. 1 4 1 6 
i i West Coast South Am. 5 3 6 0 
i i Balboa, Canal Zone 4 2 6 5 
i i Hawaii 2 9 
i i Oceania 4 2 4 2 
i i Asia 1 5 6 1 7 2 
East Coast Canada West Coast U.S. 5 6 
East Coast South Am. West Coast South Am. 1 8 6 4 1 3 8 7 7 4 5 6 5 3 
i i Balboa, Canal Zone 2 7 7 1 4 6 
i i Oceania 7 6 1 
i i Hawaii 2 8 7 8 
it Asia 4 1 0 2 8 8 3 0 2 8 
West Indies West Coast U.S. 1 8 8 8 9 5 2 2 2 6 6 0 
i i West Coast Central Am. 1 1 8 1 4 5 3 0 1 4 8 5 
n West Coast South Am. 3 8 5 1 0 1 2 4 8 5 2 8 
n Balboa, Canal Zone 2 5 7 1 9 4 
i i Hawaii 2 3 9 3 2 3 
* Source: Taken from Panama Canal Company, "Important Commodity Shipments over Principal Trade Routes. 
See Appendix for data. 
+ 
By products include: fuel oil, gasoline, jet fuel, kerosene, diesel oil, lubricating oil, other. 
By products exclude: petroleum coke 
T a b l e 4 - 3 ( c o n t ' d ) 
CRUDE OIL AND BYPRODUCT SHIPPING THROUGH THE PANAMA CANAL 
FOR 1977 AND 1978 BY TRADE ROUTE 
Fiscal year: October 1 - September 30 (all values In thousands of long tons) 
TRADE ROUTES CRUDE OIL MOVEMENT BY PRODUCT MOVEMENT 
FROM: TO: 1977 1978 1977 1978 
West Indies Oceania 242 231 
i i Asia 120 54 
Europe West Coast U.S. 14 59 
i i West Coast Central Am. 28 
i i West Coast South Am. 3 5 
n Oceania 12 8 
• i Asia 20 9 
Africa West Coast U.S. 41 35 
TOTAL 7780 4049 6718 7050 
Pacific Atlantic 
West Coast U.S. East Coast U.S. 432 15,751 1041 1606 
I I East Coast South Am. 3 25 
i i Cristobal, Canal Zone 213 
I I West Indies 1190 105 
i i Europe 185 252 
i i Africa 18 16 
i i Asia (Middle East) 18 
West Coast Canada East Coast U.S. 29 
West Coast South Am. East Coast U.S. 751 3090 280 797 
i i East Coast Canada 19 
i i East Coast Central Am. 1348 1573 4 
i t East Coast South Am. 1701 1570 15 24 
i i West Indies 470 997 21 122 
i i Europe 54 21 n Africa 20 
Oceania East Coast U.S. 146 90 
Asia East Coast U.S. 36 36 
i i West Indies 79 3 
i i Europe 5 4 
TOTAL 4702 24,225 1903 3330 
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Table 4-4 
CRUDE OIL SHIPMENTS THROUGH PANAMA CANAL* 
(in thousands long tons) J/ 
2/ 3/ 
11 79 Projected Metric Tons 
North Slope (Alaska) 432 16,182 10,472 (16,060) 16,352 
Other 15,165 12,092 8,163 (12,518) 8,311 
Total (1000 long tons) 15,597 28,274 18,635 (28,578) 29,097 
(1000 bbl/day) 299 542 53.0 
1/ 7 bbl/long ton, short ton - 2000 lbs. 
long ton - 2240 lbs. 
metric ton - 2200 lbs. 
2! North slope shipments began late August 1977. 
3/ October - April (238 days) 
(Projected based on 365 days at current rate) 
* Source: EPS, Panama Canal Company 
127 
regions of the United States is shown in Table 4-5. It may be noted that 
approximately 67 million metric tons or 470 million barrels were shipped 
from U.S./ Gulf of Mexico ports and another 4 million metric tons was 
shipped to U.S./ Gulf of Mexico ports. 
Venezuela 
The destination of crude oil and products shipped from Venezuela are 
shown in Table 4-6. This data parallels that presented in Figure 4-1 
and 4-2, but is repeated since it is direct data from Venezuela. Table 4-7 
shows port of origin for Venezuela exports. 
Figure 4-7 shows the main shipping lanes for the transport of Venezuelan 
and Trinidad and Tobago crude oil and refined products. 
North African, West African and Middle East Crude Oil Transport Routes 
Verbal reports indicate that about 700,000 bbl/day enter the Caribbean 
from the Middle East, 600,000 bbl/day enter the Caribbean from West Africa 
(primarily Nigeria) and 200,000 bbl/day from North Africa. Of this, 1,500,000 
bbl/day approximately 1,000,000 bbl/day is lightered in the Gulf of Mexico 
for entry into U.S. Gulf of Mexico ports. (Figure 4-8). 
Total Caribbean Crude Oil Throughput 
Information provided by the membership of the Clean Caribbean Cooperative 
indicated that their companies ship approximately 2,800,000 barrels per year 
of crude oil to or through the Caribbean. The addition of the 530,000 barrels 
per day of crude oil shipped through the Panama Canal and an estimated 1,370,000 
barrels per day from other areas by non-member companies brings the total to 
T a b l e 4-3 (cont'd) 
TANKER VESSEL COMMERCE OF THE U.S. BY 
PRINCIPLE TRADE ROUTES THROUGH THE WIDER 




(1000 short tons) (metric tons) 
Non self-propelled 
Tank Vessel 
(1000 short tons) (metric tons) 
East Coast United U.S. Gulf of Mexico 2,131,794 1,938,013 191,057 173,689 States West Coast U.S. 90,972 82,702 
(N. & S. Atlantic) Puerto Rico/Virgin Islands 18,263 16.602 74,223 67.476 TOTAL 2,241,029 2,037,317 265,280 241,165 
U.S. Gulf of Mexico U.S. Gulf of Mexico 12,245,256 11,132,162 6 ,309,169 5,735,666 East Coast U.S. 59,504,580 54,095,614 6 ,649,982 6,045,499 Puerto Rico/Virgin Islands 413,592 375,996 62,588 56,899 West Coast U.S. 1,400,548 1,273,238 
TOTAL 73,563,976 66,877,010 13 ,021,739 11,838,064 
Puerto Rico/Virgin U.S. Gulf of Mexico 1,958,213 1,780,211 252,181 229,258 Islands East Coast U.S. 24,927,461 22,661,555 1 ,101,706 1,001,561 Puerto Rico/Virgin Islands 170,023 154,568 3 ,094,621 2,813,320 West Coast U.S. 145,847 132.589 
TOTAL 24,728,923 4,044,139 
West Coast U.S. Gulf 456,519 415,021 
(Alaska, California East Coast 667,245 606,592 
Pacific N.W.) TOTAL 1,123,764 1,021,613 
*includes commodities such as gasoline, fuel oil, crude petroleum, jet fuel, lub oil. Crude oil accounts for 16% of 
the commodities shipped by self-propelled tank vessel. 
**includes commodities such as gasoline, fuel oil, asphalt, jet fuel, petroleum crude oil products. 
+Source: Domestic U.S. Waterborne Trade. 
T a b l e 4-10 
VENEZUELA CRUDE AND BYPRODUCT EXPORT BY DESTINATION 
1976-1977 
(BBL) 
1 9 7 6 1 9 7 7 * 
COUNTRY CRUDE PRODUCT TOTAL CRUDE PRODUCT TOTAL 
UNITED STATES 82.329.700 170.101.221 252.430.921 110.196.706 153.983.471 264.180.177 
ARUBA 101.889.972 23.022.823 124.912.795 96.939.110 10.320.761 107.259.871 
CANADA 95.905.080 6.874.255 102.779.335 82.636.313 10.070.334 72.706.247 
CURACAO 69.810.547 1.380.767 7! .191.314 50.644.968 7.067.847 57.712.815 
PUERTO RICO 34.382.443 11 .636.029 46.018.477 32131.422 14.365.542 46.496.964 
JAMAICA 9.055.344 1.686.454 10.741.798 6.371.332 1.728.171 8.099.503 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 9.374.444 397.980 9.772 424 8.654.138 545.188 9.199.326 
PANAMA 5.170.773 2.926.846 8.097,619 5.241.800 2 . 687.011 7.928.811 
BRAZIL 5.274.633 2.480.422 7.755.055 5.937.506 3. 562.280 9.499.786 
DELIVERED TO SHIPS - 7.534.413 7.534.413 - 7.839.459 7.839.459 
EUROPE 36.658.077 27.288.850 63.946.927 24. 2Ì 3.918 13.864.881 36.078.799 
OTHER COUNTRIES 51.676.705 30.940.955 82.617.660 62.448.525 25.452,757 87.941 .282 
TOTAL EXPORTS 501 .527.723 286.271.015 787.798.738 485.455'. 733 251 .487.702 736.943.440 
*ESTIMATE 
Source: List of Exported Sales. Minister of Energy and Mines. 
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T a b l e 4-15 
1977 CRUDE OIL AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
EXPORTS FOR VENEZUELAN PORTS* 
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Source: Department of the Treasury 
1 cubic meter =6.3 barrels (42 US gallons) 






4,700,000 barrels per day or 1,743 million barrels/year assuming 7 bbl per 
metric ton this would equal approximately 250,000,000 tons per year. (Table 4-8) 
These figures count each oil shipment only once. For example oil s;hipped 
to a transshipping terminal and then reshipped to its final destination is 
considered to be one overall shipment through the area. 
At the present time it has been reported that approximately half of this 
oil is transported in VLCC's (supertankers) averaging 200,000 tons and the 
other half in mid-sized and handy-sized ship averaged 60,-000 tons. Thus there 
would be 625 supertanker passages per year through the Caribbean and 2083 mid-
sized voyages per year. This would average 2 supertankers and 6 mid-sized 
tankers entering and leaving the Caribbean each day. Assuming each tanker 
traversed 2500 nautical miles of Wider Caribbean waters at an average of 200 kts 
per day, the average time in the Wider Caribbean would be 12.5 days for a one-
way voyage. 
Thus at any one time it would be expected that there would be approximately 
25 loaded VLCC's and 25 returning VSCC's in the Wider Caribbean and 75 loaded 
mid- and handy-sized tankers and 75 returning mid- and handy-sized tankers in 
the Wider Caribbean at any one time. To this would be added any tankers to or 
from Mexico or coastal tankers in the United States or Mexico. It also does not: 
take into account the extra numbers of smaller tankers utilized in transshipping 
and lightering service. 
Tanker Ports in the Wider Caribbean Region 
There are over 50 tanker ports in the Wider Caribbean. They range in 
capacity to handle 10,000 to 530,000 deadweight tons (DWT) maximum vessel size. 
Ports located along the Texas coast are shown in Figure 4-9. Estimated channel 
depth and maximum DWT capacity are included for each port listed. Table 4-9 
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T a b l e 4 - 8 
ESTIMATED 1978 OIL SHIPMENTS 
TO AND THROUGH CARIBBEAN 
Million bbl/day Million bbl/yr 
Clean Caribbean Companies 
Trinidad & Tobago 










Sohio (approximately) .2 73 




Phillips . 5 183 
U.S. DOE 
Other misc. 
TOTAL 4.7 1,743 
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Figure 4-9. Existing Channel Depths of Texas Ports Including Estimated Maximum Vessel Size (Loaded) 
in Dead Weight Tons (DWT) 
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T a b l e 4-8 




Vessel Size In 
DWT Current Port 
Estimated 
Maximum 
Vessel Size In 
DWT Current 
U.S.A. 
Baton Rouge, LA 50,000 
Baytown, TX 50,000 
Beaumont, TX 30,000 
Corpus Christi, TX 55,000 
Freeport, TX 40,000 
Galveston, TX 35,000 
Houston, TX 50,000 
Lake Charles, LA 40,000 
Mobile, ALA 50,000 
Nederland, TX 30,000 
New Orleans, LA 50,000 
Pascagoula, MISS 50,000 
Port Arthur, TX 40,000 
Tampa, FLA unknown 













San Jose 35,000 
HONDURAS 










Puerto Las Minas 40,000 
PUERTO RICO 
Guayanitta 40,000 
Los Mareas 40,000 
Port Yacuboa 100,000 
San Juan 25,000 
TRINIDAD 
Brighton 20,000 
Galeota Point 250,000 






Santiago de Cuba 35,000 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Palenque 110,000 
Santa Domingo 10,000 
160,000** 
*Source: 1978 IPE 
**Single Point Mooring System 
VENEZUELA 
Amuay Bay 70,000 
Bajo Grande 55,000 
Carapito 48,000 
Cumerebo 40,000 
Puerto la Cruz 110,000 
Puerto Miranda 90,000 
Punta Cardon 47,000 
Punta Cuchillo 47,000 
VIRGIN ISLES 
St. Croix 170,000 
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lists other U.S./Gulf Coast ports and those of South America and in the 
Caribbean area. Table 4-10 lists by country and location the single point 
mooring installations for the region. Maximum tanker size is also included 
with the number and size of hose system. Major Caribbean ports are shown in 
Figure 4-10. This figure indicates all major ports excluding those in 
Venezuela. Venezuelan ports are shown in Figure 4-11. 
Oil Pollution Resulting from Transportation 
In 1969 and 1970 the average annual amount of oil pollution in the oceans 
from all sources was almost 5 million metric tons. At that time, 46 percent 
of the oil originated due to vessels, barge and vessel related operations. The 
oil discharge from tankers and tanker-related operations is as a result: of 
casualties and loading and unloading accidents and operational discharges such 
as tank washing, oily ballast, and bilge water. 
Tanker Related Accidental Spills 
Table 4-11 lists transportation related spills in the Wider Caribbean for 
the year 1978. These serve to indicate that major spills are occurring in this 
area. The Aegean Captain-Atlantic Empress collision off Tobago in July of 1979 
where 500,000 tons of crude oil cargo was at risk and partially spilled indi-
cates the potential magnitude of the problem in the Wider Caribbean area. 
Tables 4-12,4-13 and 4-14 present information on tanker accident analysis 
for the period 1969-1972. This work examines accidents by type and location 
and by size of ship. It also provides a method of calculating expected spill 
volumes and frequency based on number of port calls, volume of cargo and number 
of vessel years. 
These statistics have been used with Wider Caribbean Oil Throughput and 
number of port calls to predict potential levels of spills. 
T a b l e 4 - 1 0 
SINGLE POINT MOORING INSTALLATIONS IN 
THE WIDER CARIBBEAN REGION* 






Dominican Republic Santa Domingo Shell 
Mexico Tuxpan Pemex 
150,000 
60,000 
2x16 in + 1x12 in 
2x16 in 
3x16 in + 1x10 in 
1975 Salina Cruz 3x16 in + 1x10 in 
* Source: 1975 IPE 
-S* o 
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TANKER TERMINALS FOR THE CARIBBEAN-GULF OF MEXICO REGION 
(Excluding Texas, Venezuela and Trinidad) 
1. New Orleans, Louisiana 
2. Pascagoula, Louisiana 
3. Pensacola, Florida 
4. Panama City, Florida 
5. Port St. Joe, Florida 
6. St. Marks, Florida 
7. Tança, Florida 
8. Havana, Cuba 
9. Tampico, Mexico 
10. Tuxpan, Mexico 
11. Veracruz, Mexico 
12. Coalzacoalcos, Mexico 
13. Puerto Cortes, Honduras 
14. Tela, Honduras 
15. Covenas, Colombia 
16. Freeport, Bahama 
3 
15. •» Puento Miranda, Venezuela 22. Lagunillas, Venezuela 29. 
'< 16. 
i 
Altagracia, Venezuela 23. Bachaquero, Venezuela 30. 
:¡ 17. i Bajo Grande, Venezuela 24. San Lorenzo, Venezuela 31. 
¡; 18. Puento de Palmaa 25. Boca Escalente, Venezuela 32. 
J 19. Ule, Venezuela 26. El Cardón, Venezuela 33. 
.20. La Salina, Venezuela 27. Amuay Las Piedras, Venezuela 34. 
J 21. Tia Juana, Venezuela 28. Puerto Cumarebo, Venezuela 35. i i 36. 
37. 
Venezuela 




T A N K E R T E R M I N A L S FOR 
V E N E Z U E L A A N D T R I N I D A D 









El Palito (.Puerto Caballo) 





Point Fortin, Trinidad 
Galeota Point Trinidad 
Brighton, Trinidad 
Point a Pierre, Trinidad 
San Felix, Venezuela 
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T a b l e 4 - 1 1 
WIDER CARIBBEAN AREA 
SUMMARY OF 1978 REPORTED OIL SPILLS 
RELATED TO OIL TRANSPORTATION 
Date Source 
22 J a n Bayou Willow 
b a r g B 
Location 
2 3 - 3 0 ' N . 9 4 ° 5 2 ' W 
Galves ton Bay, T e x a s 
G a l l o n s s p i x l e d l y ? e o i l 
5 0 , 0 0 0 No. 6 lue! collision 
31 J a n Domar 6501 
b a r g e 
( 2 9 * 1 7 ' N , 9 1 - 5 0 ' W ) 
(point au Fer , Louisiana) 
252,00D NO. 6 fuel collision 
10 Feb bargB 
11 Feb STC-2002 
ba rge 
2 9 » 4 5 ' N. 9 5 ° 0 5 ' W 
Texas 
2 9 - 4 5 ' N , 9 5 - 2 5 ' W 
Hous ton , Texas 
3 8 , 0 0 0 jet fuel 
2 0 , 0 0 0 jet luel 
g rounding 
grounding 
3 0 Mar Mary 
b a r g e 
( 3 0 - 0 0 ' N, 9 0 ° 0 3 ' W ) 
(New Or leans , Louisiana) 
4 2 , 0 0 0 No. 6 fue l ramming 
4 May b a r g e Mile E, Ir . tracoastal 
W a t e r w a y , Louisiana 
2 1 , 0 0 0 gasoline collision 
26 May si! t r ans fe r dock 
Amerada Kess Corp. 
( 3 0 ° 4 î ' N, 8 B ° C 5 ' W ) 
(Mobile, Alabama) 
8 5 , 0 0 0 No. 2 . No. 6 , 
c r u d e • ramming 
hose rupture 
1 9 J u n u n k n o w n 3 0 - 1 3 ' N , 8 1 - 2 3 ' W 
Maypor t , Florida 
6 2 , 0 0 0 marine diesel 
fuel 
unknown 
21 Aug T h e o p a e i 
(GR - 3 4 , 1 3 9 DWT) 
Frotanorte 
bulk ca r r i e r 
(BRA-25 ,035 DWT) 
1 6 ° 4 8 ' N , 6 9 - 0 0 ' W 
(ofl S a n J u a n , Puer to Rico) 
(up to 6 0 . 0 0 0 ) 
(«22,000) 
unde te rmined 
unde te rmined 
collision 
5 Oct Howard Star - al leged 
bulk carrier 
(PA - 5 2 , 2 8 0 DWT) 
( 2 7 - 5 8 ' N , B 2 ° 3 3 ' W) 
( T a m p a , Florida) 
(up to 4 0 , 0 0 0 ) diesel & 
bunke r C 
bal last ing 
3 1 Oct u n k n o w n ( 1 0 - 5 0 ' N . 6 1 - 4 0 ' W ) 
NW Trinidad 
5 -sq-km-sI ick unde te rmined intentional d i scha rge 
1 9 Dec Peck Slip 
b a r g e 
( 1 8 - 2 9 ' N . 6 6 - 0 8 ' W ) 
(Cape S a n J u a n , Puer to Rico) 
4 6 2 , 0 0 0 b u n k e r C grounding 
Source : 
OIL SPILL INTELLIGENCE REPORT / 23 MARCH 
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TABLE 4-12 
LOCATIONS AND CAUSES OF WORLD WIDE 
TANKER CASUALTY SPILLS, 1969-1972* 
Structural 
Breakdown* Collisions Ejcplos tons Tires Groundings ftawmlnqs failures Others Total 
Spills In Coastal 
«iters (< 50 Miles 
from Land): 
number 10 171 32 46 17) 43 36 11 522 
Bbl Spilled 457 1,394,347 285.630 43,402 1,379,580 64.095 383,925 167,213 3,718.649 
Ayg. Size, 6b) «5 8.1S4 8.926 904 8,0(B 1,491 10,885 15,201 7,124 
Spills at Sea 
(> 50 Hi 1 es Fron 
land ?: 
Number 8 8 14 5 0 2 79 4 120 
Bbl Spilled 122,678 3.S18 409,695 1 ,523 0 1 ,020 2,010,368 255,855 i:,804,657 
Si re, Bbl 15,335 440 29,264 305 - 510 2S.44B 63,964 23.372 
»II Spills 
Number IB 179 46 S3 171 45 115 15 642 
Bbl Spilled 123,135 1.397,865 695,325 44.925 1.379.580 65,115 2,394,293 423,068 6.523,306 
Avg. Size, Bbl 6.841 7 ,809 1 5 , V U 848 8,068 1.447 20,820 28,205 10.161 
TABLE 4-13 






Vessels Number of Spills 
Spills Per 










<10, 000 2,885 148 0.013 159.435 13.5 1 ,058 
10,000 - 19,999 1 ,119 155 0.035 1,715,040 383.3 11,078 
20.000 - 29,999 638 104 0.041 760,170 297.8 7,296 
30.000 - 39,999 4 50 68 0.038 1,462,583 812.3 21,488 
40,000 - 49,999 298 37 0.031 768,075 644.3 20,783 
50,000 - 59,999 209 26 0.031 199,058 237.8 7,643 
60,000 - 69,999 153 21 0.034 71 ,145 116.3 3,390 
70,000 - 79,999 150 15 0.025 108 ,255 180.8 7,230 
80,000 - 89,999 95 17 0.045 59,055 155.3 3,473 
90,000 - 99,999 91 8 0.022 97,665 268.5 12,203 
100,000 - 149,999 128 14 0.028 1 ,004,700 1 ,960.5 71,813 
150,000 - 199,999 35 3 0.021 1,223 9.0 420 
>200, 000 121 26 0.054 116.903 241 .5 4,455 
All Vessels 6,368 642 0.025 6,523,305 255.8 10,148 
*Source: Beyer, A.H. and L.J. Painter, 1977 Oil Spill Conference, (27) 
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TABLE 4-14 
HISTORICAL PARAMETERS FOR PREDICTING 
TANKER CASUALTY SPILLS WITHIN 50 MILES OF LAND* 
Exposure Variable 









spills < 50 miles 
from land and 
1969-1972 spills at 
7 major U.S. 
ports b . f . K . P 
1969-1972 worldwide 
spills < SC miles 






Suitable for Use When: 
1909-1 972 worldwide Trie tanker fleet.total 
spills < 50 miles volume of cargo, and 
from land^»' trade routes are known. 
Same as above The total volume of 
cargo 1s known, but 
the tanker fleet and 
trade routes are 
uncertaIn. 
fauaber of Vessel-Years 20 sp1lls/10 
vessel-years 
1969-1972 worldwide 
spills < 50 »riles 
from land*.7.17 
7.100 Same as above The tanker fleet is 
known, but the total 
volume of cargo and 
trade routes are 
uncertain* 
Source: Beyer, A.H. and L.J. Painter, 1977 Oil Spill Conference (27) 
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This analysis for both accidents within 50 miles of shore and outside 
within 50 miles from shore based on volume of cargo transported is presented 
as Part A of Table 4-15. 
This analysis indicates a likelihood of 21 spills per year averaging 1000 
metric tons within 50 miles of land and 4.8 spills averaging 3338 metric tons 
outside of 50 miles from land. 
The analysis based on number of port calls is shown in Part B of Table 
4-15. This analysis indicates 12.3 spills per year with an average volume of 
1000 metric tons within 50 miles of land. 
The reader may want to adjust these figures to reflect such intangibles 
as improved performance since 1969-72, quality of ships and crews used in the 
Wider Caribbean and expected safety records in transshipping and lightering. 
Operational Discharges 
The variety of operational discharges experienced from tanker and chemical 
product tankers is demonstrated by the data from the Houston Ship Channel area 
shown as Table 4-16. Each of these discharges is significant in the local 
Caribbean ports which experience these discharges either to the environment 
or to local treatment facilities. 
Of even greater importance to the Caribbean area are the discharges of 
tank washings into the Atlantic as well as the Caribbean. These discharges 
amount to the greatest tanker related dose of oil pollution to the marine 
environment and are believed responsible for the tar spots and tar balls which 
often appear on Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico beaches. 
Tankers have been .35 and .5 percent of their cargo settle out during long 
sea voyages. Earlier practice and that still followed by unscrupulous operators 
was to discharge this residue to the sea with tank wash water. This discharge 
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T a b l e 4 - 1 5 
POTENTIAL TANKER RELATED SPILLS 
WITHIN FIFTY MILES OF LAND 
A. Based on Volume of Cargo Transported 
Volume 1.743 x 109 bbl/yr 
q Spill Rate Experience 12 spills/10 bbl 
< 50 miles from land 
> 50 miles from land 2.76 spills/10 bbl 
and 
Expected Rate 1.743 x 12 - 21.3 spills/yr 
1.743 x 2.76 =•= 4.8 
Average size of spill * 7100 bbl or 1000 metric tons 
< 50 miles from land 
Average size of 4.8 spills = 23,372 bbl or 3,338 metric tons 
> 50 miles from land 
B. Based on Number of Port Calls 
Supertanker Voyages = 1250 unloadings 
MBWT & Handy = 2083 loadings 
Lighter & Tranship = 10000 loadings and unloadings 
(Assume 40,000 ton avg 
i.e. supertanker x 5) 
13333 port calls/year 
3 
Rate of spills = .92 per 10 port calls 
Expected rate - .92 x 8.333 - 12.27 spills/year 
Average size of 12.27 spill = 7100 bbl or 1000 metric tons < 50 miles from land 
Table 4-16 
SUMMARY OF VESSEL WASTE DISTRIBUTION FOR 
THE HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL, TEXAS CITY AND GALVESTON WHARVES 
Houston Ship Channel 
Turn. Basin San Jac. 
Waste Turning to San River to Texas Galveston 
Xype I?asln Jac. River itor.nana Ft. City Viharvon Total Remarks 
Ballast 380,000 ¿i'i,025,000 43,145,000 1,950,000 
Gal/Mo Gal/Mo Gr.l/Mo Gal/Mo 
-0- 90,000,000 Contains oil residue, 
Gnl/Mo discharged into vater. 
Ship Cleaning 50,000 18,000 4G5,OCO 
(Interior) Gal/Mo Gal/Mo Gal/Ko 








- 0 - -0- 5,000 30,000 
Gnl/Mo Gal/Mo 





93,320 52,940 21,180 4,950 32,650 210,540 
Gal/Mo Gal/l!o Gal/Mo Gal/Mo Gol/Mo Gnl.Ko 
2,800 1,500 6C0 140 925 5,960 
Lbs/Mo Lbs/Ko Lbs/Ho Lbs/Mo Lbs/Mo Lbs/Ho 
Discharged into water 
with no treatment. 
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could amount to 1000 tons or 7000 bbl or 300,000 gallons on a single voyage 
of a 200,000 ton tanker. The heavier sludge in the tank bottoms was already 
well on its way to becoming the tarry residue on the shore. 
Environmental concern plus the value of the lost oil have led to newer 
techniques such as the load on top technique, crude oil washing, and segregated 
ballast which greatly reduce operation discharges. 
Based on the Caribbean traffic alone, the reduction in loss from 1/200 
of the cargo to 1/15,000 of the cargo allowed under the 1969 1MC0 Convention 
would reduce tank washing discharges from 1 million tons to approximately 
16,700 tons of discharge per year. 
With the large number of mid-sized and handy-sized tankers used in the 
Wider Caribbean, the possibility of the less efficient methods of tank washing 
being used is high. Learning more about such practice is necessary as part of 
any Caribbean control program. 
In view of the Caribbean exposure to residues from the European tanker 
trade in the Atlantic, the Caribbean program should carefully study the prac-
tices being following in the Atlantic. It is in the best interest of the 




VULNERABLE ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 
IN THE WIDER CARIBBEAN REGION 
The scope of this study does not permit a detailed evaluation of the 
environmental systems of each of the coastlines of the individual countries 
in the wider Caribbean system. In this section of the report the various 
types of environmental systems found in the wider Caribbean region are dis-
cussed as will be their relative susceptibility to oil impact. 
The effects of oil spills and their impact will vary with the composition 
of oil, extent of the spill, sensitivity of the target species, life history 
stages involved, general environmental conditions, and the presence of other 
pollution. Little is known about the actual toxicity levels of the various 
crudes and petroleum products in relation to the species of biological life 
native to the Gulf coast and the Caribbean regions. However, aquatic and 
biological environmental systems and their susceptibility to oil impact are 
discussed. 
For the purposes of this report the environmental systems are discussed 
under three interrelated groups, namely coastal systems, aquatic systems, and 
types of organisms exposed. Subheadings in these three groups are shown 
below. 
Coastal Systems 
Salt marshes and mangroves 
Sheltered tidal flats 
Sheltered rocky coasts and coral reefs 
Gravel beaches 
Mixed sand and gravel beaches 
Exposed, compacted tidal flats 
Coarse-grained sand beaches 
Fine-grained sand beaches 
Eroding wave cut platforms 
Exposed rocky headlands 
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Aquatic Systems 










5. Phytoplankton and Zooplankton 
Each of the various types of coastal, aquatic and biological systems will 
be discussed. Biological systems will be discussed separately, but will be 
mentioned in the discussions on coastal and aquatic systems where applicable. 
The information on areas of likely oil spills from production and transpor-
tation related activities presented in Sections 3 and 4 are analyzed 
in this section in light of the general meteorological and oceanographic 
trend presented in Section 2 to indicate the environmental systems most 
likely to be impacted from future spills. 
Coastal Systems Vulnerable to Oil Impact in the Wider Caribbean Region 
Different types of coastal systems are impacted by oil brought in contact 
to the shore. Spill vulnerability is based on shoreline interaction with 
the physical processes controlling oil deposition, persistence or longevity 
of the oil in that environment, and the extent of biological damage to the 
environment. 
A useful analysis by Miles Hayes considers the various coastal systems 
and their arbitrary relative vulnerability. These systems are discussed 
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below in increasing order of vulnerability. 
1. Exposed Steeply Dipping or Cliffed Rocky Headlands 
Most areas of this type undergo intensive wave energy usually inducing 
a return flow from the rocks. The return flow would generally keep oil 
off the rocks in the event of an oil spill. Natural cleanup on this type 
of system has been observed to be rapid possibly due to a low contamina-
tion level. As a result, control is usually unnecessary in these areas. 
2. Eroding Wave cut Platforms 
These areas include narrow wave swept beaches located in front of 
deposited material. 
3. Flat, Fine-grained Sandy Beaches 
These types of beaches usually have a flat profile and are hard packed, 
allowing traffic to move over the beach. Grain size is from 0.0625mm to 
0.25mm. Several studies have indicated that damage from oil spills have 
occurred to amphipods, surf clams, and the neofauna organisms that live in 
between the sand grains. 
The fine grained sand limits the penetration of oils to a few centimeters 
below the surface. In removing oil, caution must be taken to wait until 
the oil is on the beach, avoid repeatedly driving over the beach, which may 
further grind the oil below the surface, and remove minimal amounts of sand 
to minimize beach erosion. Sand should be replaced if necessary to prevent 
erosion of the impacted beach or those elsewhere on the coast. 
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4. Steeper, Medium-to-Coarse Grained Sand Beaches 
These types of beaches have a grain size from 0.25 mm to 2.0 mm. They 
are present in many coastal environments including those of low energy 
beaches found along the Gulf of Mexico and higher energy beaches found in 
the Atlantic and Caribbean region. Typically, biological activity is re-
latively low. Oil may sink 15 cm to 25 cm into the sand, possibly being 
buried by natural processes at greater depths. Depths of 50 cm have been 
observed by Hayes, 
Oil spill cleanup is difficult because of generally poor tracking 
across the loosely packed sand. High energy beaches can also remove oil 
that they have buried over a period of months. Oil deposited due to 
above normal wave action during storm surges and high spring tides 
should be removed. Removal should also take place on the beaches which 
experience little wave action. 
5. Exposed, Compacted Tidal Flats 
These tidal flats are compacted, fine-grained sand or mud and relatively 
exposed to winds, tides, waves and currents. Oil does not penetrate or 
adhere to the flats. Biological activity is usually extensive, readily 
degrading oil that may be present. Infaunal organisms include polychaeti, 
nematode worms, and mollusks. Moderate to heavy oil contamination can 
severely damage these communities. 
6. Mixed Sand and Gravel Beaches 
Beaches of this type are usually located in medium to high energy 
environments. Shored oil penetrates the beach 10 to 20 cm sometimes within 
a few days. 
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7. Gravel Beaches 
Gravel beach grain size is greater than 2 mm. Oil penetrates rapid-
ly into this type of beach. Oil penetration into fine gravel beaches has 
been reported at 60 to 80 cm. Cleaning beaches of this type is hard to do 
without removals of large amounts of material moderately to heavily oiled. 
Removal of excessive material may cause adverse effects to the long term 
stability of the beach. Biological activity is often extensive and di-
verse in the sublittoral zone. Sinking and penetration of oil can be 
highly damaging to biological activity. 
8. Sheltered Rocky Coasts 
These types of shoreline have numerous coves and protected embayments 
along the rocky coastline. Wave activity in the areas range from low to 
moderate depending on the degree of protection. In some areas, oil will 
degrade fairly rapidly, whereas, in others the oil can remain for years. 
The biological community in this type of environment include algae, 
mollusks, crustaceans, and infaunas. These and other communities occur exten-
sively are vulnerable to oil spill damage. 
9. Sheltered Estuarine Tidal Flats 
Protected or sheltered tidal flats are common along the Gulf coast. 
Since biological productivity is usually high with large populations of 
mollusks and polychaete worms, oil spilled in this type of coast may have 
long term adverse effects. Oil should be prevented from entering these 
types of areas using diversion booms, by closing off the estuary entrances 
or by other effective means. 
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10. Sheltered Estuarine Salt Marshes and Mangrove Coasts 
These types of systems are among the most productive of all coastal 
environments. Delicate balances between plant and organisms are maintained 
in the environment. These types of areas frequently serve as spawning 
grounds for sport and commercial fish. Important food sources for many 
marine organisms are found in detritus from the marsh. Heavy oil can 
cause detrimental effects to the balance of the biological system, some-
times for years. 
Mangroves are extensive along the Gulf and Caribbean shorelines. These 
areas also represent diverse and extensive biological activity and are 
relatively easily damaged when heavily oiled. Removal of oil from the 
mangrove root system to help assure recovery is necessary but difficult. 
Salt marshes and mangrove shorelines are environments to be protected 
from oil if at all possible. Table 5-1 summarizes the ten coastal systems 
arbitrarily ranked by Hayes in order of increasing vulnerability to oil 
spill damage. This table also summarizes comments on the susceptibility 
of each system to oil spill damages. 
Using the method described by Hayes (28) , shoreline types for an area 
can be assessed using the vulnerability index. The percentages of lengths 
of the various types of coastal shorelines relative to the total coast-
al shoreline length are estimated. Table 5-2 illustrates this method for 
three geographical regions common to coastal shorelines. The lengths 
and percentages are for a hypothetical coastline and are presented to 
illustrate the method discussed. Figure 5-1 represents the application 
of the vulnerability index for the hypothetical coastline information 
presented in Table 5-2. The same type of technique can be applied to 
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TABLE 5-1 
SUMMARY OF COASTAL SHORELINE SYSTEMS IN ORDER OF INCREASING 
VULNERABILITY TO OIL SPILL DAMAGE* 
Vulnerability 











Wave reflection keeps most of the 
oil off-shore. 
Wave swept. Most oil removed by 
natural processes within weeks. 
Oil doesn't penetrate into the 
sediment. Otherwise, oil may 
persist several months. 
Oil may sink and/or be buried 
rapidly. Under moderate to high 
energy conditions, oil will be 
removed naturally within months 
from most of the beach face. 
Most oil will not adhere to, nor 
penetrate into, the compacted 
tidal flat. 
10 






Salt marshes and 
Oil may undergo rapid penetration 
and burial. Under moderate to 
low energy conditions, oil may 
persist for years unless physi-
cally removed. 
Same as above. Cleanup should 
concentrate on the high-tide swash 
area. A solid asphalt pavement may 
form under heavy oil accumulations. 
Areas of reduced wave action. Oil 
may persist for many years if not 
physically removed. 
Areas of great biologic activity 
and low wave energy. Oil may 
persist for years if not physically 
removed. 
Most productive of aquatic environ-
ments. Oil may persist for 
years if not physically removed. 
* Source: Vulnerability of Coastal Environments to Oil Spill Impacts 
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TABLE 5-2 
SHORELINE MORPHOLOGY FOR THE HYPOTHETICAL COASTLINE 
INDICATED IN FIGURE 5-1 
A. Erosional Shorelines (32% of the total) 
Total 
Shoreline (km) Subclasses 
Al. Cliffs >30 m high with wave cut 
platform 
A2. Cliffs <30 n high with wave cut 
platform 









1 - 2 
1-2 (4%) 
7-8 (4%) 
B. Neutral Shorelines (39% Of total) 
Subclasses 
Bl. Mountainous with steep high scarps 
B2. Hilly lowlands with low scarps 
B3. Protected fine sand beaches 
B4. Coarse sand beaches 
B5. Mixed sand and gravel beaches 



















C. Depositional Shorelines (29% of total) 
Subclasses 
CI. Arcuate delta 1 
C2. Beach ridges 2 
C3. Recurved spit 1 
C4. Bay mouth bar 1 
C5. Sand tidal flat 3 
C6. Mud tidal flat 5 
















F IGURE 5 - 1 
A. Coastal geomorphology of a hypothetical 
shoreline. 
B. Application ol the Vulnerability Index to 
the shoreline types of Fig. 1A. In this model, 2 8 % of the 
shoreline Is classil ied as having a VI = 1-2, 3 1 % has a 
VI = 3-4 (low risk areas), 7 % has a VI = 5 - 6 , 1 5 % has a 
VI = 7-8, and 1 9 % is classified as high potential oil spill 
damage with a VI = 9-10. 
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areas most likely to be impacted by spilled oil. These areas will be 
discussed in detail later in this section. 
Aquatic Systems Vulnerable to Oil Impact in the Wider Caribbean Region 
The aquatic systems in the wider Caribbean region are discussed using 
the following categories: bays and lagoons, open bay and open seas, surf 
zone, coral zone, and bottom zone. Each type of system will be discussed 
as it relates to oil pollution in the region. 
Bays and Lagoons 
Bays and lagoons are semi-enclosed bodies of water experiencing 
currents due to meteorological and tidal influences. These systems are 
directly or indirectly in connection with marine waters. The areas are 
usually biologically productive and sensitive to oil pollution adverse effects. 
Vulnerability indices using the Hayes system for these types of areas may 
vary from 7 to 10. 
A large portion of the Texas Gulf coast estuaries are separated from 
the open waters of the Gulf of Mexico by a series of barrier islands ex-
tending up and down its coastline. Figure 5-2 shows the Texas barrier 
islands system. There are seventeen passes, shown in this figure, through 
the barrier islands; many of them dredged for shipping traffic. 
Currents through these passes can be in excess of 1 meter/sec., 
depending on the local tide and wind conditiond. Bays and lagoons are 
typically shallow with large surface areas and relatively small tidal 
ranges. 
Bays and lagoons are found throughout the Caribbean region on many 
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San Antonio Bay 
Copano Bay 
Nueces Bay 
Corpus Christi Bay 
Baffin Bav 
MEXICO 
Sabine Pass (open) 
Rollover Fish Pass (open) 
Galveston Entrance (open) 
San Luis Pass (open) 
Brazos River (open) 
6. Brown Cedar Cut (open) 
7. Colorado River (open) 
8. Green's Bayou (closed) 
9. Matagorda Ship Channel 
10. Pass Cavallo (open) 
11. Cedar Bayou (closed) 
12. Aransas Pass (open) 
13. Corpus Christi Fish Pass 
(under construction) 
14. Corpus Christi Passes (open) 
15. Yarborough Pass (open) 
15. Port Mansfield Channel (open) 
17. Brazos Santiago (open) 
(open) 
Figure 5-2. Example of Laguna System and Barrier Islands showing 
locations of Texas Coastal Passes 
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large island and mainland country coastal environments such as those found 
in Venezuela, Colombia, Trinidad, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, and 
others. Spilled oil coming in contact with this type of environment 
should be avoided if possible. This is due to the importance of these 
systems as shellfish and sport or commercial fishery, spawning and 
nursery areas and as generators of the primary and secondary productivity 
organism which feed the marine food chain. The shallow water brings 
the oil into close proximity with the organism and thus these areas are 
especially sensitive to oil spill damage. In addition, wildlife, 
waterfowl, mammals and reptiles are sensitive to oil in bays and lagoons. 
Oil movement in the bay and lagoon system is primarily dependent on 
meteorological conditions. The depositon of oil will depend on the relief 
and slope of the shoreline and tide water elevation. 
Harbors 
The sizes and vessel capacities of harbors vary. Within harbors three 
problem areas exist with regard to the amount of oil present in the 
harbor aquatic system. These problem areas are: (1) shipping operations, 
(2) harbor operations, and (3) harbor approaches. 
Shipping operations within a harbor account for some of the oily 
water usually present. Oily wastes are usually due to petroleum product 
transfer operations related accidents, ballast oily waste discharges, and 
accidental oil spills. Figure 5-3 shows the ballast and tank washing 
high risk areas, In addition, port operations problems that exist in-
clude oily waste water, and storm runoff control for large operations. Oil 
pollution may result indirectly as a result of less than 100% removal of 
oil in ballast water after treatment. The treated waste water is usually 
0\ ÍV> 
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discharged into the harbor. 
The local coastal features of many wider Caribbean harbors and 
ports make entry into them difficult. In many cases, deeper and wider 
channels have been dredged and navigation markers and lights positioned 
to minimize the possibility of accidents while approaching a harbor. 
Figure 5-13 shows the harbors in the wider Caribbean that are considered 
to have high risk approaches. The reasons for the designation of high 
risk approaches are presented later in this section of the report. 
Some organism and plant life that are present in some harbors become 
adapted to the chronic oil pollution levels that may exist in these 
environments. 
Harbors are often natural catch basins for oil spills because of 
their relative quiescent conditions. The uncontrolled movement of 
large amounts of oil within these facilities may cause damage to 
docked vessels. The removal of oil from small craft is expensive 
laborious. Large amounts of oil within a harbor will remain until removed, 
under most conditions. 
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Open Seas 
The term pelgaic refers to the waters of the world's oceans. The 
pelgaic is divided into the neritic province or water overlaying the 
continental shelf and the oceanic province or the rest of the water 
seaward off the continental shelf. 
The upper 200 meters of the ocean is the zone most affected by an. 
oil spill. 
There are some very basic differences between the environmental 
conditions of the neritic and oceanic provinces even though they tend to 
overlap. In the open ocean, the physical conditions do not vary a 
great deal. The salinity remains constant at approximately 35,000mg/l 
and the major sources of variation are rain, which lowers the salinity and 
evaporation which causes an increase in the salinity of the surface 
water. One of the important properties of seawater which is of interest 
in an oil spill is the density of water. Seawater has a density of 
1.02 to 1.03 and in the ocean the density is dependent on the temperature 
and the salinity. Therefore, as the salinity decreases and the temperature 
increases, the density of the seawater increases and vice versa. 
The waters of the neritic province ( water over the continental shelf) 
are 200 meters in depth or less and thus this region is much more variable 
than the open ocean region because of the shallowness of depth, the influx 
of fresh water from river runoff, and a higher loading of suspended 
sediments. The influx of fresh water with its high level of nutrients makes 
the neritic region the most productive of the two pelgaic regions. 
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For the most part, catastrophic effects from an oil spill are not 
expected in the open ocean environment, primarily as a result of the 
rapid dispersion and degradation of the oil and the general low vul-
nerability of open ocean organisms to contact with oil. For example, 
damages to small populations of phyto and zooplankton depend mostly 
on the chance event of encountering a floating slick; however, once 
contact occurs and organisms are killed, numbers are generally quickly 
restored as a result of fast rates of reproduction and immigration. 
The term Neuston refers to those organisms which live at or near 
the surface of the water. Since they live very close to or at the 
surface, they are very vulnerable to an oil slick. Of particular importance 
are the larvae and post-larval stages of shrimp and other organisms 
which float to the surface during part of the development cycle and are 
particularly sensitive to oil. 
The term Nekton refers to that community of animals which are capable 
of rapidly moving themselves vertically and horizontally within the 
water column. Specific animals which make up this group are the fish, 
squid, whales, other sea mammals, sea snakes, and other larger marine 
animals. The major members of this group are the fish species, which are 
of vital importance as a food source for much of the world and which may 
become contaminated with oil by feeding on contaminated organisms or by 
feeding in contaminated waters. 
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Coral Zone 
Coral systems are diverse biological systems which range from the 
living coral substrate itself to the wide range of organisms which live 
on or around it. The coral system also serves a valuable role in 
protecting island systems from the eroding force of the sea. The 
destruction of the living bond of protection would ultimately lead to the 
destruction of the protected islands. Relatively little is known about 
the susceptability to damage of these systems, but the nature of the 
organisms known to be present would cause most scientists to assign a 
Hayes rating system number of 10 and to recommend practices to keep 
floating oil away from coral and to avoid any action in the area which 
would cause oil to become dispersed into the water and thus in close 
contact with the coral community. 
Benthic Zone 
The benthic zone of the coastal and deep ocean system includes those 
organisms living on the bottom from the sublitoral to the deep ocean. 
Of greatest concern are those bottom areas in relatively shallow coastal 
systems where light penetration occurs to the bottom. These areas are 
relatively lightly effected by oil floating past on the surface, but 
they are drastically impacted if the oil is carried to the bottom by 
either an applied sinking agent or by deposition of natural sediment, 
coated with oil, or conversly mousse deposits weighted naturally by 
beach sand or other sediments. 
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Surf Zone 
Surf zone is more of an engineering term used to refer to the 
intertidal area and the shallow supratidal area where the wave action 
against the sand or rocks mixes the oil and sand together. The oil-sand 
combination then sinks in this area disturbing those marine organisms 
living in this zone. 
Biological Systems Vulnerable to Oil Impact in the Wider Caribbean Region 
The biological communities found in the wider Caribbean region provide 
many basic needs for coastal and inland populations in the region. The 
biological communities affected include mammals, reptiles, waterfowl, 
mollusks, sea grass, crustaceans, polychaetes, zooplankton, phytoplankton, 
and finfish. There exists a sensitive balance among these biological 
communities. 
Oil pollution, whether it be due to the spill or discharge of a 
crude oil or a refined product, may damage the marine environment many 
different ways, among which are: 
1. Direct kill of organisms through coating and asphyxiation. 
2. Direct kill through contact poisoning of organisms. 
3. Direct kill through exposure to the water-soluble toxic 
components of oil at some distance in space and time from the 
accident. 
4. Destruction of the food sources of higher species. 
5. Destruction of the generally more sensitive juvenile forms of 
organisms. 
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6. Incorporation of sublethal amounts of oil and oil products into 
organisms resulting in reduced resistance to infection and other 
stresses (the principal cause of death in birds surviving the 
immediate exposure to oil). 
7. Destruction of food values through the incorporation of oil and 
oil products, into fisheries resources. 
8. Incorporation of carcinogens into the marine food chain and 
human food sources. 
9. Low level effects that may interrupt any of the numerous events 
necessary for the propagation of marine species and for the 
survival of those species which stand higher in the marine food 
web. 
In general, the biological communities most affected by oil spills 
exist in three distinct coastal habitats or zones. These zones are 
called supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal. The supratidal zone is 
onshore above the spring high water. Figure 5-4 shows the zonation in 
the marine environment. Mammals, reptiles, and waterfowl are found in 
the supratidal zone. 
The intertidal zone is onshore between spring high water and spring 
low water. Three general types of habitats exist in the intertidal zone. 
These types are rocky, sandy, and marshy. Rocky habitats occur where wave 
action is on vertical extending rocky shores, jetties or sea walls. 
Figure 5-5 shows the zonation of organisms typically found on rocky shores. 
Mollusks, such as snails, are present in the upper intertidal rocky 
shore areas. Crustaceans such as barnacles are located in the mid-
intertidal zone. Sea grasses and many small organisms are found in the 
lower intertidal zone. 
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ZONATION IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
FIGURE 5-4 
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TYPICAL MEMBERS OF A MARSH ECOSYSTEM 
FIGURE 5-7 
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Sandy shore intertidal zone occurs when wave action keeps clay 
particles from settling and allows only the heavier sand grains to remain 
on the beach. Figure 5-6 shows the sandy beach and the zonation of 
organisms in this habitat. The upper intertidal zone may have small 
crustaceans, such as crabs and polychaetes. The mid-intertidal zone 
has other small crustaceans including crabs. The lower intertidal zone 
is where mo Husks such as clams are located. 
The marsh habitat is the most diverse habitat for biological 
communities. Crustaceans, such as shrimp, clams, and lobster are present 
in many bays surrounded by marshland. Mollusks such as snails and clams 
are found in addition to finfish. Extensive marsh grass or mangroves will 
usually be present in this type of habitat. Figure 5-7 shows a diagram 
representing typical members of a marsh ecosystem. 
The intertidal zone is divided into upper, mid and lower intertidal 
areas. The upper intertidal becomes wet during high tide and dries out 
between successive high waters. Oil sticks readily and thick accumula-
tions can occur on dry surfaces. The mid-intertidal zone is generally 
moist when the tide is out, providing the oil less chance to adhere. 
The populations of organisms are relatively higher in this area compared 
to the upper intertidal area. The lower intertidal area stays wet at all 
times due to wave action. Oil on the wet surface stands less chance of 
sticking. This layers are usually formed if oil does stick. The lower 
portion of the lower intertidal zone is usually submerged all of the time 
exposing organisms to the hydrocarbon fractions dissolved in the water 
column. 
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The sub tidal zone begins at the spring low water mark and extends 
out to sea including bottom sediments and the ocean waters above. This 
zone is always underwater as shown in Figure 5-8. The subtidal zone 
especially important to this report is that zone where the water depth 
is less than about 15 meters. This zone is very important for the 
commercial seafood species such as shrimp, clams, crab, lobster, abalone, 
and scallops. Plant life also exists in the form of plankton and sea 
grasses. Exposure to oil in this zone can be from dissolved or sinking 
oil. 
Organisms of the Subtidal Zone 
FIGURE 5 - 8 
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Mammals 
Relatively few observations of any direct effect of oil spills on 
larger marine mammals such as whales, seals, and sea lions have been 
made. These animals appear to be able to sense and avoid oil on the 
surface of the water. 
In 1974 at the University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, a study was 
made of ringed seals. They were either placed into crude-oil-covered 
water, brush-coated with oil, or given oil by mouth. Twenty four hour 
surface exposure to light crude oil was damaging only to the eyes of 
healthy seals, whereas stressed seals died within 71 minutes of exposure. 
Oil in quantities reasonably expected to be ingested during an oil spill 
was not irreversibly harmful. It was determined that the consequences 
of an oil spill ultimately depend on the season of spill, productivity 
of the area, and the variable health status of a seal population. 
Reptiles 
Reptiles subject to oil damage are turtles, alligators, and sea 
snakes. Damage to onshore hatching grounds may result. For example, 
oiled beaches may prevent the newly hatched turtles from reaching the 
water. 
The Ridley turtle, a rare and endangered species is found in 
the Texas and Mexico Gulf Coast areas. 
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Waterfowl 
The casualty rate of waterfowl is often very high when an oil spill 
occurs. Marine birds, especially diving birds, appear to be the most 
vulnerable to the effects of oil spillage, but any bird that feeds from 
the sea or settles on it is vulnerable. In oil-matted plumage, air is 
replaced by water causing loss of both insulation (body heat) and 
buoyancy, and oil ingested during preening can have a toxic effect. 
The possible effects of the spillage on the bird population will vary 
with the season. For example, young birds during the late nesting 
season and flightless adults during the moulting season may be particularly 
vulnerable along the shore. Conversely, various groups of migratory 
birds may avoid exposure because of their absence at the time of the 
spill. Nonmigratory birds will be the hardest hit with the possibility 
of eliminating an entire colony. 
Several areas exist throughout the wider Caribbean region where 
endangered specied are observed. These areas are of particular concern 
to protection from oil contamination. Refuges have been established 
along many coasts to help restore the numbers of species considered to be 
endangered. For example, the rare whooping crane has a wintering ground 
at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge in Texas, one of several refuges 
along the Gulf Coast. 
Finfish 
The wider Caribbean region ocean waters have a variety of dimersal 
resources including snapper, grouper, sea bass, drum, croaker, and hake. 
West Central Atlantic demersal resources. (From: FAO, Atlas o f 
Living Resources o f the Sea, 1972) 
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Finfish generally appear to be unaffected by the presence of spilled 
oil as their mobility permits then to avoid areas with high oil or 
chemical concentrations. Danger to fish is probably limited to possible 
harm to eggs, larvae, or juveniles which seasonally may be found concentrated 
in the upper waters or in shallow areas nearshore. 
A map of demersal resources in the Wider Caribbean are shown in 
Figure 5-9. 
Shellfish 
Shellfish including mollusks such as clams, oysters and scallops 
along with crabs, lobsters, and shrimp appear to be the segment of marine 
life most directly affected by oil spillage in the coastal zone. Most 
of these types will survive contamination by heavy oil alone, however 
the flavor of the flesh will be tainted. Lighter petroleum fractions such 
as diesel or gasoline appear to be more fatal, and some species such as 
clams may experience significant mortalities. Fortunately, in most spill 
incidents, the effects on shellfish appear to be fairly temporary, and 
even in those situations where high mortalities were observed at the 
time of the incident, recovery appears to have taken place within a period 
of six months to two years. 
A map showing the crustacean resources in the wider Caribbean area 
is shown in Figure 5-10. 
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Phytoplankton and Zooplankton 
Phytoplankton are responsible for the fixation of energy in the 
marine environment in that they produce food and oxygen. These small 
organisms use sunlight to convert chemicals in the water to living plant 
material releasing oxygen in the process. Phytoplankton communities aire 
found offshore throughout the wider Caribbean area and represent an 
important link in the foodchain. Phytoplankton moves with wave motion 
and induced currents and therefore cannot escape contamination by their 
own propulsion. 
Zooplankton are small animals that feed on living and dead 
phytoplankton. They in turn are eaten by other organisms. 
The existence of both phytoplankton and zooplankton is seasonal 
and depends on the available sunlight. Oil spills may cut off sunlight, 
thus killing this important link in the food chain. 
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Potential Zones of Impact in the Wider Caribbean Region 
Oil pollution occurs in the wider Caribbean in four types of risk zones. 
The probability of the occurrence of oil spills are greater in the areas 
which include offshore production accident risk zones; through shipping 
risk zones; terminal, refining and transhipping risk zones; tank washing 
and oily ballast discharge risk zones; and harbor approach high risk zones. 
These zones are called high risk zones and are listed for the wider 
Caribbean region in Table 5-3, except harbor approach high risk zones. For 
each high risk zone listed, the likely points of impact are also included in 
this table. The likely points of impact represent areas to which spilled oil 
will move based on information provided in Section 2, Section 3 and Section 4 
of this report. 
Offshore Production Accident High Risk Zones 
Offshore production in the wider Caribbean is discussed in Section 3. The 
offshore production areas from Section 3 are listed in Table 5-3. These areas 
are shown in Figure 5-11. The likely zones of impact from oil spills for 
these areas includes the western and southern coastlines of the Gulf of Mexico 
and the Venezuelan Caribbean coastline. 
Through Shipping High Risk Zones 
The through shipping high risk zones listed in Table 5-3 represent areas 
in the wider Caribbean that experience large volumes of tanker traffic. These 
zones were established based on information on shipping lanes provided in 
Section 4 of this report. Figure 5-12 indicates the locations of these high 
risk zones. The likely zones of impact include almost all of the westward 
Antilles, all of the Netherland Antilles and the coast of Venezuela. Other 
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TABLE 5-3 
ZONES OF HIGH RISK TO OIL SPILLS AND LIKELY POINTS OF IMPACT 
High Risk Zone Likely Zone of Impact 
Offshore Production Accidents 
Texas Texas coastline 
Louisiana Louisiana and Texas coastline 
Mexico (North) Northern Mexico and Texas 
Mexico (Campeche) Southern Gulf Coast, Northern Mexico 
or Texas 
Trinidad & Tobago Trinidad & Tobago , Grenada, Venezuela 
Venezuela Venezuela, Colombia 
Through Shipping 
Anageda Passage Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, Hispaniola 
Bahama Island Passages Bahamas, Florida, Cuba, Haiti 
Cayman Island Lightering Cayman Islands 
Florida Straits Florida, north Cuban shore, Bahamas 
Jamaica Channel Haiti, Cuba, Jamaica 
Lake Maracaibo Venezuela 
Mona Passage Hispaniola 
Netherland Antilles Aruba, Curacao, Bonaire, Venezuela 
Panama Canal Approach Costa Rica, Nicaragua 
Santa Lucia (north and south) Santa Lucia, St. Vincent, Martinique, 
West Indies 
Texas Texas 
Louisiana Gulf Coast Lightering Texas, Louisiana 
Tobago-Trinidad Channels Trinidad, Tobago, Grenada, Venezuela 
Windward Passage Cuba, Jamaica, Caymans 
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TABLE 5-3 (continued) 
High Risk Zone Likely Zone of Impact 
Yucatan - east Yucatan Peninsula, Florida, Cuba 
Yucatan - west Yucatan Peninsula, Mexican Gulf, Texas, 
Louisiana 
Port Approaches 
(refer to Figure 5-12 for numbered 
locations) 
Bahamas 
Freeport (1) Bahamas, Florida 
Nassau (2) Bahamas, Florida 
South Riding Point (3) Bahamas, Florida 
Barbados (A) Barbados, Martinique, St. Vincent 
Cuba 
Cabaiguan (9) Cuba, Mexico, Yucatan Peninsula 
Havana (10) Cuba, Florida, Dominican Republic, Haiti 
Santiago de Cuba Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti 
Dominican Republic 
Bonao (12) Cuba, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, 
Haiti 
Santo Domingo (14) 
Jamaica 
Kingston (17) Haiti, Cayman Islands, Cuba 
Mexico 
Coalzacoalas (19) , Tampico (20), 
Tuxpan (21), Veracruz (22) 
Southern and western Gulf of Mexico 
— — - - —^ 
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TABLE 5-3 (continued) 
High Risk Zone Likely Zone of Impact 
Port Approaches (continued) 
Netherland Antilles 
Aruba (23) Aruba, Venezuela 
Bonaire (24) Aruba, Bonaire, Curacao, Venezuela 
Curacao (25) Aruba, Curacao, Venezuela 
Panama 
Colon (26) Colombia, Costa Rica, Nicaragua 
Puerto Rico (27) 
Guayanita, Los Mareas, Port Yacuboa, 
San Juan 
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Virgin 
Islands 
St. Lucia (28) Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Vincent 
Trinidad 
Brighton (29) , Galeota Point (30), Trinidad, Tobago, Venezuela 
Point Fortin (31), Point a Pierre 
(32) 
U.S.A 
Corpus Christi, Texas (34), Texas 
Port Aransas (42) 
New Orleans, Louisiana (38) Louisiana 
Venezuela 
Altagracia (50), Amuay (51), Venezuela, Colombia 
Bachaquero (52), Bajo Grande (53) 
Capure (54), Carpito (55) Trinidad and Venezuela 
Virgin Islands 
St. Croix Antigua, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico 
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TABLE 5-3 (continued) 
High Risk Zone Likely Point of Impact 
Tank Washings, Oily Ballast Discharge 
Tank washings from U.S. destination 
tankers, offshore lightering 
and harbors 
Tank washings from tankers returning 
from Caribbean offshore 
lightering and harbors 
Tank washings from tankers returning 
from the U.S. east coast and from 
Europe. 
Texas, Louisiana 
Venezuela, Texas, Louisiana, Mexico 
West Indies, Venezuela, Trinidad, Tobago, 
Netherland Antilles 

95 Longitud! W a s t 9 0 of Greenwich 
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areas likely to be impacted include the Caribbean coastline of Panama, Honduras, 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Mexico, Cuba, Hispaniola, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Isles, 
Jamaica, Cayman Islands, and the Bahamas. 
Port Approach High Risk Zones 
Figure 5-13 shows the various ports of the wider Caribbean area. The risk 
of tanker related accidents is a function of the level of tanker traffic, the 
level of other ship traffic and the navigational safety of the approach zone. 
Zones of highest risk, in the opinion of the authors, are highlighted 
in Figure 5-13 . For each of these zones the likely zone of oil impact in 
the event of a spill is shown in Table 5-3. 
Tank Washing, Oily Ballast Discharge High Risk Zones 
The major risk zones for tank washing and oily ballast discharges are out-
lined in Table 5-3. The zones for these areas are shown in Figure 5-3. 
Other risk zones may exist, but the zones identified in Figure 5—3 represent 
the most significant areas based on information provided in Section 4. 
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St. Lucia (28) 
Trinidad & Tobago 
Brighton (29) 
Galeota Point (30) 
Point Fortin (31) 
Point a Pierre (32) 
United States 
Baytown, Texas (33) 
Corpus Christi, Texas 
Freeport, Texas (35) 
Galveston, Texas (36) 
United States (continued) 
Mobile, Alabama (37) 
New Orleans, Louisiana (38) 
Panama City, Florida (39) 
Pascagoula, Mississippi (40) 
Pensacola, Florida (41) 
Port Aransas, Texas (42) 
Port Arthur, Texas (43) 
Port St. Joe, Florida (44) 
Saint Marks, Florida (45) 
Tamps, Florida (46) 
Texas City, Texas (47) 
Texas Offshore Lightering (48) 





Bajo Grande (53) 
Capure (54) 
Carpito (55) 
El Cardon (56) 
Guanta (57) 
Lagunillas (58) 
La Salina (59) 
La Solita (60) 
Moron (61) 
Puerto Cabello (62) 
Puerto Cumarebo (63) 
Puerto La Cruz (64) 
Puerto Miranda (65) 
Punta de Palamas (66) 
San Lorenzo (67) 
Tucupido (68) 
Tucupita (69) 
Virgin Islands-St. Croix (70) 
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Tourism in the Wider Caribbean Region 
The Caribbean region has experienced a substantial increase in Tourism 
during the last decade and a half. Such data as was available has been 
compiled and is presented in Table 5-4. Tourism is particularly important 
for the Insular Caribbean, many of which have virtually no other source 
of foreign exchange with which to pay for their imports of capital equipment 
for development projects. This is amply demonstrated in Table 5-4 by the number 
of tourist arrival per year per hundred of population; the figure for all of 
the smaller islands being above twenty and in several cases above fifty. 
Indeed Antigua and the British Virgin Islands which have virtually no other 
source of foreign exchange, have the highest tourist penetration rates of 104 and 
407 respectively. Thus, insofar as tourism may be seen to be desirable, it 
is very susceptible to the effects of marine pollution and its attendent effects 
on the beaches. 
The impact of oil on tourism can be severe, to some extent crippling 
areas where tourism is their chief source of income. Unsightly oiled 
beaches and seawalls may detract from attracting tourists. In addition, 
aquatic living resources, such as fish and shellfish that are damaged 
may also detract from tourism. 
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TABLE 5-4 
TOURIST ARRIVAL, GROWTH RATE AND PENETRATION 
IN THE WIDER CARIBBEAN REGION 
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443.3 716.4 22.5" (1971-71) 1.5 
Costa Rica 1961 
1975 
46.5" 




454 .4 373.8 20.0"(1971-74) 9.0 
















278.7 537.8 10.2"(1971-74) 17.0 




425.9 1339 43.5" (1971-74) 3.5 
Sources: 1 ECLA/CARIB 77/5 - Economic Activity (1976) in 
Caribbean countries. 
2 Kastarlak, B.I. - for UNDP Physical Planning Project 
Assistance in Physical Planning - "Regional Aspects of 
Tourism Development in Eastern Caribbean" (July 1976). 
3 Shankland Cox Partnership for World Bank - "Tourism 
Supply in the Caribbean Region". 
CEPAL RLA/71/414 - "Promocíon de Tourismo en América 
Latina y el Caribe - Conclusiones y Recommendaciones 




Country Y e a r Arrivals 
(Thousands) 
Percentage 







T o u r i s t s / 
1 0 0 / p o p n 
(Last quoted 
year) 
II - Insular 
Antigua 1965 
1973 
4P. 6 3 




222.01 338.7 lS.03(1968-72) 91.0 










232.9 430.5 22.51* (1971-74) 5.0 
Grenada 1965 
1975 
1 3 . 9 3 












395.8 389.2 12.03(196B-72) 19.5 
Martinique 1965 
1972 
15. 4 3 






268.4 3 265.2 15.03 (1968-72") 111. 0 
Puerto Rico 1965 
1975 
925.9 







14.8 2 51.0 13.53(1968-72) 22.0 
St. Lucia 1965 
1975 
12.9 3 
51.8 301.6 17.03(1968-72) 48.0 
St. Vincent 1968 
1974 
12.4 3 






132.6 124.0 6.03(1968-72) 12.4 
Virgin Is (Br) 1968 
1972 
22.8 3 
44.8 3 96.5 18.53(1968-72) 407. 0 
Virgin Is (US) — NA NA NA N A 
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SECTION 6 
STATUS OF OIL POLLUTION CONTROL IN THE WIDER CARIBBEAN 
Programs of oil spill prevention and oil spill control in the wider 
Caribbean area, with but a few exceptions, are petroleum industry based 
programs. 
In Appendix 1 of this report are listed the oil pollution control 
equipment, supply and manpower resources identified in the Caribbean Sea 
area in late 1976 as part of a study by the Clean Caribbean Cooperative. 
This information is part of country profiles from the standpoint of oil 
pollution control which present data on a wide variety of subjects that 
would be needed by groups from outside the individual country who would 
come to the country to carry out or participate in a cleanup program. 
Appendix 2 provides detailed related information about local oil 
company facilities, oil industry related contractors and supplies which 
could be utilized during a cleanup response and also about government: 
agencies which would have responsibility for carrying out or monitoring 
cleanup activities. 
In Appendix 3 of this report information is presented on the oil 
spill control resources of the Clean Caribbean Cooperative supported 
by many of the oil companies using Caribbean waters to transport crude 
oil and products. Also presented is information on the oil spill con-
trol resources of the Clean Gulf Cooperative supported by most of the oil 
companies involved with oil exploration and production off the Gulf of 
Mexico coast of the United States. 
Appendices 2 and 3 thus report most of the oil spill control re-
sources available in the wider Caribbean area. Those items known not 
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to be covered in the appendix included are the resources of Mexico and Cuba, 
the U.S. government and those of local harbors on the U.S. Gulf of Mexico 
coast. 
Figure 6-1 is a summary of the numbers of booms, skimmers and drums 
of dispersant stored at major facilities in the wider Caribbean area. 
The wide difference in level of resources may be noted. 
Figures 6-2 and 6-3 shows the geographical areas of interest of the 
Clean Caribbean Cooperative and the Clean Gulf Cooperative, respectively. 
International Agreement Tool 
There have been developed, over the last 25 years, a series of 
international conventions which serve to help prevent pollution of the 
sea. These conventions will work only when ratified and enforced by 
nations, so as to either achieve compliance or to drive the bad actors 
from the seas. 
These conventions are listed in Figure 
The provision of the 1969 amendments to the 1954 convention are extreme-
ly important to the wider Caribbean area in that they require the equi-
valent of the land on tap tank and ballast water management system by limit-
ing discharge to 1/15,000 of the cargo and 60 liters of oil discharge per 
mile. This discharge level is 1/75 of the amount of oil discharged by 
straight tank washing and discharge. For a 200,000 ton tanker this 
reduces the discharge of oil from 1000 tons or 7000 barrels per voyage to 
26.7 tons or 93.3 barrels per voyage. 
The 1973 Convention and the 1978 Protocol go even further in limiting 
discharge to 1/30,000 of the cargo. The Convention can roughly be divided 
into the three categories shown, namely: 
Convention to limit chronic pollution discharges, such as ballast 
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F I G U R E 6 - 2 
MAP SHOWING CLEAN CARIBBEAN OIL SPILL 
COOPERATIVE AREA OF INTEREST 
BQOwhSWU'F' < : 
F I G U R E 6 - 3 
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w a t e r and t a n k w a s h i n g s f r o m t a n k s . 
Conventions to increase safety and reduce accidents at sea; and 
Conventions to compensate for oil spill cleanup costs and damages. 
It is emphasized that to obtain all of the benefits of these con-
ventions a nation must have ratified the conventions. 
Table 6-1 shows the provisions of the basic 1954 Convention and the 
1973 Convention. The reader is referred to IMCO documents for the full 
text of the conventions. 
The second group will only be dealt with briefly herein; these are 
the group of conventions aimed at preventing tanker accidents. Of parti-
cular interest are the pending 1978 Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) protocol 
which requires duplicate systems of key tanker components such as steering 
mechanisms and duplicate navigation systems. 
The third group of conventions deal with the compensation for clean-
up cost and pollution damage. Of particular interest to Caribbean 
countries is the planned phaseout of the voluntary insurance schemes 
(TOVALOP and CRISTAL) as the new CLC and Fund Conventions become established. 
Tables 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4 provide further information on these important 
programs. 
National Laws 
National laws serve a valuable role in providing their officials 
with the authority to assure that proper pollution methods are taken and 
that programs to respond to cleanup are stablished. The following key 
items are options included in National Pollution Laws and Contingency 
Plans : 
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TABLE 6 - 1 
Topic 
1954 Convention 
(as amended in 1962) 1973 Convention 
Applicability as re-
gards carriage of oil 
1. Seagoing tankers over 150 gross tons 
2. Other seagoing ships over 500 gross 
tons 
1. All tankers over 150 gross tons. 
2. All other ships over 400 gross tons including novel cralt and fixed 
and floating platlorms. 
Dispute settlement Referred to International Court of Jus-
tice unless all parlies agree to arbitra-
tion. 
Compulsory arbitration by specially lormed tribunals upon appli-
cation ol any party to dispute. 
Amendment proce-
dure 
Effective only upon specific acceptance 
via IMCO assembly and contracting 
States. 
Speedier melhod for annexes and appendices via IMCO Commit-
tee and tacit acceptance procedures. 
Survey and certifica-
t ion 
No comparable provision 1. Survey at 5-year intervals and at intermediate intervals. 
2. Equipment must be approved by Administration (monitors, filters, 
separators, interface detectors). 
3. Administration issues certificate attesting to compliance by its 
ships. Certificate shall be accepted except when there are clear 
grounds to believe the ship is not in compliance. 
Definition of oil 1. Limited to crude, fuel, heavy diesel 
and iubricating oils 
2. Does not include bilge slops and fuel 
and lube oil purification residues. 
Includes all petroleum oils except petrochemicals (which are 
regulated by annex II). 
Discharge criteria in 
prohibited zones (this 
term does not appear 
In the 1973 Conven-
tion which uses a 
distance from land 
criterion). 
1. Prohibits discharges by all ships in 
concentrations in excess of 100 parts 
per million within the prohibited zones. 
2. Prohibited zone generally 50 miles or 
greater from nearest land for tankers. 
Prohibited zone applies to other ships 
unless proceeding to a port not pro-
vided with adequate reception'facilities. 
1. Prohibits discharges which leave visible trace!! unless it can be 
established by installed instruments that the concentration dis-
charged was less than 15 parts per million. 
2. For tanker cargo slops, discharge is prohibited within 50 mile« 
from nearest land. For other ships slops, and other tanker stops, 
discharge is prohibited within 12 miles from the nearest land. 
D i s c h a r g e c r i t e r i a 
outside of the pro-
hibited zones. 
No restriction on discharges from a 
ship less than 20,000 gross tons. Ves-
sels over 20,000 gross tons are limited 
to discharges whose concentrations are 
100 parts per million or less, unless 
when in the opinion of the master, cir-
cumstances make it unreasonable or 
impractical to retain the higher con-
centrated slops on board. 
1. Tankers must meet all the following conditions: 
a. Ship is proceeding enroute. 
b. Discharge is limited to 60 liters per mile instantaneous rate. 
c. Total quantity discharged is limited to 1 /15 ,000 of cargo last 
carried for existing tankers and 1/30.000 of cargo last carried 
for new tankers. 
d. Tanker bilges, excepl pump rooms, shall be treated same as 
other ships. 
2. Other ships must meet all of the following conditions: 
a. Ship is proceeding enroute. 




No comparable provision Requires that the monitoring and control syslem be in operation 
and a permanent record made anytime oily effluent is being dis-
charged, except for clean or segregated ballast. 
C o n s t r u c t i o n a n d 
equipment require-
ments to control op-
erational discharges 
of oily mixtures. 
No comparable provision 1. Segregated ballast is mandatory for new tankers of 70,000 dead-
weight tons and greater, and is optional for tankers of less than 
70,000 deadweight tons. Note that "new" tankers are defined by 
calendar dates and are therefore not dependent upon entry into 
force of this Convention. 
2. Retention of oil on board (LOT) is mandatory for all tankers. 
3. Mandatory installation of effluent monitor and control system, 
provision of slop tanks, and provision of oi l /water interface de-
tectors. Effluent must comply with discharge criteria or be trans-
ferred to reception facility. 
4. Other ships require sludge tank installation!:, oil water separator 
and /or filters dependent upon ship size. 
Reception facilities Provision to promote according to need 
of ships using ports. 
Expanded provision to undertake to insure availability and ade-
quacy at oil loading ports, repair ports and at other ports according 
to the needs o! ships. 
Oil record book Establishes basic requirement to pro-
vide qiJ record book and requires en-
tries for specific operations. 
Expands requirements to provide entries for more specific opera-
tions and in greater detail to aid in enforcement 
Construction require-
ments to limit the 
amount of oil dis-
charge in case of ac-
cidents. 
No comparable provision 1. Establishes damage assumptions and methods of calculation of 
the amount of hypothetical oil outflow for tankers. 
2. Establishes tank arrangement and size limitations lor the cargo 
tanks of tankers.. 
3. Establishes subdivision and damage stability criteria to be ¡applied 
to tankers to increase survivability in the event of accident. 
Additional annexes 
lor substances other 
than oil. Annex II is 
mandatory and an-
nexes II I , IV and V 
may be adopted a t ' 
the motion of con-
tracting States. 
No comparable provision 1. Annex II details mandatory requirements tor construction ol chem-
ical tankers and discharge criteria for liquid noxious substances 
in bulk. 
2. Annex II I contains regulations for the prevention of pollution by 
harmful substances carried at sea in packaged form, or in freight 
containers, portable tanks of road and rail tank cars. 
3. Annex IV contains regulations for the prevention of pollution bjr 
sewage from ships. 
4. Annex V contains regulations for the pret ention of pollution by 
garbage from ships. 
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T A B L E 6 - 2 
Civil Liability Convention TOVALOP 
PURPOSE • Establishes uniform worldwide limit on liability 
for oil pollution damage and cleanup costs. 
• Assure reimbursement of national governments 
for actions taken to avoid or mitigate damage 
from oil pollution, and encourage tanker owners 
to cleanup on their own account. 
STATUS • International treaty—In force since 6/19/75 (25 
nations as of 7/30/76). 
• Agreement among tanker owners—in operation 
since 1969. 
SCOPE • Seagoing vessels carrying oil in bulk as cargo. 
• Covers pollution damage to contracting nations' 
territory and seas, although spill can have orig-
inated elsewhere. 
• 95% of free-world tanker tonnage (99% of those 
operating). 
• Seagoing tank vessels, including barges. 
OILS • Persistent oils (cargo or bunkers) if cargo being 
carried at time of spill (does not cover vessels in 
ballast). 
• Persistent oils (cargo or tankers) or both loaded 
and ballast vessels. 
DAMAGES • Loss or damage by oil contamination, including 
cleanup costs. 
• Costs of preventive measures. 
• Further loss caused by preventive measures. 
• Government oil removal costs (coastlines). 
• Tank vessel owners' cleanup costs. 
• Government or lank vessel owners' measures to 
avoid serious threat of pollution. 
LIABILITY 
LIMITS 
• S160/convent ion ton-not to exceed $16.8 
million per incident. 
• $1 /gross ton. Maximum $1 million per inci-
dent per tank vessel. 
DEFENSES ® War, hostilities. 
® Exceptional natural phenomenon (Act of God). 
• Act with damage intent by third party. 
• Negligence or wrongdoing by any government 
(mis-maintenance of lights/navigational aids, 
etc.). 
• P roof of no fault on part of vessel. 




• Vessel must be certified by a contracting nation 
as having sufficient financial coverage for con-
vention liability. 
• Must be established through P&l club, insurance 
company or ITIA (a specially formed company 
providing TOVALOP coverage). 
CLAIMS 
PROCEDURE 
® Actions brought in courts of contracting nations. 
Court determines apportionment and distribution 
of award. 
• Claim registered with tank vessel owner who 
passes it on to insurer. 
• If claim disputed, arbitrated by International 
Chamber of Commerce. 
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T A B L E 6-2 
F u n d C o n v e n t i o n CRISTAL 
PURPOSE ® Supplements Civil Liability Convention funds to 
assure compensation to parties suffering pollu-
tion damage or loss. Also would reimburse tanker 
owners for portion of their liability under the 
Civil Liability Convention. 
® Increases the compensation available to persons 
sustaining pollution damage, supplementing 
TOVALOP or the Civil Liability Convention. Also 
reimburses shipowners for portion of "excess" 
cleanup costs. 
STATUS • Inlernational treaty; pending sufficient ratifica-
tions. 
• Agreement among cargo owners, in effect since 
1971. 
• Originally intended as interim substitute for Fund 
Convention. 
SCOPE • Contracting nation's territory and territorial seas, 
although spill can have originated elsewhere. 
• Vessels of nations which are party to the Civil 
Liability Convention. 
• Any seagoing vessel or craft carrying bulk oil 
cargo (estimated to cover 90% of crude & fuel 
oil shipped by sea). 
• Seas, waters entered by seagoing vessels. 
OILS • Persistent hydrocarbon mineral oils. • Persistent oils (cargo or bunkers). 
CONDITIONS • Contracting states must be party to the Civil 
Liability Convention. 
• Flag state must be party to the Civil Liability 
Convention in order for shipowner to receive 
compensation. 
• Oil owned or "deemed" owned by party to 
CRISTAL 
• Tanker involved enrolled in TOVALOP, or Civil 
Liability Convention applicable to incident 
• Circumstances such that Civil Liability Conven-
tion imposes liability on tanker ovyner. 
DAMAGES • Pollution damage to persons not adequately com-
pensated under Jhe Civil Liability Convention 
because of: 
—no Civil Liability Convention liability 
—financial incapability of vessel owner 
—damages exceed Civil Liability Convention 
liability 
• Vessel owner's cleanup costs in excess of deduc-
tions (see below). 
• Pollution damages in excess of deductions. 




• Contributions by cargo owners of participating 
nations proportional to volumes of oil received by 
participating nations. 
• Contributions of cargo owners, proportional to 
volumes of oil transported by sua. 
FUND 
LIABILITY 
• Maximum $36 million, aggregate with Civil Lia-
bility Convention compensation. 
• Can be increased to $72 million by agreement of 
Assembly of Fund. 
• Compensates owner for Civil Liability Convention 
liability over $120/ton or $10 million, whichever 
is less, but not in excess of $160/ton or $16.8 
million, whichever is less. 
• Owner's cleanup costs less TOVALOP coverage. 
• Pollution damage to maximum of $3£ million, 
less deductions for: 
—owner's cleanup costs in excess of $125/ 
grt or $10 million, whichever is less, but 
not more than $36 million. 
—Liability to governments. 
—Any other liability of tanker owner or any-




• War, hostilities. 
• No proof of ship-source spillage. 
• Intentional or negligent act of claimant. 
• War, hostilities. 
• Third party ac t 
• Government negligence. 
ADMINISTRATION • Fund Convention Secretariat, Executive Com-
mittee, and Assembly (latter comprising repre-
sentatives of all contracting nations). 




• Brought against the Fund Convention in court of 
contracting nation in which damage occurred. 
• Direct application to the Institute. 






Elepied time between adop t i on 
»nd entry Into (orce 
Convention not yet In force 
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization 
(IMCO) conventions. Conventions referred to are: 
MARPOL—International Convention for Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships; SOLAS-lnternational Convention for 
Safety of Life at Sea; COLREG-lntemational Regulations 
for Preventing Collisions at Sea; INTER VENTION— 
International Convention Relating to Intervention on the 
High Seas In Case of Oil Pollution Casualties; LOAD 
LINES—International Convention on Load Lines; 
IMCO i H •-START OF IMCO 
— 
OPERATIONAL POLLUTION 
1969 AMENDMENTS I 
1973 MARPOL Y/A 
M 197« MARPOL ^AOToeoU ACCIDENTS/SAFEtY 
1960 SOLAS 
1974 SOLAS W 
1960 COLREG 
1972 COLREG i 
1969 INTERVENTION I I 
i 1966 LOAD LINES IfcJ 
197RSOLAS PMTOCOL 
• ' ' -
COMPENSATION/LIABILITY 
1969 CIVIL LIABILITY 
1971 FUND liiSSSiÂiiî 
1950 1960 1970 1976 1980 
TRAINING/CERTIFICA TlON-1978 Conference 
planned to develop Convention on Maritime Training; 
CIVIL LI A RILITY—International Convention on Civil 
Liability frani Oil Pollution Damage; and FUND-
Internatlonal Convention on Establishment of an 
International Fund for Compensation for Oil 
Pollution Damage. 
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Civil Liability and Fund Conventions 
Recognizing the need for the legal machinery to deal with oil spills, 
in 1969 the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) 
sponsored the adoption of the International Convention on Civil Liability 
for Oil Pollution Damage. This Convention represents a significant step 
forward in developing legal remedies for persons or nations injured 
by oil spills. It also standardizes criteria of financial responsibility 
for pollution cleanup and damage liability within the international marine 
community. This Convention has been in force since June,1975; as of 
November 1, 1976, it had been ratified by 28 nations (or "contracting 
states"). 
The Civil Liability Convention covers pollution damage to a con-
tracting state's territory or territorial seas resulting from a spill of 
persistant oil carried by seagoing vessels. The spill may have originated 
on the high seas, but only resulting damage within territorial waters is 
covered. Bunkers are also covered if the vessel was carrying oil cargo. 
The Convention places the primary responsibility for oil pollution damage 
on shipowners. Vessels covered by the Convention must have on board 
proof that they are covered by insurance sufficient to meet the requirements 
of the Convention. 
Under the Convention, injured parties may collect up to $160 per ton 
of ship's tonnage*, with a maximum of $16.8 million per incident, for 
costs of loss or damage due to oil pollution, including cleanup costs. The 
Convention also provides for compensation of preventive measures, such 
as use of skimmers or protection booms. 
* Under the Convention, ship's tonnage is net tonnage plus tonnage of 
engine room space. 
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There are some circumstances under which a shipowner is not liable for 
the costs of cleanup, damage or loss due to oil pollution under this Con-
vention. These include: 1) "acts of God" (lightning); 2) acts of war or 
hostilities; 3) negligence by governments (failure to maintain navigational 
aids); or 4) action of a third party claimant with intent to do damage 
(sabotage). These situations are called "defenses". 
The injured party suffering damage or loss, or the party incurring 
cleanup costs, makes a claim against the tank owner. If the owner does 
not have a defense under the Convention, he may settle out of court with 
the claimants. Otherwise, the claim is heard in the court of the con-
tracting state where the damage occurred; liabilities of the owner are 
determined and payment made by the owner's insurers. If a shipowner is 
able to use one of the defenses, or if costs exceed Civil Liability Con-
vention limits, the injured party could then turn to the Fund Convention. 
Fund Convention 
Because there are limits to the compensation available to the damaged 
parties under the Civil Liability Convention, another Convention was 
adopted under IMCO sponsorship in 1971 to supplement the Civil Liability 
Convention. The International Convention on the Establishment of an 
International Fund for Compensation of Oil Pollution Damage creates a 
fund financed by mandatory contributions from contracting states which 
receive oil shipped by sea. This Convention applies only to those situ-
ations and vessels already covered by the Civil Liability Convention. 
The Fund Convention more than doubles the maximum amount of compensation 
available under the Civil Liability Convention - from $16.8 million to 
$36 million per incident (at 1975 rates). The upper limit of the Fund 
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Convention could be increased to $72 million if necessary by a decision of 
the governing body of the International Fund. Furthermore, a shipowner who 
is shown to be liable for costs over $120 per ton or $10 million, whichever 
is less, under the Civil Liability Convention will be able to apply to 
The Fund for reimbursement of the portion of his liability exceeding these 
figures, up to a maximum of $160 per ton or $16.8 million, whichever is less. 
Thus, the owner's insurer's would be relieved of part of their burden under 
the Civil Liability Convention. 
Parties damaged by oil pollution which might not be able to obtain 
compensation under the Civil Liability Convention could sue the Inter-
national Fund. This includes incidents in which: 1) a shipowner is not 
liable because he has a defense under the Civil Liability Convention; 
2) damage exceeds the limitation of liability under the Civil Liability 
Convention; or 3) the shipowner and his guarantor are financially 
incapable of meeting their obligations under the Civil Liability Conven-
tion. 
However, if an incident results from an act of war or hostilities, 
from negligence on the part of the injured party making the claim, or ifrom 
intentional act of the claimant to do damage, the Fund generally would not 
be obligated to provide compensation. 
TOVALOP and CRISTAL 
Recognizing that it would take several years before the Civil Liability 
and Fund Conventions would come into force, the industry voluntarily 
developed two complementary insurance agreements which would provide com-
pensation during the interim period. While the Conventions are agreements 
among nations, these are agreements among tanker owners and cargo owners 
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r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The first, TOVALOP (Tankers Owners Voluntary Agreement Concerning 
Liability for Oil Pollution), was adopted in 1969 and now covers 95 percent 
of the free world's oil tankers (99 percent of those actually operating). 
Tanker owners which are parties to T0VAL0P are members of a Federation which 
adminis ters the agreement. 
Under T0VAL0P, it is the tanker owner's responsibility to clean up a 
spill or to remove the threat of spill in any coastline area. The ship-
owner is reimbursed through his insurer up to $125 per grt of the tanker 
involved, or $10 million, whichever is less. If the shipowner does not 
respond promptly, and cleanup is undertaken by a national or local govern-
ment, the shipowner will reimburse the government through his underwriters 
according to T0VAL0P liability limits. The only defense against paying 
for third party cleanup recognized by TOVALOP is proof that the ship is 
not at fault. Negligence on the part of the tanker and its owner is 
presumed, and the owner has the burden of proving lack of negligence. 
TOVALOP differs from the Civil Liability Convention in several details. 
TOVALOP includes coverage of tankers in ballast which the Civil Liability 
Convention does not. TOVALOP is limited to damage done to a nation's terri-
torial seas. TOVALOP covers pure threat situations; the Civil Liability 
Convention does not. TOVALOP does not cover damages to third parties; the 
Civil Liability Convention does. The definition of "owner" under TOVALOP 
includes bareboat charterers, who are not covered under the Convention. 
Finally, the maximum amount of liability and defenses available to the 
shipowner differ, as described above. 
CRISTAL (Contract Regarding an Interim Supplement to Tanker Liability 
for Oil Pollution) has been in effect since 1971 as a supplement to TOVALOP 
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much as the Fund Convention is meant to supplement the Civil Liability Con-
vention. Since the Civil Liability Convention has come into force. CRISTAL 
has also served to supplement this Convention since the Fund Convention is 
not yet in force. Thus, CRISTAL applies not only to tankers already en-
rolled in TOVALOP, but also to those subjects to the Civil Liability Con-
vention, as long as the polluting incident meets Civil Liability Convention 
criteria and the cargo is owned by a party to CRISTAL. CRISTAL, in contrast 
to TOVALOP, is an agreement solely among cargo owners and is administered 
by the Oil Companies Institute for Marine Pollution Compensation, of which 
CRISTAL members are shareholders. 
The Institute receives funds through contributions from the oil companies 
which are parties to CRISTAL. The Institute made an "initial call" upon its 
members in the amount of $5 million, or about $.0635 per barrel of crude 
or fuel oil received by its members by sea. Additional assessments are being 
made to cover major spills such as the Amoco-Cadiz. 
To the extent compensation is not obtainable under the Civil Liability 
Convention, TOVALOP or national legislation, the Institute will reimburse 
the shipowner for costs incurred in cleanup of pollution, or in the removal 
of the threat of pollution, in excess of funds available under TOVALOP ($125 
per grt or $10 million, whichever is less) up to a maximum of $30 million, 
on the theory that the owner should pay as much as possible. 
For third party pollution damage, the Institute will pay a maximum 
of $30 million, less: the amount of the owner's cleanup costs, any liability 
of the owner under TOVALOP, and any liability of the owner or anyone else 
towards the claimant. 
CRISTAL compensates only for pollution costs exceeding deductions or 
for excessive cleanup costs; it does not apply in cases where a shipowner 
is not liable under the Civil Liability Convention. 
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A u t h o r i t y 
P o l i c y and R e s p o n s i b i l t y 
Liability, enforcement, penalties 
Prevention Activities 
Planning and Response organization 
Response Phases 
Resources 
Recovery of Costs 
Although not entirely suited to other countries, the oil pollution 
laws (FWPCA) and oil spill contingency plan of the U.S.A. has undergone 
the test of time and can serve as a useful point of departure for the 
development of oil pollution control laws of other countries. 
Copies of the appropriate parts of the U.S. Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act and the entire U.S. National Contingency Plan are included as 
Appendix 5 of this report. 
An appropriate future activity for the Caribbean Sea countries would 
be the development of an appropriate "model law and plan" for this region. 
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SECTION 7 
THE BACKGROUND SITUATION FOR FUTURE PLANS 
OPTIONAL PATHWAYS FOR THE FUTURE 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In previous sections of this report, we have looked at the background 
physical environmental system of the wider Caribbean area, spill potential 
from production, oil spill potential from existing tanker traffic and have 
looked at the environmental systems which can be impacted to various degrees 
by an oil spill. We have also predicted various high risk areas within 
the Caribbean and identified the most likely point of impact of spills from 
these risk areas. In the last section we presented summary infromation 
about specialized spill control equipment resources available within the 
wider Caribbean area and pointed out the more extensive information 
available in the various appendices of this report. 
Let us now look at a few background conditions from which future planning 
should be directed. 
1) It is to be expected that oil shipments within and through the 
wider Caribbean area will remain on the same order of magnitude 
as they now are for the foreseeable future. 
2) Increased offshore oil development will evolve and be pushed into 
deeper waters. 
3) There exists a modest oil spill response capability for dealing 
with port or terminal oil spills in some parts of the Gulf and 
the Clean Caribbean Cooperative maintains its dispersant capability 
at sea but these two resources are the major levels of response 
available at this time in the Caribbean. 
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Few of the governments in the wider Caribbean area maintain oil 
spill contingency plans capable of dealing with major spills nor 
do they currently have the specialized oil pollution control 
equipment supply resources or trained people to execute such a plan. 
Only a handful of specialized oil pollution c ontrol laws exist 
within the wider Caribbean area or were identified within the 
wider Caribbean area. 
The shift from the Tanker Owners' Voluntary Insurance Fund or T0VAL0P 
to the Intergovernmental Civil Liability Convention may require 
ratifying governments to become more active in oil spill response 
and to insure their internal laws provide methods for recovering 
cleanup costs under the Civil Liability Convention in the event 
of an accident. 
The countries of the Caribbean either individually or collectively 
can choose among several options in regard to oil pollution control. 
1) The first is that each individual country can decide either to 
initiate or to carry out a program of oil pollution control or 
to stay out of the activity and let the industry of the area 
handle all the response. Getting into an area means that a major 
program may be established to develop the legal and physical 
resources to carry out a program, provide the trained cadre of 
people, to carry out extensive contingency planning and to 
carry out and develop spill response activities when spills occur. 
2) The second option is for the nations to carry out their programs 






3) The third option is for the nations of the Caribbean to either 
develop a completely separate pollution control program apart 
from industry or they can try to develop a closely integrated oil 
pollution control program in partnership with industry. 
4) They can either allow any tanker on the high seas to enter and 
discharge in the Caribbean area or they can develop a program 
to insure that only the tankers who follow clean, safe practices 
enter into the wider Caribbean area. 
Problem Solution 
The author has included 10 Problem Solution Analyses in this report. 
Each analysis states the problem, the group of countries faced with the 
problem, potential methods to prevent the problem, potential methods of 
dealing with the problem if it occurs and needed background information. 
These analyses are shown as Tables 7-1 and 7-10 
To promote the execution of these programs a driving force is necessary. 
It is understood that an OAS team has been proposed to aid in the develop-
ment of such an oil spill program. It is expected that this program will 
carry out the following type of plan: 
A. Establish a core group to stimulate the development of an oil spill 
control program. 
B. Monitor and report on the development of the oil pollution control 
program thus stimulated. 
C. Develop model programs in areas such as: 
1) Prevention of Pollution 
2) Administrative Contingency Response Plan Development 
3) Site Specific Contingency Response Plan Development 
4) National Oil Pollution Control Laws 
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D. S e r v e a s c o n s u l t a n t s t o e m e r g i n g n a t i o n a l p r o g r a m s . 
E. Promote regional cooperation. 
F. Sponsor programs to upgrade national and local exposure 
to the problems and technical training in oil spill control. 
Of particular interest in these programs are two major components. 
The first is the use of the existing or proposed IMCO Conventions (which 
were outline earlier) to achieve reduction of tanker accidents or routine 
pollution discharges from tankers. 
The second is the need for effective contingency planning. IMCO 
is now publishing a major guide to contingency planning. The authors 
particularly point out their division of contingency planning into two 
components. 
Administrative Contingency Plans and Site Specific Operational Contingency Plans 
The Administrative Plans are usually made for high levels of govern-
ment or for the head office or regional office of a major industry. 
Since the major function of high government or industry is not oil 
pollution control, their interest in oil spill contingency planning is like 
other forms of contingency planning such as fire, riot, strikes, etc. 
Thus, to some extent, the main purposes are: 
1. To keep the overall administration in power. 
2. To keep individual administrators out of jail and in their jobs. 
3. To keep citizens or stockholders from becoming angry, 
etc. 
In other words the role of the contingency plan is to assure the govern-
ment or industry organization can go about its main business of governing 
or making money with the minimum possible disruption. 
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Summary S u g g e s t i o n s 
In view of the information presented in this report and the current 
status of pollution control in this area and the various options open to 
the countries, the following suggestions are made: 
Prevention 
1) The countries of the Caribbean should insure adequate spill pre-
vention and control plans are developed for the potential oil spill 
sources within each country, such as refineries, loading docks, etc. 
2) The countries of the Caribbean should proceed as rapidly as possible 
to ratify and enforce the appropriate international conventions 
which lead to the reduction of tank washings discharges into the 
Atlantic and the Caribbean and which call for proper equipment 
and safe operating practices on the part of tankers. 
3) The Caribbean governments initiate a program to monitor worldwide 
tanker washing discharges including: 
a) the identification of tankers which do not use load-on-top, 
crude oil washing, segregated ballast tanks or dedicated clean 
ballast tank methods or which do not discharge tank washings 
into shore receiving stations. 
b) the evaluation of the rate of change in tank washings to the 
wider Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean. 
Control of Major Accidental Spills 
4) A program of mutual assistance be developed within the Caribbean 
that involves governmental resources as well as the industrial 
resources. 
5) The governments of the Caribbean particularly investigate the ca-
pabilities of the response the major spills which could be carried 
2 1 3 
o u t b y t h o s e c o m p a n i e s n o t p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n t h e C l e a n C a r i b b e a n 
C o o p e r a t i v e . 
6) The governments of the Caribbean develop their response capabilities 
in areas that will be complimentary to, rather than duplicative 
of existing industry programs. Of particular importance would 
be programs utilizing public resources for beach cleanup, programs 
to protect particularly valuable environmental or economic resources 
and programs to assure that both site-specific and general contin-
gency plans are available. 
7) The governments of the Caribbean carefully evaluate the industrial 
response available for any refinery or port facility within their 
jurisdiction and that if deficiencies are found that adequate 
response capability be required as a condition of doing business 
in the country. 
8) That the problem of compensation for spills-cleanup costs and damages, 
where the spill impacts several countries, be addressed. 
Control of Chronic Oil Spills 
9) The governments of the Caribbean area carefully measure the chronic 
spill levels from production facilities, refineries, etc., be 
carried out and that where spill discharges do not conform with 
acceptable worldwide standards for the industries, suitable reme-
dies be sought. 
10) An appropriate data base be established for the Caribbean area 
to record small, as well as large, spills so that the predictions 
made in this report about spill rates can be updated based on real 
data for the Caribbean rather than on the U.S. industrial experience. 
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These administrative contingency plans serve, however, a valuable 
purpose in that they: 
1) Assign responsibility (and hopefully authority). 
2) Provide financial resources. 
3) Designate institutional manpower and equipment resources. 
4) Designate policy making process to be followed. 
5) Establish national programs for prevention of the problem. 
Thus, a good administrative contingency plan is essential. 
Often, however, in both government and industry, the planning stops 
at this point and does not proceed to the second stage of contingency 
planning - the Site Specific Operational Contingency Plan. 
T A B L E 7 - 1 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s it 1 
Statement of the Problem; 
The threat of major oil spills resulting from collision, grounding, 
explosion or structural failure. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
All to a varying degree, depending on the proximity to shipping lanes 
and prevailing wind currents. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. International: Support International IMCO Conventions for Vessel 
Safety, protective design and pollution compensation. 
2. Regional or National: Establish traffic lanes and/or establish survey 
lane and tracking systems and communication 
systems in high risk areas. 
3. National: Prohibit entry into national waters of ships not conforming 
to acceptable standards. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Regional: Develop a regional plan of mutual assistance to share re-
sources of men, equipment and supplies in the event of a 
major spill threat or impact. 
2. National and Local: Assure that appropriate administrative and site 
specific contingency plans are developed to 
deal with spills of various sizes. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
Levels of effort required to deal with spills of various sizes. 
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T A B L E 7-10 
Wider Caribbean Oil Pollution Problem Solution Analysis_ #10 
Statement of the Problem: 
Threat of oil spills of fuels and lubricants from collisions, grounding, 
and sinking of ships other than cargo carrier tankers which are not covered 
by IMCO Oil Pollution Conventions, TOVALOP or other spill programs. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
All to a varying degree, depending on proximity to non-tanker shipping 
routes. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. International: Seek international Conventions and/or insurance 
programs for ships other than those carrying oil 
as cargo. 
2. Regional and National: Establish a program under national law to 
prohibit unsafe ships in local ports, to 
require appropriate insurance for ships other 
cargo carrying tankers and to establish responsi-
bility for cleanup. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Local and National: Develop an effective oil spill contingency planning 
on both the administrative and site specific 
levels. 
2. National: Develop appropriate contingency funds to deal with such spills 
in the absence of effective intermediate programs. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity ; 
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T A B L E 7 - 3 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s # 3 
Statement of the Problem: 
Tar spots and tar balls carried to the wider Caribbean beaches as a 
result of tank washing in the Atlantic. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
Windward and Leeward Islands 
All others but to a lesser degree. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. International: Ratify IMCO Conventions which limit or eliminate 
routine oil discharges at sea. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Local: Beach cleaning of oil and oil/sand pellets. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
Obtain up to date information on the tank cleaning and ballast water 
management on the tankers involved in the Arabian Gulf, West African and 
North African to Europe and Eastern U.S.A. routes. 
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T A B L E 7-10 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s _ #10 
Statement of the Problem: 
Tar spots and tar balls deposited on the shores of the wider Caribbean 
as a result of tank washings discharged into the Caribbean Sea and the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
U.S.A. (Texas), Mexico, others to be determined. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. International: Ratify IMCO Conventions which limit or eliminate 
routine oil discharge at sea. 
2. National: Forbid entry of tankers not using techniques called for under 
IMCO 1969 amendments and/or 1973 Conventions. 
3. National: Require submission of binding tank washing plan before 
allowing tankers to depart a harbor. 
4. National and International: Develop a receiving station for tank 
washings, bilge water and dirty ballast. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Local: Beach cleaning of oil or oil sand pellets, 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity; 
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T A B L E 7-10 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s _ #10 
Statement of the Problem: 
Potential impact of oil spilled in a neighboring country from a 
collision, grounding, explosion, loading or lightering accident, or other form 
of oil discharge such as production,refining, etc. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
All to a varying degree of risk depending on proximity to other countries, 
level of oil related activity in adjacent countries, prevailing wind and 
prevailing currents. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Local and National: Establishment of national programs of spill prevention 
and control planning and/or associated program of 
facility inspection within the wider Caribbean region. 
2. Regional: Establish regional insurance program to pay response and damage costs 
for spills not covered under CLC, TOVALOP, Fund Convention or CRISTAL. 
3. International: Support International IMCO Conventions for Pollution 
Compensation. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Regional: Develop a regional plan of mutual assistance to share resources 
of men, equipment and supplies in the event of a major spill 
threat or impact. 
2. National and Local: Assure that appropriate administrative and site 
specific contingency plans are developed to 
deal with spills of various sizes. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
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T A B L E 7 - 6 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s if 6 
Statement of the Problem: 
Potential local impact from loading and unloading accidents in harbors, 
at buoys, and lightering operations. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
All with varying risk depending on petroleum throughput of port facilities. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Local and National: Establish national program of spill prevention and 
control planning and associated program of: 
facility inspection. 
2. National: Require facilities in country to have appropriate insurance to 
pay cost of spill cleanup and damage. 
3. National: Forbid entry to ship with substandard oil pollution prevention 
methods. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Local: Require preventive booming, facility design, etc. to contain 
spilled oil and prevent release into environment. 
2. Local and National: Assure that appropriate administrative and site 
specific contingency plans are developed to deal 
with spills of various sizes. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
Inventory of loading facilities and current status of local prevention 
and spill contingency plan programs. 
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TABLE 7-10 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s _ #10 
Statement of the Problem: 
Potential for major offshore production related spills from blowouts, 
platform explosions, pipeline failure, natural phenomena, sabotage, etc. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
Venezuela, Trinidad & Tobago, Mexico, U.S.A. (Louisiana and Texas), and 
all others to a varying degree of risk based on location and relative offshore . 
production and prevailing winds and currents. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. National: Assure that offshore operations are carried out with proper 
spill prevention technology including blowout prevention, 
storage, pipe line construction methods, etc. 
2. Regional: Develop regional insurance program to insure payment of 
cleanup and damage costs in not only originating but also 
impacted countries. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Local and National: Assure that appopriate administrative and site 
specific contingency plans are developed to deal 
with spills of various sizes. 
2. Regional: Develop a regional plan of mutual assistance to share re-
sources of equipment, men, and supplies in the event of a 
major spill threat or impact. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
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T A B L E 7-10 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s _ #10 
Statement of the Problem: 
Discharge of oil contaminated produced water, drilling mud, lubricating oil 
and deck drainage from offshore platforms. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
Venezuela, Trinidad & Tobago, Mexico and the U.S.A. (Texas and Louisiana) 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. National: Establish and enforce national standards for type of drilling 
muds allowed and require treatment levels on produced 
water and other discharges. 
2. Local: Inspect local facilities to insure compliance. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
Usually none feasible. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
1. Experience of discharges in given country. 
2. Achievable discharge values with current technology. 
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TABLE 7-10 
W i d e r C a r i b b e a n O i l P o l l u t i o n P r o b l e m S o l u t i o n A n a l y s i s _ #10 
Statement of the Problem: 
Potential impact of refinery discharges on environment. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem; 
All with refineries. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. National: Establish and enforce national standards for oil spill 
prevention and effluent requirements for refinery discharges. 
2. Local: Inspect local facilities to insure compliance. 
3. National: Assure refinery effluents coupled with other pollution stress 
(i.e. domestic, industrial and agricultural wastes) do not 
overload the system. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (LocaL, National, Regional, International) 
Local: Retrofit of refinery waste treatment systems and other pollution 
prevention equipment. 
National and Local : Assure that appropriate administrative and site 
specific contingency plans are developed to deal with 
spills of various sizes. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
Background waste loadings from other sources in impacted system. 
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TABLE 7 - 1 0 
Wider Caribbean Oil Pollution Problem Solution Analysis_ #10 
Statement of the Problem: 
Threat of destruction of a valuable environmental system uniquely 
important to a nation such as protective barrier reef. 
Wider Caribbean Countries Experiencing Problem: 
Barbados, Tobago and other island nations with similar important systems. 
Potential Preventive Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. International: Seek prohibition of shipping of cargos with the 
volume and toxicity to cause damage in zone from 
which contamination could occur. 
i.e. Exclude tankers and chemical cargo ships in a 
zone 100 miles east and 10 miles north or south 
of the endangered system. 
Potential Remedial Solution: (Local, National, Regional, International) 
1. Develop extensive plan to divert, dispense or remove spilled oil 
before contact 
2. Cleanup to degree possible when impacted via predetermined contingency 
plan. 
What Needs to Be Known to Initiate Activity: 
Environmental systems deemed to be of such great importance need to be 
specified and studied. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Oil Pollution Incidents in the Wider Caribbean Region 
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Heprinted from MARINE POLLUTION BULLETIN February 1973 : Volume 4 : Number 2 
Pollution and the Offshore Oil Industry 
Gulf of Mexico—Spring 1970 
The accident occurred when Platform Charlie, pro-
ducing about 3,000 barrels of oil and 31,000 m* of gas 
per day caught fire (Oil Pollution Incident, 1970). Plat-
form Charlie is located, in about 12 m of water, on 
block 41 of the Main Pass Field off Louisiana, and was 
unmanned. Twelve wells had been drilled from the 
platform of which five were active and producing. The 
fire was snuffed out using a dynamite charge, some wells 
were shut off at the platform while the others were 
choked from below either by drilling intercepting holes 
or by natural causes (sanding-up). Control was 
accomplished some 8 weeks after the initial fire, during 
which time an estimated 35,000-65,000 barrels were 
spi l t 
While the fire bumed oil pollution was limited 
enabling the operating company time to organize 
booms, skimmers and other equipment. These, together 
with dispersants used in the vicinity of the platform 
appear to have been moderately effective and little 
coastal contamination occurred. 
Gulf of Mexico—December 1970 
Platform 'B\ located in 17 m of water in Bay 
Marchand, had twenty-two producing wells (Berry. 
1972; Nelson. 1972; Ocean Industry, 1971). A down-
hole problem developed with one well (B21) and the 
safety choke was removed to allow maintenance opera-
tions. A blow-out and fire occurred which affected a 
number of other wells. Five mobile rigs were rapidly 
collected to drill into the formations close to the wells 
feeding the fire. Connections with damaged wells were 
made and the wells sealed off, the operation taking 
about 8 weeks. Although the fire was allowed to bum 
to minimize oil pollution, an estimated 53,000 barrels 
of oil escaped (Oversight Hearings ort OCS Lands Act, 
1972). Platform *B' was producing 17,500 barrels per 
day before the accident. 
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L a F i t t e F i e l d , L o u i s i a n a - O i l S p i l l 
Spill Location: 
Date: 
Type of Oil: 
Amount of Oil Spilled: 
References: 
LaFitte Oil Field 
September 1971 
Highly viscous emulsion 
Not available 
"Oil Spill Recovery Report, Texaco LaFitte 
Field," Louisiana, September 1971, Published 
by Martin Marietta Corp., Denver Div. 
Summary: 
Oil covered an inland bay area of approximately 9,000 sq ft. The 
oil slick consisted of a viscous emulsion covered by a thin layer of non-
emulsified oil. The total emulsion-oil thickness varied from 1-1/4" to 3", 
and recovery was accomplished using a sorbent belt elevator type bay skimmer. 
Recovery rates were estimated to be in the 25 to 50 gpm range. A large 
quantity of debris was mixed with the oil, but reportedly this caused little 
trouble. Recovered oil was transferred from the skimmer to a burn pit 
adjacent the spill site, and in a period of six hours 9,000 gal of oil were 
estimated to be recovered and burned. Skimmer storage was only 8 bbl. The 
skimmer was found effective near to shore and was operated for four consecutive 
days recovering an estimated 16,000 gal of oil. 
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S h e l l Bay M a r c h a n d O i l W e l l B l o w o u t 
Date: 
Type of Oil: 
Amount of Oil Spilled: 
References: 
Spill Location: 65 miles south of New Orleans, Louisiana 
(7 miles from shore) 
December 1, 1970 
Crude Oil 
Unknown 
"Pollution Control Aspects of the Bay Marchand 
Fire," W. L. Berry, Journal of Petroleum 
Technology, March 1972, pp. 241-249. 
h 
Summary: 
Soon after the Bay Marchand blowout occurred, the decision was made 
to stop the flow of oil from the damaged wells prior to extinquishing the 
fire. Relief wells were drilled, and the flow from the first and largest 
well was stopped on December 30, 29 days after the fire began. On April 7, 
1971 the tenth and final relief well was completed, and the fire was extinguished. 
The final well was capped from the surface on April 17, 136 days after the 
fire began. By allowing the oil to burn, the amount of pollution on the water 
was significantly reduced. Nevertheless, a large number of mobile booms and 
mechanical skimmers were assembled which recovered a total of 21,000 bbl of 
boom and a 40 ft x 8 ft conventional double weir skimmer. (A description of 
the operation of this skimmer is presented in Section II.) The Navy boom has 
been discussed in connection with the Chevron spill and is pictured in Figure 
26. Two 500 ft long sections of this boom were used to divert oil into each 
skimmer. A total of nine 500 ft lengths of this boom were constructed: two 
for each of the three weir skimmers, two as standby and one used as a diver-
sionary boom to prevent oil from entering a critical pass into a bay. This 
boom had the advantage of being able to be quickly assembled from readily 
available and inexpensive materials. A 500 ft section could be built in 29 
hours at a cost of $20/ft. There were significant problems with the operations 
oil. 
The primary equipment used to recover oil consisted of the Navy 
Source: Seadock Supplemental Information, Appendix C 
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of the boom, which became damaged by extended use in moderate seas (A to 6 ft 
significant wave heights). To repair the boom, a special repair barge was 
built which could repair the boom at sea. Sections of the Navy boom were 
replaced by the Bennett boom (a fence boom similar to the one described in 
Section II) . This boom performed adequately and was more durable than the 
Navy boom. 
The effectiveness of the skimmers was limited since they were only 
capable of operating in seas less than 3 to 4 ft. This confined their 
operation to approximately 30% of the time. When weather allowed, the 
skimmers were operated on a 24 hour basis, and during the day helicopters 
were used to position the skimmers. The skimmers were towed using two 600 hp 
tugs which were attached to the diversionary booms. Maneuvering was slow since 
the system speed was limited by the strength of the Navy booms. The skimmer 
itself and the 2000 bbl skimmer storage barge could safely be towed at higher 
speeds. 
In addition to the primary skimmers, smaller vessels were used to 
chase oil patches. A skimmer chase boat consisted of a 110-ft work boat 
converted to a skimming vessel by use of a boom outrigger and a weir skimmer 
placed in the pocket between the boom and the side of the vessel. By removing 
the equipment from the water, these skimmers could be moved quickly, but their 
successful operation was limited to seas of less than 2 feet. One 160-ft 
seagoing deck barge was used as a skimmer. This barge had a rigid "v" shaped 
barrier attached to its side and was maneuvered into the oil using two 900 hp 
tugs. This is the same system which is described in connection with the Chevron 
oil spill. 
To recover oil which reached sheltered waters, weir-type skimmers 
and sorbents were used. Sorbents were also used to recover oil deposited on 
beaches. The most common sorbents were polyurethane foam and straw. The oil 
which reached the shore was highly emulsified, and the sorbents were only 
marginally effective. All the sorbents were either mats or were contained in 
bags; no loose straw was ever used. Oil which was deposited on the beach did 
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n o t p e n e t r a t e d e e p l y i n t o t h e s a n d , and t h e n a t u r a l w a s h i n g o f t h e w a v e s and 
t i d e e f f e c t i v e l y c l e a n e d t h e o i l f r o m t h e b e a c h . 
® 
The only chemicals used to combat the oil consisted of OIL HERDER , 
a surface collecting agent, and the chemical dispersants "Corexit 7664" and 
"Cold Clean." OIL HERDER® at the time was considered an experimental material. 
It was sprayed on the surf zone adjacent to beaches prior to the time that oil 
was deposited on the beach. The chemical prevented the oil from penetrating 
into the sand and allowed the tide to remove the oil effectively. The chemical 
dispersants were applied using a high pressure water jet in the vicinity of the 
burning platform. They were used as a safety precaution to prevent the forma-
tion of burning floating oil puddles in the vicinity of the platform. The 
dispersant was used at a rate of 3 gal per 10,000 gal of water. 
In summary, the pollution resulting from the Bay Marchand blowout 
was significantly reduced by allowing the fire to burn while the relief wells 
were drilled. The oil spill equipment was reasonably effective but could 
operate only in wave heights less than 3 to 4 ft and was susceptible to 
damage by wave action. 
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C h e v r o n O i l . S p i l l , O f f s h o r e L o u i s i a n a 
Spill Location: 
Date: 
Type of Oil: 
Amount of Oil Spilled: 
References: 
Chevron's Main Pass Block 41 Oil Field, Gulf 
of Mexico, 10 miles east of the Mississippi 
River Delta. 
Well fire began February 10, 1970 
Light gravity (about 36°API) paraffin-based 
crude 
Leak rate 1000 to 3000 bbl/day, total oil 
spilled between 35,000 and 65,000 bbl 
"Oil Pollution Incident Platform Charlie, 
Main Pass Block 41 Field, Louisiana," by 
Alpine Geophysical Associates, Inc., Norwood, 
N.J. for Water Quality Office, Environmental 
Protection Agency - Water Pollution Control 
Research Series 15080 FTU 05/71. 
Personal Communication from R. R. Ayres and 
P. R. Scott, Shell Pipeline Research and 
Development Laboratory, Houston, Texas. 
Summary: 
The fire began on February 10, 1970 and continued burning for one 
month, during which time oil-collection equipment was assembled. Serious oil 
pollution began several days before the fire was extinguished and continued 
until March 31, when the flow from the last wild well was brought under control. 
A total of 60 vessels and 250 men were involved in the oil recovery effort at 
a cost of approximately $2.5 million. 
The equipment which was assembled to recover the oil was ordered 
into three lines of attack. The first line of attack is shown in Figure 25, 
and consisted of a barrier made from anchored barges interconnected with 
mechanical booms. The barrier was placed approximately 1000' from the leaking 
platform. Mobile skim boats and a skim barge were located behind the barrier 
and constituted the second line of attack. Thirdly, a number of fast shallow-
draft boats, light-weight booms, and barges with straw and mulchers were 
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available to protect bays and beaches. Dispersants were only used as a safety 
precaution to protect men working in the platform vicinity from burning 
floating oil. The dispersants "Corexit 7664" and "Cold Clean" were applied in 
high-pressure water jets directed at the oil with a maximum concentration of 
300 ppm. 
Although reports on the effectiveness of equipment used to combat 
the oil vary, most indicate that the best mechanical containment and skimming 
devices were effective only in 1 to 2 foot seas. In 3-4 foot seas the 
effectiveness was approximately 50%, and the best equipment available was 
completely ineffective in seas in excess of 4 feet. The array of anchored 
barges was ineffective since currents were often in excess of 1 knot, and 
oil was swept under the booms. The booms which connected the barges were 
often damaged by seas in excess of 6 feet. The most effective boom was the 
Navy boom which is pictured in Figure 26. This boom could be constructed 
rapidly and remained intact in 6 foot seas. Weir skimmers which had a design 
similar to that shown in Figure 27 were places in front of the barge-boom 
barrier. There skimmers were not effective in waves because of the excessive 
water that was pumped with the oil. The skimmers were connected to diesel-
driven centrifugal pumps rated at 400-600 gpm. Unfortunately, the pumps were 
not self-priming, and they emulsified the oil hindering any secondary oil/ 
water separation. 
The second line of attack was relatively effective since the oil 
often became concentrated in thick rope-like patches. By skimming these 
long thin patches, the skimmer boats combined recovery rate was estimated to 
be as high as 2800 bbl per day in the most favorable weather conditions.+ The 
skimmer boats concentrated the oil using boom outriggers, and the oil was 
removed by weir skimmers. Unfortunately, the boats were only effective in 
seas up to 2 feet. The most effective single piece of equipment was the 
skimmer barge which had a W-shaped rigid barrier attached to one side. When 
this barge was towed sideways with tug boats, the oil entered the center 
section of the W where an overflow weir skimmer was located. The barge had 
two 1500-bbl tanks on the deck to contain the skimmed fluid. 
This contradicts the experience in the Santa Barbara oil spill where the 
thin rope-like oil slicks hampered skimming operations because they were 
difficult to locate. 
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Since little oil entered the shallow bays, the third line of defense, 
which was designed for use in the bays, was not tested. Men were kept on the 
Breton Island Bird Sanctuary and were equipped with firecrackers and shotguns 
to scare birds from oil-contaminated beaches. Oil did reach Breton Island 
on one occasion, but the straw and incinerators (to burn oil-soaked straw) 
which were assembled to combat the oil on the shore were largely not used. 
A major lesson which was learned from this spill is that oil cannot 
be cleaned up by the brute force techniques. The massive and expensive 
barge-boom barrier was ineffective compared to the more mobile self-contained 
barge skimmer. In fact, it has been estimated that if two barge skimmers had 
been used, they would have recovered more oil than was recovered by all the 
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MASSIVE WELL, BLOW-OUT OFF MEXICAN COAST 
An es t imated 5 0 , 0 0 0 b a r r e l s of c rude oil a n d a n u n k n o w n q u a n t i t y of n a t u r a l gas h a v e 
escaped daily f r o m Ix toc I, a Petroleos Mexlcanos (Pemex) exp lo ra to ry well in Bahia de 
Campeche, s ince t h e well b lew o u t and caugh t f i re a t 0 3 3 0 LT on 3 J u n e . The well is located 
abou t 80 k i l o m e t e r s n o r t h w e s t of Ciudad del Carmen, Mexico, in the Bahia de Campeche, 
w h e r e Pemex h a s dr i l led 11 o the r exp lo ra to ry wells w i t h o u t problem. According to a, P e m e x 
s p o k e s m a n , of t h e 3 0 , 0 0 0 b a r r e l s of oil escaping dai ly, 15 ,000 ba r r e l s have b u r n e d in t h e well 
f i re , a n d 15 ,000 b a r r e l s h a v e spilled in to t h e ocean. P e m e x said t h a t u p to 3 0 % of the spil led 
oil wou ld evapora te . 
The f i re a t t h e wel l des t royed t h e semi-submers ib le p l a t f o r m SEDCO 135, original ly w o r t h 
a n es t imated $ 2 2 mi l l ion . Per forac iones M a r i n a s del Golfo S.A. of Mexico City, Mexico, h a d 
con t rac ted t h e p l a t f o r m f r o m SEDCO, Inc. of Dallas, Texas (Tex.), a n d t h e n leased it 'to Pemex . 
The well h a d r e a c h e d a dep th of 3 ,616 me te r s w h e n t h e blow-out occurred on 3 J u n e . The 
escaping oil a n d ga s m i x t u r e igni ted, r epor ted ly on con tac t w i t h t h e opera t ing p u m p m o t o r s 
on t h e SEDCO 135 p l a t f o r m . The en t i re crew of 63 w o r k e r s evacuated the r ig in life boats , 
accord ing to P e m e x . The damaged SEDCO 135 w a s removed f r o m t h e area la te on 3 J u n e , whi le 
f i re -boats c o n t i n u e d to s p r a y t h e well w i t h wa te r . 
Ano the r m a r i n e dr i l l ing r ig h a s been d ispa tched to t h e well site to begin dri l l ing a, relief well, 
b u t Pemex does n o t expec t to complete the well fo r a n o t h e r 3 m o n t h s . Pemex described t h e 
Ix toc I as " o u t of c o n t r o l " a n d predicted t h e capping opera t ion would not t ake place u n t i l t h e 
relief well h a d been dri l led. OSIR lea rned t h a t Pemex h a s h i red Peterson Mar i t ime Services of 
New Orleans, L o u i s i a n a (La.), a s a n env i ronmen ta l c o n s u l t a n t a n d t h e Red Adair Co. Inc . of 
Hous ton , Tex. , a s t h e f i r e a n d blow-out specialist . Oil Mop Inc . of Belle Chasse, La., h a s been 
conduc t ing t a l k s w i t h Pemex abou t i ts possible pa r t i c ipa t ion in t h e spill response . 
A sl ick a t l eas t 9 6 k i l ome te r s long and several k i l ome te r s wide h a s repor tedly fo rmed s ince 
3 J u n e . Fo r t h e c l eanup , Pemex h a s cont rac ted several recovery vessels equipped wi th b o o m s 
a n d o the r c o n t a i n m e n t e q u i p m e n t . Each vessel h a s t h e capaci ty to recover f r o m 2 ,000 to 5 ,000 
b a r r e l s per day . On t h e r e q u e s t of Pemex, Statoil, t h e Norweg ian government -owned oil 
company , h a s agreed to provide 1 ,000 me te r s of boom, 2 s k i m m e r s , and assor ted s u p p o r t 
e q u i p m e n t . E a c h s k i m m e r m e a s u r e s 7 m e t e r s long, 2 .6 m e t e r s wide, and 2 .65 m e t e r s h i g h , 
a n d we ighs 6 t ons . E a c h sect ion of boom m e a s u r e s 2 5 0 m e t e r s long a n d weighs 5 tons . The 
U.S. g o v e r n m e n t h a s been a sked to provide a i r s u p p o r t to t r a n s p o r t t he equ ipmen t f r o m 
Stavanger , N o r w a y , to Ciudad del Carmen. 
The Ix toc I m a y become t h e w o r s t well b low-out in h i s t o r y if t h e volume of escaping oil anc'l 
n a t u r a l gas does n o t d i m i n i s h s igni f icant ly and if t h e wel l is n o t b r o u g h t u n d e r immedia te 
cont ro l , accord ing to OSIR sources . A recen t inc iden t of s imi l a r magni tude , t he Ekof i sk blow-
ou t in t h e N o r t h Sea on 22 April 1977, r esu l t ed in t h e spi l lage of abou t 10,000 tons of c r u d e oil 
a n d 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 cub ic m e t e r s of gas before t h e well w a s capped o n 30 April. At i ts m a x i m u m 
ex ten t , t he E k o f i s k sl ick covered 1 ,000 s q u a r e k i lome te r s . OSIR sources have expressed 
concern t h a t t h e w a t e r c u r r e n t s i n the Gulf of Mexico will eventua l ly c a r r y the spilled oil 
w e s t w a r d a n d t h e n n o r t h w a r d off the Mexican coast a n d t o w a r d Texas . No repor t s have ye t 
been received a b o u t t h e spill movemen t or the e n v i r o n m e n t a l impact . 
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MASSIVE SPILL CONTINUES AT MEXICAN WELL BLOW-OUT 
An est imated 10,000 to 50,000 ba r re l s of l ight c rude oil and an unde te rmined a m o u n t (if 
n a t u r a l gas con t inue to escape daily f rom Ixtoc I, a Petroleos Mexicanos (Pemex) well in Bahia 
de Campeche, Mexico, since the well blew out and caught fire on 3 June . (OSIR, 8 J u n . 1979, 
p. 1.) Ini t ia l es t imates of the oil volume escaping f r o m the well ranged f r o m 10,000 ba r re l s u p 
to 45 ,000 ba r re l s a day. During the f i r s t days of t he spill, Pemex said t ha t 50% of the tota l 
vo lume w a s b u r n i n g in the fire, and tha t the r ema inde r was spilling into the Bahia de 
Campeche. Bj- 9 J u n e , Pemex reported no c rude oil was bu rn ing in the n a t u r a l gas f i re , and 
OSIR sources on-scene have confirmed th i s repor t . 
No oil h a s yet washed ashore f r o m the Ix toc I well, located about 80 ki lometers no r thwes t 
of Ciudad del Carmen, Mexico. Mexican biologists repor ted that , on 12 J u n e , the spilled oil 
h a d formed a slick 180 ki lometers long and u p to 80 ki lometers wide. The oil h a s been 
su r fac ing f r o m the well in an emuls ion of 60% water and 40% oil due to tu rbu lence 
encountered as it r ises t h r o u g h the wreckage of the SEDC0 135 semi-submersible p la t fo rm. 
The well is still ou t of control. Pemex officials initially estimated t h a t t h e capping operat ion 
would take more t h a n 3 months , b u t recently have reported tha t Bed Adair Co. Inc . , t h e blow-
out specialists, of Houston , Texas, may be able to b r ing the well u n d e r control by late J u n e . 
The well pipe ha s r u p t u r e d at a point benea th t h e water , and Adair is us ing a 2 -man 
s u b m a r i n e a n d u n d e r w a t e r cameras to survey the r u p t u r e . The spilled oil h a s hampered 
u n d e r w a t e r visibility, b u t Adair reportedly f o u n d the blow-out preventer intact . 
Pemex said t ha t the well may be capped soon if Adair can close the unde rwa te r valves t ha t 
t he blow-out j ammed open. Otherwise, Adair will need to wait 90 to 180 days for the 
completion of the relief wells. Two dril l ing p la t fo rms are already on-scene to drill the relief 
wells l ikely needed to control the blow-out. If the 10,000- to 30,000-barrel-per-day spillage 
cont inues for more t h a n 90 days, the Ix toc I well blow-out will r ival the Amoco Cadiz 
g round ing in March 1978 as the largest oil spill in his tory. The Amoco Cadiz spilled more t h a n 
68 mill ion gallons of c rude oil a f te r losing i ts s teering and grounding off Portsall , France . 
Pemex is us ing bo th mechanical a n d chemical techniques to combat the spilled oil. Peterson 
Mar i t ime Services of New Orleans, Louis iana (La.), ha s been contracted to serve as c leanup 
consu l t an t to Pemex, providing advice on the p rocurement and deployment of c leanup 
equ ipment . On 9 J u n e , Conair Aviation Ltd. of Abbotsford, Brit ish Columbia, began large-scale 
d i spe r san t spray ing efforts , applying 2300 gallons of E x x o n Chemical Co. COREXIT 9527 
d i spersan t f r o m a specially fi t ted DC6B a i rcraf t . On 10 J u n e , Conair sprayed 6000 gallons of 
COREXIT on the Ix toc I sl icks and the following day sprayed 12,000 gallons. OSIR learned t h a t 
t h e available supply of d ispersants h a s been the l imit ing factor in the i r u se on the sl icks. 
Pemex h a s been t r anspor t ing the d ispersants f r o m Hous ton to Ciudad del Carmen, in C-130 
t r a n s p o r t planes. Conair h a s been us ing var ious application rates to determine the op t imum 
ra t e for d i f ferent slick th icknesses . Pemex h a s concentrated the d i spersan t spraying ef for t s on 
pa tches of oil t ha t broke away f r o m the ma in slick and tha t might threa ten sensitive areas. 
Pemex deployed a sk imming sys tem on 12 J u n e , and began recovery operat ions on 13 J u n e . 
Two F r a n k Mohn A/S F ramo sk immers have been mounted on a ba rge anchored 400 mete rs 
wes t of t he well, a n d 750 meters of Norwegian boom have been deployed i n a V-configurat ion 
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a t t ached to the ba rge to d i rec t t h e oil t o w a r d the sk immers . Two 10,000- to 20 ,000 -ba r r e l 
ba rges will s h u t t l e t he recovered oil to 2 t a n k e r s wi th a combined capacity of 2 4 5 , 0 0 0 b a r r e l s . 
On 13 J u n e , one of these vessels , t h e Pemex-owned 17,467-DWT Mexican t a n k e r P lan de San 
Luis , w a s on-scene as the oil r ecovery began . Pemex expects the sys tem to recover 2 4 , 0 0 0 
b a r r e l s of emul s ion per day . 
P e m e x wil l u s e the newly des igned Shell Oil Co. SOCK s k i m m e r d u r i n g dayl igh t h o u r s to 
collect oil e scap ing f r o m the F r a m o s y s t e m . The SOCK s k i m m e r will be used wi th a 
16 ,000-bar re l barge . Pemex will a lso deploy 2 Oil Mop Inc . (OMI) Mop Mach ines f r o m a n OMI 
b a r g e located b e h i n d the F r a m o s y s t e m . OMI in Belle Chasse, La., told OSIR t h e y h a v e 
d i spa tched to the spill si te a 100 ,000-ba r r e l barge, 180-foot (1 foot = .3048 me te r s ) w o r k b o a t , 7 
d e c k - m o u n t e d OMI recovery s y s t e m s , a n d 2 OMI ZRV dynamic sk immers . P e m e x h a s 3 0 0 0 to 
4 0 0 0 m e t e r s of b o o m readied to u s e if t h e spilled oil t h r e a t e n s ecologically sens i t ive a r e a s o n 
t h e Mexican coast a n d Shell h a s p rov ided m a r i n e biologists to ass i s t in ecological a s s e s s m e n t s . 
OSIR lea rned Pemex is seek ing a b o u t 10 ,000 me te r s of boom f r o m sources ou t s ide Mexico. 
The spilled oil h a s r e s t r i c t ed s h r i m p i n g in the Bahla de Campeche, accord ing to b io logis t s a t 
t h e Centro de Ciencias del M a r y Limnologia (CCML) m a r i n e s ta t ion in Ciudad del Ca rmen . Two 
y e a r s ago, s h r i m p boa t s f r o m Ciudad del Carmen caugh t 6 .5 mill ion k i l og rams of s h r i m p , 
w o r t h a n es t imated $20 mi l l ion to t h e f i s h e r m e n . Shr imp f isher ies ex tend a long t h e M e x i c a n 
coast f r o m t h e t ip of t h e Yuca t an P e n i n s u l a a r o u n d t h e Gulf of Mexico a n d n o r t h to Lou i s i ana . 
The Campeche B a n k s , j u s t n o r t h e a s t of t h e spil l site, is one of t h e Gulf of Mexico ' s r i c h e s t 
she l l - f i sh ing a reas . Snappe r s a n d g r o u p e r s a r e the o ther economically i m p o r t a n t spec ies in t h e 
Campeche B a n k . To the wes t of t h e spi l l a rea , off Veracruz , k ing a n d Spanish m a c k e r a l a r e 
f i shed commerc ia l ly . To s t u d y t h e i m p a c t of t h e spilled oil on t h e m a r i n e ecosys tem, t h e CCML 
s ta t ion in Ciudad del Carmen p l a n s to conduc t c ru ises in the spill a rea . 
The spilled oil h a s been moving i n a wes t e r ly direct ion a t a speed of abou t .5 k n o t s . N o r t h 
to n o r t h e a s t w i n d s u p to 10 k n o t s h a v e been blowing in the spill area , as a cold f r o n t moves 
t h r o u g h t h e Gulf. Water c u r r e n t s i n t h e region move p r imar i ly f r o m east to wes t a n d t h e n t u r n 
n o r t h para l le l ing t h e Ve rac ruz coast . The c u r r e n t s average abou t 1 kno t , a n d a t that, r a t e , t h e 
oil wou ld t a k e 2 to 3 weeks to move a r o u n d t h e Gulf to the Texas and Lou is iana coas ts . P e m e x 
c o n s u l t a n t s have r epor t ed ly plot ted l ike ly spill t ra jec tor ies a n d believe the spill does n o t 
t h r e a t e n t h e U.S. coast . Shou ld oil r e a c h t h e U.S. waters , it will l ikely have w e a t h e r e d 
cons iderab ly a n d f o r m e d t a r ba l l s . 
Less t h a n 6 0 % of t h e t ime, w i n d s r e a c h 10 k n o t s in the spill region, a n d preva i l ing w i n d s 
come f r o m t h e eas t a n d s o u t h e a s t d u r i n g J u n e , J u l y , a n d August . Over a r ecen t 93-yea r 
per iod, 4 0 t ropica l s t o r m s o rg ina t ed in t h e n o r t h w e s t e r n Caribbean a n d s o u t h e r n Gulf of 
Mexico, a n d 16 of t h e s t o r m s even tua l ly t r a c k e d t h r o u g h the spill region. H u r r i c a n e s a n d 
s t r o n g w i n d s could complicate t h e s l ick con ta inment .opera t ion . At 1200 LT on 12 J u n e , t h e 
Na t iona l H u r r i c a n e Center i n Miami , F lor ida , repor ted a s t a t ionary t ropica l dep re s s ion 2 5 0 
k i lome te r s wes t of J a m a i c a . The dep re s s ion h a s peak winds of 30 kno t s , a n d f o r e c a s t e r s 
expec t t h e s t o r m to eventua l ly d r i f t s lowly to t h e no r thwes t a n d pass t h r o u g h t h e g a p b e t w e e n 
t h e Yuca tan a n d Cuba. If t h e dep res s ion in tens i f ies , t he n o r t h e a s t w i n d s in t h e spil l a r e a wil l 
l ike ly con t inue , a n d p e r h a p s inc rease s l ight ly . 
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CAPPING ATTEMPT FAILS AT MEXICAN WELL BLOW-OUT 
The Ix toc I blew ou t again on 24 J u n e , less t h a n 4 h o u r s a f te r Red Adair Co. Inc. of Houston, 
Texas, successful ly closed the blow-out preventer , ex t inguished the fire, and stopped the oil 
spillage at the Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) well, located in the Bahia de Campeche about 80 
ki lometers off Ciudad del Carmen, Mexico. (OSIR, 22 J u n e 1979, p. 1.) The Ixtoc I ha s spilled 
an es t imated 10,000 to 30 ,000 bar re l s of crude oil daily and b u r n e d an u n k n o w n quant i ty of 
n a t u r a l gas since it blew out and caught f i re on 3 J u n e . 
Adair Co. closed t h e blow-out preventers short ly a f t e r 1000 LT on 24 June , b u t the resul t ing 
p res su re repor tedly r u p t u r e d the well casing below the blow-out preventer . Adair p lans to 
survey the well before deciding whe the r to a t tempt ano the r capping effort , a l though OSIR 
sources on-scene believe tha t the capping m u s t now wai t at least 10 weeks unt i l 2 directional 
wells have been drilled to relieve the format ion pressure . 
The n a t u r a l gas f i re was reignited af te r the second blow-out to reduce the explosion danger 
for boa ts nea r the well site. OSIR sources on-scene reported the f ire appeared br ighter and the 
spill r a t e greater a f te r t he unsucces s fu l capping a t tempt . An estimated 5 to 10% of t he spilled 
oil w a s b u r n i n g in the well f i re , and PEMEX is reportedly s tudying ways to increase the 
amoun t of oil b u r n e d . Oil f r o m the well h a s cont inued to f an out in a nor ther ly direction. 
PEMEX h a s relied on Oil Mop Inc. (OMI) Mop Machines since mid- June for the mechanical 
recovery operat ion. By 21 J u n e , 4 OMI Mark II-9 Mop Machines and a Mark IV-16 Mop 
Machine, all moun ted on the 100,000-barrel OMI ba rge Genmar 106, had recovered about 
3000 b a r r e l s of oil. The mach ines were deployed more t h a n 1 ki lometer f rom the well in 
pa tchy oil less t h a n 3 cent imeters th ick. About 15 OMI employees had arr ived on-scene to 
operate t h e equ ipment and t r a in PEMEX personnel in i ts use. On 22 J u n e , PEMEX moved the 
Genmar 106 to wi th in 150 meters of the well and t h e n deployed ano ther Mark IV-16 on the 
barge. The 6 Mop Machines reportedly recovered abou t 10,000 bar re l s of oil the following day, 
and PEMEX p lans to operate the Mop Machines 14 h o u r s a day to main ta in tha t recovery rate. 
OSIR sources repor t t h a t PEMEX is p lann ing to acquire up to 10 addit ional Mop Machines. 
PEMEX borrowed a Cyclonet 150 open-ocean sk immer f r o m the Southern California-
Petroleum Contingency Organization of San Pedro, California (Calif.), and expects to deploy the 
75-ton s k i m m e r in the oil recovery operation by 29 J u n e . The sk immer is manufac tu red by 
Alsthom Atlantic, Inc . of New Orleans, Louisiana, a n d h a s a recovery capacity of about 
3000 b a r r e l s per hou r . The Cyclonet 150 was t r anspor ted to the spill site f rom the U.S. on 
board t h e Otto Candies Co. supply boat J u a n i t a Candies. On 24 J u n e , PEMEX personnel u n d e r 
the supervis ion of Alsthom engineers began moun t ing the sk immer on the Juan i t a Candies. 
The J u a n i t a Candies will tow 30,000- to 50,000-barrel barges for s tor ing the recovered oil. 
Dispersant sp ray ing h a s decreased slightly as Conair Aviation Ltd. of Abbotsford, British 
Columbia, is now f lying 1 to 2 spraying miss ions each day to b reak u p sl icks threatening 
sensitive a reas . Conair cont inues to spray u p to 7000 gallons per day and , since operations 
began on 9 J u n e , h a s sprayed over 100,000 gallons of E x x o n Chemical Co. COREXIT 9527, 
COREXIT 9517, a n d COREXIT 7664 dispersants . E x x o n h a s received assis tance f rom a toll 
m a n u f a c t u r e r in Houston , Texas, in o rder to cont inue supply ing 400 d r u m s of dispersant per 
day. PEMEX h a s f lown mos t of the d ispersants to Ciudad del Carmen b u t now plans to 
t r anspo r t some of t he d i spersan t s by barge. 
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F o u r U.S. sc ient is ts depar ted for Mexico on 22 J u n e to work wi th Mexican re sea rche r s in 
s t u d y i n g the effects of the spilled oil on t h e f i sh and sh r imp . The scientists represen t t he 
Na t iona l Oceanic a n d Atmospher ic Admin i s t ra t ion , the U.S. F i sh a n d Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), a n d the U.S. E n v i r o n m e n t a l Protec t ion Agency (EPA). On 29 J u n e , 2 more U.S. 
sc ien t i s t s will depa r t fo r the spill a rea to s t u d y the character is t ics of the slick and to collect 
w i n d a n d c u r r e n t da ta for spill t r a j ec to ry models . F o u r representa t ives of the Canadian 
g o v e r n m e n t recent ly r e t u r n e d f r o m Mexico a f t e r observing the well capping a n d spill c l eanup 
act ivi t ies for a lmos t 2 weeks. 
The spilled oil will l ikely impact t h e Tamaul ipas , Mexico coast between Tampico a n d 
Lower L a g u n a Madre in 4 to 7 weeks, accord ing to a U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) spill t r a j ec to ry 
model . If t he spill r eaches E a n c h o Nuevo, abou t 250 k i lometers n o r t h of Tampico on t h e 
T a m a u l i p a s coast, i t will t h r ea t en the endange red Atlantic Ridley sea tur t le , according to t h e 
USFWS. The 500 adu l t female Atlantic Ridley sea tu r t l e s exis t ing in the world breed a long a 
25-k i lometer s t r e t ch of beach nea r R a n c h o Nuevo. The Atlantic Ridley eggs began h a t c h i n g i n 
m i d - J u n e , a n d y o u n g tu r t l e s will con t i nue to emerge u n t i l mid-August . 
Abou t 100,000 ha tch l ings will swim w e s t a n d n o r t h in the Gulf of Mexico, p r imar i ly o ' i the 
w a t e r su r face , d u r i n g the n e x t 2 m o n t h s , a n d the USFWS fea r s the y o u n g tu r t l e s will inges t 
t h e I x t o c I oil if t h e y encoun te r it. Because t h e loss of a y e a r ' s ha tch l ings could drive the 
At lan t ic Ridley sea t u r t l e s to ex t inc t ion , t h e USFWS p lans to work wi th Mexican sc ient is ts to 
a i r l i f t al l t he ha tch l ings f r o m t h e R a n c h o Nuevo beach to ano the r Gulf of Mexico beach if t h e 
spil led oil app roaches w i th in abou t 50 k i lomete r s of the nes t ing beach. 
TANKER SPILLS OIL IN WEST G E R M A N Y AFTER R A M M I N G 
Up to 800 ,000 gal lons of Russ i an c r u d e oil spilled in to the sea locks at Emden , 
West Germany , a f t e r t he 59,032-DWT Greek t a n k e r Astoria s t r u c k the lock en t rance a t 
0 0 5 6 LT on 2 6 J u n e . The r a m m i n g holed t h e No. 1 por t cargo t a n k on the Astoria, w h i c h w a s 
t r a n s p o r t i n g abou t 40 ,000 tons of c r u d e oil f r o m Ventspils , Latvia, a n d oil leaked f r o m t h e 
damaged t a n k un t i l a wa te r cush ion fo rmed , p reven t ing f u r t h e r spillage. The Astoria 
proceeded in to the locks, w h e r e mos t of t h e spilled oil w a s contained. The Astoria crew 
off loaded a n d steam-cleaned the damaged No. 1 po r t cargo t a n k by 1200 LT on 26 J u n e . 
Local h a r b o r officials closed the Por t of E m d e n a n d contracted Sperfina, an Emden 
c o m p a n y , to conduc t the spill c leanup. About 3 5 Sperf ina worke r s recovered more t h a n 5 0 % 
of t h e spilled oil on 2 1 J u n e u s ing 12 v a c u u m t r u c k s , 3 barge-mounted v a c u u m pumps , a n d 3 
f loa t ing s k i m m e r s . The Astoria was bu i l t in 1964 a n d is owned by Action Shipping; Co. S.A. of 
P a n a m a a n d operated b y Allied Shipping I n t e r n a t i o n a l Corp. of Piraeus , Greece. 
4 DIE AFTER SHIPS COLLIDE OFF ITALY 
At leas t 4 people have been killed a n d u p to 5 ,200 tons of gasoline and gasoil have spil led 
a n d b u r n e d fol lowing the collision of t h e 7220-DWT I ta l ian motor t a n k e r Vera Berlingieri a n d 
t h e 16,051-DWT F r e n c h moto r car r ie r E m m a n u e l Delmas in fog about 35 ki lometers wes t of 
F lumic ino , I ta ly , on 26 J u n e a t 0630 LT. Al though the exac t cause of t he collision h a s n o t been 
de te rmined , ini t ia l r epo r t s indicate t h a t t h e E m m a n u e l Delmas s t rayed off course and collided 
w i t h t h e Vera Berl ingier i a t a 9 0 ° angle. The engine room of t he Vera Berlingieri repor tedly 
exploded immedia te ly a f t e r t he collision, a n d f i r e spread quickly t h rough bo th vessels, 
s end ing smoke over 1500 mete r s in to t h e a i r . 
Vessels w i t h f i re- f ight ing and ant l -pol lut ion equ ipmen t were dispatched on-scene f r o m 
F iumic ino to ex t ingu i sh the blaze a n d s p r a y d i spersan ts , b u t t he f i re made a close a p p r o a c h to 
t h e vessels impract ica l . The E m m a n u e l Demas, wh ich w a s b o u n d f r o m Torre Annunz ia t a to 
Genoa, I ta ly , is owned a n d operated by t h e Societe Navale Chargeurs Delmas Vieljeux of Par i s , 
F r a n c e . The Vera Berlingieri , wh ich w a s b o u n d f r o m Spezia to Vibo Valentia, I taly, is owned 
b y Mar i t t ima R u b i n a S.P.A. of Palermo, Sicily, a n d operated by Agenzia Mar i t t ima Berl ingieri , 
of Savona, I ta ly . 
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